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Preface to “Air Quality and Source 
Apportionment” 

In designing this Special Issue, I had requested novel analytical and 
numerical (i.e., modeling) techniques for air quality applications of source 
apportionment of atmospheric particulate matter (PM) in under-studied areas.  
By incorporating both numerical and chemical source apportionment techniques,  
I was hoping to encourage a cross pollination of ideas. Novel techniques will be 
vital to tackle air quality issues that are emerging around the globe. Quantifying 
the impact of emission sources on atmospheric PM is key to development of 
effective mitigation strategies and to deconvoluting atmospheric chemistry during 
transport. Since I was interested in novel techniques and locations, I kept the call 
for papers very broad. In response we received and chose a very diverse set of 
manuscripts. 

The manuscripts in this Special Issue can be split into two sections: (1) Source 
apportionment and air quality for PM mass and inorganic components; and 
(2) Detailed organic aerosol and source apportionment. These two sections include 
manuscripts utilizing both numerical and chemical methodology. Section 1 has 
seven manuscripts. Dagsson-Waldhauserova et al. presented a study of the 
physical characterization of volcanic dust events for use with source 
apportionment and quantification of air quality impacts in Iceland. Dewan et al. 
presented a combination of novel chemical (trace element and stable lead isotopes) 
and water-soluble ions which were paired with principal component analyses for 
source apportionment in Shenzhen, China. Hennig et al. conducted a study to 
assess two different air quality models (Land Use Regression and Dispersion and 
Chemistry Transport Models) and their treatment of emission sources in the Ruhr 
area of Germany for use to estimate air pollution exposure in epidemiology 
studies. Liu et al. used meteorological factors to forecast SO2, NO2 and PM10 using 
a back propagation neural network model in Guangzhou, China. Lu et al. utilized 
a Weather Research Forecast (WRF)–Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emission 
(SMOKE)–Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx) modeling 
and particulate source apportionment technology to understand source 
contributions (i.e. power plant, industrial, mobile, and biogenic emissions)  
to particulate sulfate and nitrate in the Pearl River Delta region in China.  
Murillo-Tovar et al. determined enrichment of anthropogenic sources for fine 
particulate trace metals and ionic species in Guadalajara, Mexico. Finally,  
Zhao et al. conducted data mining of routine IMPROVE (Interagency Monitoring 
of Protected Visual Environments) network data combined with satellite fire 
detection to identify/apportion fire episodes in the USA from 2001–2011. 



 
 

XIV 

 

Section 2 included three manuscripts which focused on detailed organic 
aerosol composition. Bean et al. presents source apportionment using chemical 
characterization (Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor), temporal trends and 
positive matrix factorization for aerosol in a forested area near Houston, TX, USA. 
Brown et al. presents a comparison of chemical tracers for biomass burning 
(levoglucosan, water soluble K+, the molecular fragment C2H4O2+ from the 
Aerodyne High Resolution Aerosol Mass Spectrometer, and UV-Black Carbon 
from an aethalometer) in Las Vegas, NV, USA. Finally, Willoughby et al. utilized 
advanced instrumentation (ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry and proton 
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy) for apportionment of organic aerosol 
among biomass burning, urban and marine sources in Virginia and Philadelphia, 
PA, USA. 

Rebecca J. Sheesley 
Guest Editor 
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The Spatial Variation of Dust Particulate
Matter Concentrations during Two Icelandic
Dust Storms in 2015
Pavla Dagsson-Waldhauserova, Agnes Ösp Magnusdottir, Haraldur Olafsson
and Olafur Arnalds

Abstract: Particulate matter mass concentrations and size fractions of PM1, PM2.5,
PM4, PM10, and PM15 measured in transversal horizontal profile of two dust storms
in southwestern Iceland are presented. Images from a camera network were used
to estimate the visibility and spatial extent of measured dust events. Numerical
simulations were used to calculate the total dust flux from the sources as 180,000
and 280,000 tons for each storm. The mean PM15 concentrations inside of the dust
plumes varied from 10 to 1600 µg¨ m´3 (PM10 = 7 to 583 µg¨ m´3). The mean PM1

concentrations were 97–241 µg¨ m´3 with a maximum of 261 µg¨ m´3 for the first
storm. The PM1/PM2.5 ratios of >0.9 and PM1/PM10 ratios of 0.34–0.63 show that
suspension of volcanic materials in Iceland causes air pollution with extremely high
PM1 concentrations, similar to polluted urban areas in Europe or Asia. Icelandic
volcanic dust consists of a higher proportion of submicron particles compared to
crustal dust. Both dust storms occurred in relatively densely inhabited areas of
Iceland. First results on size partitioning of Icelandic dust presented here should
challenge health authorities to enhance research in relation to dust and shows the
need for public dust warning systems.

Reprinted from Atmosphere. Cite as: Dagsson-Waldhauserova, P.; Magnusdottir, A.Ö.;
Olafsson, H.; Arnalds, O. The Spatial Variation of Dust Particulate Matter
Concentrations during Two Icelandic Dust Storms in 2015. Atmosphere 2016, 7, 77.

1. Introduction

Air pollution from natural sources accounts for a significant part of the total
particulate matter pollution on Earth. Deserts, stratovolcanoes, and arable land
areas contribute to global air pollution in addition to emissions from industrialized
and densely inhibited regions. Desert dust has a remarkable influence on Earth’s
ecosystems as well as human health. Several studies have shown that suspended
desert dust can increase mortality hundreds of kilometers downwind from dust
sources [1–6]. Mortality was found to increase by 2%–12% with every 10 µg¨ m´3

increase in particulate matter (PM10) concentration. Some of these studies reported
increased mortality for the PM2.5 dust particulate matter. A decrease of mixing layer
height was associated with an increase of daily mortality while the effect of mixing
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layer thinning on particle toxicity was exacerbated when Saharan dust outbreaks
occurred [7]. Positive associations between mass concentrations of larger sizes of
particles, such as PM15, were observed for cardiopulmonary and ischemic heart
disease causes of death during the long-term studies on air pollution and mortality
of the American Cancer Society [8]. The studies on levels and speciation of PM1 in
Europe are, however, scarce [9–11]. The PM1 fraction has considerable importance
in relation to health because of high potential for entering the lungs [12]. Moreover,
submicron particles are more likely to travel further distances during the long range
transport than larger particles [13].

In spite of a cold and moist climate, Iceland has been identified as the most
active and largest Arctic and European desert [14]. Other cold climate and high
latitudes regions with considerable dust inputs are Alaska, Greenland, Svalbard,
Antarctica, and South America [15–20]. One of the most extreme wind erosion events
on Earth was measured in Iceland in 2010 [21]. Annual dust day frequency in Iceland
is comparable to the major desert areas of the world [22,23]. Emissions from local
dust sources, enhanced by strong winds, affect regional air quality in Iceland, such
as in the capital Reykjavik [24]. Particulate Matter (PM10) concentrations during dust
events in Reykjavik often exceed the health limit of 50 µg¨ m´3 over 24 h [25,26], while
PM10 concentrations measured during dust events in the vicinity of dust sources
(<30 km) exceed the health limit in order of 10–100 times [26–28]. This shows that
atmospheric aerosols, mainly dust, can markedly impair air quality in non-polluted
Arctic/sub-Arctic regions.

Icelandic dust differs from dust originating from most continental deserts. It is
volcanogenic in origin, of basaltic composition, with lower SiO2 proportions (<50%)
and higher Al2O3, Fe2O3, and CaO contents than crustal dust [23,27–29]. This
volcanic dust contains about 80% volcanic glass with numerous large gas bubbles
and massive shards. It is extremely angular with sharp-tipped shards and often with
curved and concave shard-faces. Fine pipe-vesicular structures of glass, as known
from asbestos, can be also found. All these factors suggest that volcanic dust can be
easily suspended and have highly negative effects on human health as concluded by
Carlsen et al. [30].

Studies that provide PM mass concentration measurements during dust storms
in Iceland are few and limited in scope, excluding research related to volcanic
eruptions [23,24,27,28,31]. None of these studies dealt with the size partitioning
of the PM components. Here we presented a study on PM source characteristics of
volcanic dust during two dust events from different dust sources in Iceland. The
emphasis was given to the fine dust fraction of PM1. An effort has been made to
measure the transverse horizontal profile of dust storms and estimate the spatial
extent of such storms in the terms of PM concentrations, dust load computation, and
visibility information obtained from cameras.
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2. Experiments

2.1. Instrumentation and Measurement Setup

Two dust storms were measured in southwestern Iceland in the summer of
2015. Measurements of both storms began after the dust plume was visible from
Reykjavík with transverse horizontal profile measurements through the dust plumes.
The source area of the first dust event on 15 June 2015 was Landeyjasandur (Storm 1,
Figure 1A), about 100 km from Reykjavík, while the second dust storm on 4 August
2015 originated from the Hagavatn dust source (Storm 2, Figure 1B), about 85 km
distance from Reykjavik.

A mobile instrument, aerosol monitor DustTrak DRX 8533EP, was used to
measure particulate matter (PM) mass concentrations at several places within the
dust plume. The DustTrak instrument provides measurements of mass concentration
from 0.001 to 150 mg¨ m´3 with the mass fraction concentrations corresponding
to PM1, PM2.5, PM4, PM10, and the total PM15. Five minute measurements were
made at each stop in the dust plume, consisting of 60 five-second sampling periods.
The measurement time was short to allow for travel through the dust storm with
measurements at as many places as possible. All measurements were calculated
as 5-min averages. The TSI DustTraks have given similar results in parallel
measurements of PM mass concentration as Beta attenuation instruments (Thermo
ESM Andersen FH 62 I-R) [32]. This instrument has been used in Iceland by the
Environmental Agency of Iceland (EAI) since 1996 and we have found good relation
between PM10 concentrations obtained by DustTrak DRX and the Thermo ESM. The
error range for absolute values for other PM size ranges could be ˘10% [33]. We
emphasize that the DustTrak measurements in both storms are complemented by an
independent measurement by the Thermo ESM instrument at the EAI in Reykjavik
(PM10 30-min maxima of about 300 µg¨ m´3 for Storm 1 and about 200 µg¨ m´3 for
Storm 2). Measurements for Storm 1 with DustTrak at Keldnaholt (Reykjavik) and
Thermo ESM at Grensásvegur (Reykjavik), approx. 5 km apart are very similar (PM10

30-min maxima of about 224 µg¨ m´3 vs. 280 µg¨ m´3 at the same time, with the latter
being closer to the center of the plume). Similar agreement was found for Storm 2.
These numbers indicate that large scale errors sometimes reported for measurements
with the TSI DustTraks do not apply here [32,33].

In this study, we used a unique dataset from a network of active cameras
operated by the Icelandic Road and Coastal Administration to find the exact extent
and area of the dust plume [34]. A total of 25 cameras were used to estimate the
visibility changes during these dust storms. Figure 2 presents the time laps images
from the web cameras with corresponding visibility estimations. The houses on the
photos are situated at about 1 km from the camera. The mountains in the background
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are about 3.5 km from the camera. Subsequently, maps of the dust storms were made
in ArcMap 10.1.
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Figure 1. Spatial location of the dust storms. Left figure (A, Storm 1) shows the
dust storm from Landeyjasandur on 15 June 2015. The measurement locations are
marked on the map with the numbers corresponding to the information on the
PM15 and PM1 concentrations in the table. Right figure (B, Storm 2) shows the dust
storm from the Hagavatn on 4 August 2015. The lines on the figures depict the
dispersal area of the dust plumes estimated from the images of the Icelandic Road
and Coastal Administration web camera network [34].
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Figure 2. Observations of mean 10 min wind speed from 01-24 UTC at Landeyjahöfn
(at the dust source for Storm 1) on 15 June 2015 and at Gullfoss (about 15 km SE of
the dust source for Storm 2) on 4 August 2015.
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2.2. Meteorological Conditions and Transport of Dust

Figure 2 shows the observed 10 min average wind speed at the weather stations
Landeyjahöfn (Storm 1), which is close to the dust source, and Gullfoss (Storm 2)
which is at a 15 km distance from the source, but does not capture the catabatic
wind effects at the source. The wind speed was gradually increasing from about 6
to 16 m¨ s´1 during the Landaeyjasandur dust event (Storm 1). The Hagavatn dust
event (Storm 2) occurred with wind speeds from about 4 to 14 m¨ s´1 measured at
Gullfoss. A numerical simulation of surface winds during the two events is shown
in Figure 3. The simulation was carried out with the numerical model HIRLAM
with a horizontal resolution of 5 km. The simulation was initialized at 00UTC the
same day, using initial and boundary conditions from the operational suite at the
European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecasts. The true winds in the dust
source area on 4 August were probably a few m¨ s´1 stronger than observed at
Gullfoss. There are substantial horizontal gradients in the wind field close to the dust
sources in both cases. In Storm 1 on 15 June, the mountains in S-Iceland generated
a corner wind of 6–8 m¨ s´1 greater speed than in the incoming flow. This corner
wind extended over a large area over the sea and the SW-coast of Iceland. The dust
was lifted where this windstorm blew over the coastal areas. Once in suspension,
some of the dust entered a wake area over land with weaker winds. In Storm 2
on 4 August, dust was also generated by locally enhanced winds. There was local
acceleration in flow which ran along a major mountain range and had a downslope
component. The local acceleration and the winds in general were underestimated by
a few m¨ s´1 in the simulation (Figure 3), but the flow pattern and the wind directions
are realistic. The orographic flow perturbation is of a smaller scale in Storm 2 on
4 August than in Storm 1 on 15 June, and consequently is harder to reproduce in a
numerical simulation.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Dust Concentrations and Visibility

The spatial extent and PM concentrations measured during the two dust storms
are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. The mean PM15 concentrations inside the
dust plume 1 varied from 162 µg¨ m´3 to 1260 µg¨ m´3 (PM10 = 158–583 µg¨ m´3),
and from 10 µg¨ m´3 to 1600 µg¨ m´3 (PM10 = 7–486 µg¨ m´3) inside dust plume 2,
respectively. These numbers represent rather low concentrations for an ongoing dust
storm compared to the long term PM measurements provided by the Environmental
Agency of Iceland (EAI) [23,26–28]. This was partly caused by moderate winds not
exceeding 16 m¨ s´1 (Figures 2 and 3). The mean PM1 concentrations were, however,
97–241 µg¨ m´3 during Storm 1 and reached up to 164 µg¨ m´3 during Storm 2. Such
high fine dust concentrations have been reported during massive dust storms from
lacustrine sediment areas in Iran and during African dust episodes in Barcelona
(hourly means 60–70 µg¨ m´3) [10,35]. The PM1 maximum of 261 µg¨ m´3 measured
during moderate Icelandic dust storms is comparable to the maximum of 495 µg¨ m´3

reported from Iran during a massive dust storm when PM10 concentrations exceeded
5000 µg¨ m´3. Relatively high PM1 annual means are regularly measured over Greece
during African dust outbreaks [36].

The distance of the measurements from the dust sources was <100 km. The
source material contains extremely fine particles. Storm 1 originated from the
Landeyjarsandur dust hot spot which mostly consists of fine volcanic material
from active volcanic systems such as Eyjafjallajökull and the Katla systems [14].
Figure 1B shows the values for Storm 2 which originated from the Hagavatn glacial
floodplain. The Hagavatn dust materials are more crystalline in nature compared to
most other Icelandic dust sources [29]. The higher PM1 concentrations during the
Storm 1 than Storm 2 can be related to this difference in crystallinity and also to the
early suspension in June rather than in August when submicron particles had been
already removed.
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The camera network from the Icelandic Road and Coastal Administration (IRCA)
was used to determine the dispersal area of these two dust storms. Figure 4 depicts
a time lapse series of photos from one of these web cameras which is located in
Sandskeið near Reykjavík (Point 1 at the Figures 1B and 5B). The visibility was
reduced down to 1 km during Storm 2. The camera is located about 3.5 km from the
mountain and about 1 km from the house shown in the middle of the photos. The
corresponding PM10 concentrations to these visibility reductions can be obtained
from DustTrak measurements close to this location for the left image only. The
closest instrument (EAI) is located about 20 km downwind from this camera. The left
picture shows the visibility was >3.5 km corresponding to the PM10 of 50 µg¨ m´3

by the EAI and 71 µg¨ m´3 measured using the DustTrak instrument at the site.
The middle photo shows the visibility was about 3.5 km, corresponding to the
PM10 of 70 µg¨ m´3, while the photo on the right shows visibility was about 1 km,
corresponding to PM10 of 100 µg¨ m´3. The PM10 concentrations for the middle and
right picture at the location of the camera can, therefore, only be retrieved using the
visibility–dust formula given by Dagsson-Waldhauserova et al. [23]. This formula
is based on the long-term observations of PM10 and visibility in Iceland. Applying
the formula to the visibility estimations from the camera, the PM10 concentrations
are calculated as <190 µg¨ m´3 for the left photo, 370 µg¨ m´3 for the middle photo,
and >780 µg¨ m´3 for the photo on the right.
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Figure 4. Changes in visibility during Storm 2 on 4 August 2015 when dust was
blowing from Hagavatn. Left photo (A) shows visibility >3.5 km, corresponding to
PM10 of 71 µg¨ m´3, measured by a DustTrak instrument at the site. The middle
photo (B) shows visibility of about 3.5 km corresponding to an estimated PM10

of 370 µg¨ m´3, while the photo on the right (C) shows about 1 km visibility,
corresponding to an estimated PM10 of >780 µg¨ m´3 based on the formula from
Dagsson-Waldhauserova et al. [23]. The images are from a web camera from the
Icelandic Road and Coastal Administration.

Impaired visibility was observed at all spots where PM measurements were
conducted (Figure 5). These images together with the IRCA camera network allowed
us to estimate the spatial extent of the dust plumes as depicted in Figure 1. The
total land area affected by Storm 1 was about 2450 km2 but 4220 km2 for Storm 2.
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Numerical simulations and operational radiosoundings at Keflavik revealed the
thickness of the well-mixed atmospheric boundary-layer as about 1 km in Strom
1 on 15 June with mean winds of about 15 m¨ s´1. The event lasted for about 8 h,
giving a total dust flux from source of about 180,000 tonnes. In Storm 2 on 4 August,
the boundary-layer thickness was about 1.3 km and the mean winds were 12 m¨ s´1.
This event lasted for about 12 h and the total flux from the source is estimated to
be about 280,000 tonnes. Both events can thus be characterized as medium-sized
(e.g., [22,37]).
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and it can clearly be seen how the visibility changed due to dust in the dust plume. Reduced visibility 

due to dust in Mosfellsbæ r (near Reykjavik) is shown on picture 6B. Here the concentrations exceeded 

400 µg·m−3 for PM10 and 100 µg·m−3 for PM1. The long-term frequency of dust events in Iceland reports 

about one dust day annually for the capital of Reykjavik [23]. This number of dust storms is highly 

underestimated judging from our own observations as well as the measurements provided by the 

EAI. The meteorological stations at the towns of Hveragerði and Selfoss report 3.7 to 6.8 dust days a 

year. 

Figure 5. The measurement spots (place number: PM15 concentration/PM1

concentration, µg¨ m´3) including a photo from every measurement spot. It can be
seen that visibility was more reduced with higher dust concentrations. (A) Storm 1
from the Landeyjasandur on 15 June 2015 and (B) from Storm 2 on 4 August 2015.
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Figure 6 captured how Storm 1 passed relatively densely populated areas such
as the town of Hveragerði, population of 2300, and the neighboring town of Selfoss,
the eighth largest community in Iceland, with about 6500 inhabitants. The highest
PM10 concentrations of >500 µg¨ m´3 and PM1 > 200 µg¨ m´3 were measured in
this area. The margin of the dust plume is very visible on Figure 6A and it can
clearly be seen how the visibility changed due to dust in the dust plume. Reduced
visibility due to dust in Mosfellsbær (near Reykjavik) is shown on picture 6B. Here
the concentrations exceeded 400 µg¨ m´3 for PM10 and 100 µg¨ m´3 for PM1. The
long-term frequency of dust events in Iceland reports about one dust day annually for
the capital of Reykjavik [23]. This number of dust storms is highly underestimated
judging from our own observations as well as the measurements provided by the
EAI. The meteorological stations at the towns of Hveragerði and Selfoss report 3.7 to
6.8 dust days a year.
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Figure 6. (A) The dust front of Storm 1 approaching to the town Hveragerði,
population of 2300, which is near the town Selfoss, the eighth largest community
in Iceland, with about 6500 inhabitants. The highest PM concentrations were
measured in this area. The margin of the dust plume is very clear. Reduced
visibility due to dust in Mosfellsbær (near Reykjavik), overlooking river Leirá, is
shown on the right picture (B). Here the concentrations exceeded 400 µg¨ m´3 for
PM10 and 100 µg¨ m´3 for PM1.

3.2. Size Partitioning of the PM Components of Icelandic Dust

Mineral dust outbreaks increase both fine and coarse PM concentrations [3,6,
10,13,24,38,39]. Table 1 shows the mean PM1–15 concentrations at different locations
(Figure 1) inside the dust plume. Although the PM10 concentrations are moderate
(<600 µg¨ m´3) for an ongoing dust storm in Iceland, the mean levels of PM1 are
considerably high, such as >97 µg¨ m´3 for Storm 1. The proportions of PM1/PM10

are significantly higher for Iceland than for any other dust events we have found in
the literature. The PM1/PM10 ratio ranged from 0.41 to 0.63 for Storm 1, and 0.34
to 0.57 for Storm 2, respectively (Table 1). Perez et al. [9] reported the PM1/PM10

ratios were relatively stable during African dust outbreaks, where the mean annual
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average decreased from 0.48 to 0.42 for dust days. Arizona dust outbreaks also had
even more stable PM1/PM10 ratios of between 0.17 and 0.22 (0.18 on average) [38].
Claiborn et al. [39] reported no increase in PM1 during dust storms within the USA.
In Iceland, the more severe the dust event was the lower PM1/PM10 ratio was
observed. The same trend was reported from Iran where the PM1/PM10 ratio
decreased from 0.4 to 0.05 during the dust storms with the mean ratio of 0.14.
Generally, the PM1/PM10 ratio <0.4 is attributed to the summer season with high
dust suspension as summarized from 22 studies on size-segregated particulate matter
ratios [40]. These comparisons showed that Icelandic volcanic dust is extremely fine
compared to the crustal dust. Such high proportions (>60% of PM1 in PM10) as
obtained during Storm 1 have been reported for urban air pollution, but not for
natural dust. The PM1 proportion of 57%–60% in PM10 was found, for example, at
four sites in Austria [41] while the PM1/PM10 ratio between 0.45 and 0.74 was found
at a polluted urban site of Taipei in Taiwan [42].

Table 1 shows that the PM1/PM2.5 ratio ranged from 0.89 to 0.94, thereby
confirming that most of the fine dust particles were of submicron size. This is
contrary to what has been reported on such ratios during dust events elsewhere. The
PM1/PM2.5 ratio was 0.49 during dust events in the USA [39] while the PM1/PM2.5

was ranging from 0.05 to 0.8, with a corresponding mean value 0.55, during dust
storms in Iran [10]. Values such as 90% of PM1/PM2.5 were reported from urban
sites or cities such Graz in Austria [41]. High PM1/PM2.5 and PM1/PM10 ratios
imply that PM2.5 or PM10 mainly consist of submicron particles that have a greater
health impact than larger particles [6,10,12]. Detailed mineralogical and geochemical
analyses of Icelandic dust revealed fine pipe-vesicular structures of volcanic glasses,
as known from asbestos and high content of heavy metals [27,28]. Such structured
submicron particles can likely have even more destructive effects on human and
animal health, as reported by Carlsen et al. [30]. Figures 1 and 6 illustrate that the
dust plumes with high PM concentrations are passing the most densely inhibited
areas in Iceland. The frequency of such events is up to 135 dust days annually in
Iceland with many crossing populated areas [23]. Currently, no warnings for the
general public are issued.

About 90% of the PM2.5 particles were attributed to submicron particle fractions,
and the ratios of PM2.5/PM10 were similar to the PM1/PM10 (Table 1). The mean
PM2.5/PM10 ratio was 0.61 for Storm 1 and 0.44 for Storm 2. This is similar to what
was found during dust outbreaks in Spain [9], but considerably higher than the
0.3 ratio reported from the USA [39]. The PM2.5/PM10 ratios in Iran ranged from
0.1 to 0.5 with the mean of 0.23 [10]. The lower values were related to the high dust
season. The high proportion of fine materials in Iceland is attributed to the small grain
size at the dust sources, which is a result of glacial action producing fine-grained
materials. These materials are further sorted by glacio-fluvial processes at the glacial
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margins and in glacial rivers [14]. This unceasing glacial and glacio-fluvial action
ensures continuous re-supply of the fine grained materials, in contrast to larger
aeolian bodies on the continents.

The high ratios of PM10/PM15 shown in Table 1 suggest a low proportion of
particles >10 µm. However, <50% proportion of PM10 on PM15 in many cases suggest
the presence of larger particles. We did not find any relation between the PM10

concentration and PM10/PM15 ratio. There is, however, limited information on this
size range of PM in the literature [8].

Our results show that Icelandic dust contains fine submicron particles, as
was reported by Dagsson-Waldhauserova et al. [27]. Suspended dust measured
at the Mælifellssandur glacial floodplain resulted in the high proportion of
close-to-ultrafine particles, such as 0.3–0.37 µm. Generation of such fine particles is
associated with mechanical processes of glaciers and fluvial processes [27]. However,
even the finest lacustrine sediments produced from the most active dust hot spots of
the world, such as the Bodele Depression in the Sahara or the Sistan Basin in Iran
do not consist of such high amounts of submicron particles as observed in Icelandic
dust [3,10,13,43,44].

4. Conclusions

The study of two dust events shows the usefulness of combining photos
obtained by surveillance cameras and portable dust measurement instruments for
identifying the extent, magnitude, and grain size characteristics of single dust storms
in Iceland. It shows that common dust storms are of several hundred thousand
tons of magnitude from relatively well-defined main dust sources. The in situ
measurements of two moderate Icelandic dust storms in 2015 show that aeolian
dust can be very fine. The study highlights that suspended volcanic dust in Iceland
can have extremely high PM1 concentrations that are comparable to urban pollution
in Europe or Asia. The PM1/PM2.5 ratios are generally low during dust storms
outside of Iceland, much lower than >0.9 and PM1/PM10 ratios of 0.34–0.63 found in
our study. The extremely high proportions of submicron particles are predicted to
travel long distances. Moreover, such submicron particles pose considerable health
risks because of their high potential for entering the lungs. Icelandic volcanic glass
often has fine pipe-vesicular structures, known from asbestos, and has a high content
of heavy metals. The two dust events with high PM concentrations reported here
passed the most densely inhabited areas of Iceland and influenced an area of 2450 km2

during Storm 1 and 4220 km2 in Storm 2. The mean frequency of dust events in
Iceland is about 135 dust days annually, however, health risk warnings for the general
public are not being issued. The data provided stresses the need for such a warning
system and is an important step towards its development. In light of the small size
of the dust reported here, in addition to the high frequency of the dust events, it is
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vital to step up integrated dust and health research in Iceland. Furthermore, dust has
influence on weather and climate in general, and the fine fraction of the Icelandic
dust has bearings for weather forecast and climate change predictions.
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Effect of Pollution Controls on Atmospheric
PM2.5 Composition during Universiade in
Shenzhen, China
Nitika Dewan, Yu-Qin Wang, Yuan-Xun Zhang, Yang Zhang, Ling-Yan He,
Xiao-Feng Huang and Brian J. Majestic

Abstract: The 16th Universiade, an international multi-sport event, was hosted
in Shenzhen, China from 12 to 23 August 2011. During this time, officials
instituted the Pearl River Delta action plan in order to enhance the air quality of
Shenzhen. To determine the effect of these controls, the current study examined the
trace elements, water-soluble ions, and stable lead isotopic ratios in atmospheric
particulate matter (PM) collected during the controlled (when the restrictions were
in place) and uncontrolled periods. Fine particles (PM2.5) were collected at two
sampling sites in Shenzhen: “LG”—a residential building in the Longgang District,
with significant point sources around it and “PU”—Peking University Shenzhen
Graduate School in the Nanshan District, with no significant point sources. Results
from this study showed a significant increase in the concentrations of elements during
the uncontrolled periods. For instance, samples at the LG site showed (controlled
to uncontrolled periods) concentrations (in ng¨ m´3) of: Fe (152 to 290), As (3.65 to
8.38), Pb (9.52 to 70.8), and Zn (98.6 to 286). Similarly, samples at the PU site showed
elemental concentrations (in ng¨ m´3) of: Fe (114 to 301), As (0.634 to 8.36), Pb (4.86
to 58.1), and Zn (29.5 to 259). Soluble Fe ranged from 7%–15% for the total measured
Fe, indicating an urban source of Fe. Ambient PM2.5 collected at the PU site has an
average 206Pb/204Pb ratio of 18.257 and 18.260 during controlled and uncontrolled
periods, respectively. The LG site has an average 206Pb/204Pb ratio of 18.183 and
18.030 during controlled and uncontrolled periods, respectively. The 206Pb/204Pb
ratios at the PU and the LG sites during the controlled and uncontrolled periods were
similar, indicating a common Pb source. To characterize the sources of trace elements,
principal component analysis was applied to the elements and ions. Although the
relative importance of each component varied, the major sources for both sites were
identified as residual oil combustion, secondary inorganic aerosols, sea spray, and
combustion. The PM2.5 levels were severely decreased during the controlled period,
but it is unclear if this was a result of the controls or change in meteorology.

Reprinted from Atmosphere. Cite as: Dewan, N.; Wang, Y.-Q.; Zhang, Y.-X.; Zhang, Y.;
He, L.-Y.; Huang, X.-F.; Majestic, B.J. Effect of Pollution Controls on Atmospheric
PM2.5 Composition during Universiade in Shenzhen, China. Atmosphere 2016, 7, 57.
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1. Introduction

Due to an increase in urbanization and economic growth in China, air pollution
has become a severe problem. PM2.5 is a key pollutant strongly impacted by the
rapid development in China [1–3]. High PM2.5 levels are associated with human
mortality [4–6], climate change [7], visibility degradation [8,9], and agricultural yield
reduction [10]. Increased morbidity and mortality rates and the adverse health effects
of particle exposure are predominantly linked to chemical composition of PM [11,12].
From a toxicological viewpoint, the trace metals play an important role in increasing
the redox activity of ambient PM [13–15]. Metals are hard to eliminate and they
therefore accumulate in organisms and plants and can cause severe human health
related problems and environmental pollution [16,17]. The inhalation of metals is
associated with disruption of the nervous system and the functioning of internal
organs [18–20].

Shenzhen (22˝33’N, 114˝06’E), home to a population of 10.62 million residents,
is one of the most important industrial centers in China. It is a coastal city in the
Guangdong Province located at the mouth of the Pearl River Delta (PRD), bordering
Hong Kong. Previous studies measured PM2.5 mass concentrations during winter
and summer months in Shenzhen and Hong Kong. The PM2.5 levels (in µg¨ m´3)
were higher at Shenzhen, 47 ˘ 17 and 61 ˘ 18, relative to Hong Kong, 31 ˘ 17 and
55 ˘ 23, during summer and winter months, respectively [21,22]. Overall, Shenzhen
displayed maximum PM2.5 levels in winter months relative to summer months [23],
both of which exceed the 24-h mean ambient air quality standards of the World
Health Organization (WHO) of 25 µg¨ m´3 [24] and the annual ambient air quality
standards of People’s Republic of China (GB 3095-2012) of 35 µg¨ m´3 [25].

The 16th Universiade, an international multi-sport and cultural event organized
for university athletes by the International University Sports Federation, was hosted
in Shenzhen, China from 12 to 23 August 2011. During this time, officials instituted
several restrictions: (a) the PRD action plan [26], which includes the prevention
and control of industrial pollution, flow source pollution, and dust and point source
pollution; (b) an ozone controlling plan which includes control of emissions of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) and promotion of an oil to gas project for thermal
power plants; and (c) traffic-control actions such as restricting access within the
region in order to enhance the air quality of Shenzhen. In this study, airborne PM2.5

(aerodynamic diameter <2.5 µm) was collected at two sampling sites in Shenzhen
during the controlled period (when the restrictions were implied) and during the
uncontrolled period (when the restrictions were released). A previous study had
evaluated the impact of emission controls and traffic intervention measures during
the 29th Olympic and Paralympics games in Beijing [27], where significant reductions
in vehicle emissions and ambient traffic-related air pollutants were observed.
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In this study, we employed several chemical and statistical methods to determine
the impact of the emission restrictions on PM2.5 and trace elements. We report
trace elements as well as water-soluble major ions. For the first time in the region,
Pb isotopic ratios, as well as soluble iron oxidation state speciation, are reported.
In addition to quantification, we employ principal component analysis (PCA) to
determine the source of trace elements, allowing a unique interpretation of the
quantitative data.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Collection

Airborne PM2.5 was collected at two sampling sites (LG and PU) in Shenzhen
in 2011 both during the controlled period (12 August–23 August) and uncontrolled
period (24 August–4 September) of Universiade. The map of the region showing the
two sampling sites is shown in Figure 1 [28]. The “LG” site (22.70˝N, 114.21˝E), about
500 m away from the main venue, is located on top of a 31 floor Lotus residential
building in the Longgang District, with significant point sources (e.g., plastic
processing plants, glass factories, papermaking and painting industries) nearby.
During the controlled periods, these point sources were supposed to be closed.
However, we note that there was no accountability and no way of verification.
The “PU” site (22.60˝N, 113.97˝E) is located at the top of Building E of the Peking
University Shenzhen Graduate School in the Nanshan District, with no significant
point sources around it and about 33 km away from the main venue. The LG site was
located at 161 m and the PU site was located at 50 m above ground level, with no
major geological features between the sites. The distance between the two sampling
sites is about 45 km. A previous study during the same time period at these sites
showed that both PM mass and PM composition (EC/OC) were significantly (and
similarly) altered when comparing the controlled and uncontrolled periods [26].

Co-located samples were collected on both 47 mm quartz and Teflon filters
(Whatman, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) for 24-h from 12 August to 4 September with a flow
rate of 21 L¨ min´1 using dual channel samplers (GUCAS 1.0) [29]. The quartz filters
were used for EC/OC analysis following the protocol mentioned in EPA/NIOSH [30]
and these results are reported elsewhere [26]. All sample preparation was performed
under positive pressure HEPA filtered air. A microbalance (Mettler Toledo
AX105DR, Columbus, OH, USA) was used for determination of mass (estimated total
uncertainty of ˘6 µg). Prior to weighing, the filters were equilibrated in a constant
humidity (40% ˘ 3%) and temperature (20 ˘ 1 ˝C) environment for 48 h.
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Figure 1. Map showing the geographical location of the PU and LG sampling sites
(shown as stars) relative to the Universiade center in Shenzhen. The red dots in the
map represent the stadiums where the events were held [28].

The temperature, pressure, wind directions, and relative humidity were constant
during the controlled periods. Based on the 72-h backward HYSPLIT (Hybrid Single
Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory) model [31], the air mass was transported
from the South Sea at both sampling sites during the controlled periods. During the
uncontrolled periods, the wind directions were more variable, but northern winds
were more prominent and, based on trajectory analysis, air mass was transported
from an industrial zone to both sites. Additional details of the meteorology during
this time can be found in a previous manuscript [26]. There were two minor rain
events during the controlled and three during the uncontrolled periods, all less than
12 mm. There were no reductions observed in the overall PM mass during those days.

2.2. Total Elemental Analysis

Prior to digestion, the polypropylene ring was removed from the Teflon filter
using a ceramic blade. The Teflon filters were digested in sealed, pre-cleaned Teflon
digestion bombs in a 30-position Microwave Rotor (Milestone Ethos, Shelton, CT,
USA) with trace metal grade acid matrix (Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA) consisting of
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1.5 mL of nitric acid (16 M), 750 µL of hydrochloric acid (12 M), 200 µL of hydrofluoric
acid (28 M), and 200 µL of 30% hydrogen peroxide. Digestates were diluted to
30 mL with high purity water (>18 MΩcm, MQ) and elemental concentrations (Al,
As, Ba, Ca, Cd, Cr, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, Ni, Pb, Rb, Sb, Se, Sr, Ti, V, and
Zn) were quantified by quadrupole inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS, Agilent 7700, Santa Clara, CA, USA) with indium (In) as an internal
standard. The accuracy of the results from the elemental analysis was verified by
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Standard Reference Materials
(SRM). The SRMs, San Joaquin Soil (NIST 2709) and Urban Dust (NIST 1649a), were
digested and analyzed with every batch of 25 samples. The percent recovery of the
reported elements from these SRMs was 85%–120%. Data were also blank-corrected
using the average of multiple field filter blanks. Blank concentrations (in µg¨ L´1)
ranged from 0.0041 (2.4% of the total) to 14.65 (5.3% of the total) for the elements
during the controlled and uncontrolled periods at the two sampling sites. The
uncertainty associated with each element in every sample was calculated from an
error propagation analysis, which included uncertainty in the field blanks and in the
air flow rates.

2.3. Soluble Ions Analysis

For soluble ion analysis, the Teflon filters were leached in 10 mL high purity
water for 2 h. Water-soluble ions were analyzed from the unacidified portion using
ion exchange chromatography (Dionex-ICS5000, Bannockburn, IL, USA) followed
by a self-regeneration suppressor (model CSR 300 for cations and ASR 300 for
anions) and coupled with conductivity detector (Thermo). Cations (NH4

+, K+, Na+,
and Mg2+) were separated by Dionex IonPac CS12A column and using 20 mM of
methanesulfonic acid as a mobile phase at a flowrate of 0.5 mL¨ min´1. For anions
(Cl´, NO3

´, and SO4
2´), a Dionex IonPac AS22 column was used for separation

along with a mixture of 4.5 mM sodium carbonate and 1.4 mM sodium bicarbonate
as a mobile phase with a flowrate of 0.5 mL¨ min´1. A calibration curve of authentic
standard (Dionex) for target ions was used to identify and quantify cations and
anions in the samples. Details about calibration, method and instrument detection
limits, and other measurement parameters have been previously reported [32].

2.4. Iron Oxidation State Analysis

Iron (Fe) speciation analysis was also performed with the water-soluble extracts.
1.8 mL of the soluble extract was mixed with 0.2 mL of 5.88 µM Ferrozine reagent
((3-(2-pyridyl)-5,6-diphenyl-1,2,4-triazine-4’,4”-disulfonic acid sodium salt), Sigma,
St. Louis, MO, USA). The absorbance of the Fe(II)–Ferrozine complex was measured
at 560 nm using a 1 m liquid waveguide capillary cell spectrophotometer [33,34].
The pH for all water extracts (each site, controlled vs. uncontrolled) ranged
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between 4.28 and 4.41. This suggests that, despite an unbuffered extract solution,
pH effects were not important. The calibration curve generated using known
Fe(II)-Ferrozine solutions provided Fe(II) concentration. Soluble Fe(III) was then
determined by subtracting total soluble Fe concentration (from ICP-MS) from the
soluble Fe(II) concentration.

2.5. Stable Pb Isotope Analysis

Stable Pb isotopic ratios were measured in the digested extracts with no further
purification using high-resolution magnetic sector inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometer (MC)-ICP-MS (Thermo-Finnigan Neptune Plus). For the Pb isotope
analysis, the digests were evaporated in Teflon vials and diluted to 2 mL using 2%
optima grade HNO3 acid (Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA). The Pb content of the digests
ranged from 15 to 30 ng. The uncertainties for Pb isotope ratios depended on the
isotope system and were in the range of 0.0025 and 0.0034 for 206Pb/204Pb and
207Pb/206Pb, respectively. Analysis of the common Pb isotopic standard (NIST 981)
yielded 206Pb/204Pb = 16.937 ˘ 0.018 (n = 18) and 207Pb/206Pb = 0.9145 ˘ 0.0001
(n = 17) versus the certified values of 16.944 ˘ 0.015 and 0.9146 ˘ 0.0003, respectively.

2.6. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

To identify the potential origin of the elements in PM2.5, PCA was conducted
using SPSS statistical software (SPSS, version 22). A varimax rotation was employed
for interpretation of the principal components and factors with eigenvalues greater
than unity were retained in the analysis [35]. Given that the bulk properties,
Pb isotope ratios, and elements trends were similar at each site, it is clear that
similar sources affect each site. Therefore, the sites were grouped together for
the PCA analysis. Prior to conducting factor analysis, we performed a Pearson
correlation matrix of 52 samples collected at two sampling sites during controlled
and uncontrolled periods. Based on correlations matrix, we had a total of 26 samples
with OC [26], 8 elements, and 6 ions as variables, resulting in a sample/variable ratio
consistent with recommended criteria for a robust PCA analysis with KMO test of
sampling adequacy >0.5 [36]. In addition, the significance value (0.000) for Bartlett’s
test of sphericity indicates that the correlations are appropriate for this data set.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Trace Element Concentrations

One previous study [26] has shown that during the controlled periods, the
monitored PM2.5 mass concentrations were 12.9 ˘ 3.7 µg¨ m´3 at the PU site and
25.2 ˘ 5.2 µg¨ m´3 at the LG site. During uncontrolled periods, significant increases
in the PM2.5 mass concentrations were observed (PU = 48.0 ˘ 8.7 µg¨ m´3 and
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LG = 54.0 ˘ 6.5 µg¨ m´3). The fact that the wind directions were drastically different
during controlled and uncontrolled periods complicate the effects of the controls
and this may be another reason why such drastic differences in PM were observed
between the two periods. Consistent with the increased PM mass, results from our
study showed an increase in the concentrations of most abundant and trace elements
in PM2.5 collected at the PU and LG sites during uncontrolled periods (Figure 2a–d).
For instance, average Ca and Fe concentrations were ~360 (range, 264–467) and ~290
(range, 216–412) ng¨ m´3, respectively, during uncontrolled periods and ~270 (range,
169–340) and ~152 (range, 90–352) ng¨ m´3 during controlled periods at the LG site.
Similarly, at the PU site, average Ca and Fe concentrations were ~250 (range, 114–469)
and ~300 (range, 201–588) ng¨ m´3, respectively, during uncontrolled periods and
~100 (range, 29–160) and ~115 ng¨ m´3 (range, 55–169) during controlled periods. The
elemental analysis showed that both Al and K were the dominant elements at both
sampling sites. Also, all trace elements, except Ni and V, had higher concentrations
during uncontrolled periods at both sites. Both Ni and V are markers for the
residual oil combustion, which suggests that oil combustion sources were essentially
unaffected by the controls. The significant increase in V during the controlled periods
could be attributed to emissions from ships around the Shenzhen city, however this
is speculation as reliable data regarding the ship traffic are not available. There were
no large scale oil power generation plants [37]. Therefore, control of oil combustion
sources was likely very challenging, since all of these sources were probably small.
Some striking differences include an approximate eleven-fold increase for Pb and
an eight-fold difference for Zn for PM2.5 during uncontrolled periods at the PU site.
Similarly, an approximate eight-fold difference was observed in the concentrations
of Pb and a three-fold difference for Zn during uncontrolled periods at the LG site.
Overall, the concentrations of most of the elements were higher at the LG site relative
to the PU site. This may be because the LG site is close to significant point sources.

Water-soluble ions were quantified in the PM2.5 collected at the two sampling
sites during controlled and uncontrolled periods and are presented in Figure 3.
Elevated levels of SO4

2´ were observed in PM2.5 during uncontrolled periods at both
sites. Sources like coal power plants and industries may be playing an important
role in the emissions of sulfur dioxide, which leads to sulfate. NO3

´/SO4
2´ ratio

can be used as an indicator of the type of anthropogenic activity [38]. If the ratio
is >1, it indicates greater NOx emissions, indicating vehicular emissions are likely
dominant. If the ratio is <1, it indicates greater SO2 emissions, and that stationary
sources are dominant [38,39]. The average ratio at the PU site was 0.071 ˘ 0.003 and
0.12 ˘ 0.02 during controlled and uncontrolled periods respectively, whereas the
average ratio at the LG site was 0.15 ˘ 0.01 and 0.13 ˘ 0.01 during controlled and
uncontrolled periods, respectively. At the two sampling sites, both during controlled
and uncontrolled periods, the ratio is lower than 1, indicating that stationary sources
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3.2. Crustal Enrichment Factors

Enrichment factors (EF) are used to assess whether the elements have a major
crustal component [40]. EF of the elements was calculated by first normalizing the
measured elemental concentrations in the sample with aluminum (Al), and then
dividing by the Upper Continental Crust (UCC) ratio [41,42]. EF is calculated using
the following formula:

EFelement “
pConcentration of element in sample{ Concentration of Al in sampleq
pConcentration of element in crust { Concentration of Al in crustq (1)

EF is close to unity for the elements related to the reference, Al (marker for
crustal emissions). A high EF (>>10) suggests that particular elements are enriched
relative to the crust and thus are anthropogenically derived [43]. The dashed line
(EF = 10) on the plots shown in Figure 4a,b represents the level above which the
element is considered to have a major anthropogenic source. The error bar represents
the standard deviation of the 13 samples each during the controlled and uncontrolled
periods at the two sites. The dots represent the average EF of the 13 samples for
each element.
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periods. The error bar represents the standard deviation of the samples.

As observed in Figure 4, almost every measured element appears to have
some anthropogenic source at the LG site. Conversely, at the PU site, mainly the
industrially-sourced elements have high EF. Specifically, As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, Sb,
Se, Pb, V, and Zn, as well as K and Na were highly enriched at the LG site during
both the controlled and uncontrolled periods (Figure 4a). Similarly, the elements As,
Cd, Cr, Cu, Mo, Ni, Pb, Sb, Se, Pb, V, and Zn were associated with an anthropogenic
source at the PU site during both the controlled and uncontrolled periods (Figure 4b).
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The fact that these elements are highly enriched is consistent with many other studies
in urban areas [44,45]. It is also important to note that, while the concentrations were
increased during uncontrolled periods, the EF essentially did not change. Significant
differences in EF, however, were observed between the two sites.

3.3. Soluble Fe Oxidation State Analysis

As most atmospheric Fe is crustally-derived, Fe(III) dominates the major part
of total iron in the PM but its relative importance also depends on local sources
and the size fraction [46]. For example, crustal Fe is primarily in the Fe(III)
oxidation state and shows a solubility of <1% [47], while ambient urban Fe shows
solubility ~10%–20%, with a mixture of Fe(II) and Fe(III) [46], and Fe emitted
directly from vehicles has been shown to be up to 70% water-soluble, being mostly
Fe(II) sulfate [48]. Consequently, different locations exhibit different Fe solubility,
depending on the dominant sources [46]. Our study shows Fe solubility of 7% and
15% during the controlled and uncontrolled periods, consistent with other urban
sources. The oxidation state of the soluble Fe is shown in Figure 5. The majority of the
soluble fraction was comprised of Fe(II) at the two sites both during controlled and
uncontrolled periods. As Fe(III) is the dominant form of soluble Fe under oxidizing
conditions [49], this implies that the PM contained other compounds which allowed
the Fe to be stabilized in the reduced state. Possibilities include small chain organic
acids, or even polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [50–52].
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At the LG site, the percent soluble Fe(II) of total iron collected on the filter was
5.9% during controlled periods and 12.2% during uncontrolled periods. Similarly,
at the PU site, the percent soluble Fe(II) of total iron collected on the filter was 5.4%
during controlled periods and 12.6% during uncontrolled periods. Of the soluble
Fe, Fe(II) was 82% during controlled periods and 86% during uncontrolled periods
at the LG site. Similarly, at the PU site, Fe(II) was 56% of the total soluble, during
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controlled periods and 61% during uncontrolled periods. Significant differences
in relative Fe(II)/Fe(III) solubility between the PU and LG site indicates different
sources between sites. However, similarities in Fe(II)/Fe(III) solubility at each site
suggest that the sources are similar during the controlled and uncontrolled periods.

3.4. Stable Pb Isotope Ratios

Anthropogenic activities like mining, industry, and utilization of fossil fuels and
tetraethyl lead in gasoline significantly affect the Pb levels in the environment to
varying degrees. In this study, the greatest differences in elemental concentrations
were Pb (Figure 2). Thus, we focus on Pb isotope ratios to help determine if its
origin was different during controlled and uncontrolled periods. Pb has four stable
isotopes; 204Pb, 206Pb, 207Pb, and 208Pb with the radioactive decay of 238U, 235U, and
232Th eventually producing 206Pb, 207Pb, and 208Pb, respectively. Depending on the
geological history, different sources of Pb possess specific Pb isotopic signatures
and these ratios do not fractionate during any chemical, physical, or biological
process [53]. Therefore, Pb isotopic ratios are useful in distinguishing natural
Pb from anthropogenic Pb and its origin in different ecosystems [53,54]. Stable
Pb isotope ratios (207Pb/206Pb) in the range 0.7952–0.8405 can be used as a tracer
species to identify natural sources of PM whereas, 207Pb/206Pb ratio in the range of
0.8504–0.9651 can be used to identify anthropogenic sources contributing to airborne
PM [55,56].

Ratios of 207Pb/206Pb versus 206Pb/204Pb are presented in Figure 6 for the
airborne PM2.5 collected at the PU and LG sites during controlled and uncontrolled
periods, with these ratios depending on local geology, rainfall, wind direction, and
traffic [57,58]. The average 207Pb/206Pb ratios of the PM2.5 collected at the LG site
during the controlled and uncontrolled periods are 0.8599 (range, 0.8567–0.8590)
and 0.8550 (range, 0.8536–0.8563), respectively. Similarly, at the PU site, the average
207Pb/206Pb ratios during the controlled and uncontrolled periods are 0.8564 (range,
0.8525–0.8591) and 0.8567 (range, 0.8539–0.8576), respectively. These ratios suggest
that PM2.5 has an anthropogenic Pb source [55], which is also in agreement with the
high UCC EF. The 206Pb/204Pb ratios at the PU and the LG sites during the controlled
and uncontrolled periods were similar (t-test, p < 0.05), indicating similar Pb sources.
The 206Pb/204Pb ratios between the two sites during the controlled and uncontrolled
periods were also similar (t-test, p < 0.05).
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Industry emissions, coal combustion, and vehicle exhaust are considered to
be the three main sources of Pb pollution in China [59,60]. Previous studies have
determined the 207Pb/206Pb ratios ranging from 0.850 to 0.872 for wide varieties of
Chinese coal [61]. Leaded gasoline, which was phased out in the early 1990s [62],
showed an average 207Pb/206Pb ratio of 0.901, whereas unleaded exhaust showed
the ratio of 0.872 in the PRD region [63]. The average ratio of 206Pb/204Pb observed
for coal combustion and cement factories in Beijing ware 18.09 (range, 17.873–18.326)
and 18.05 (range, 17.729–18.365), respectively [62]. There are about 26 coal power
plants located in Guangdong Province, China [37]. Shenzhen is a major city in the
Guangdong Province. These power plants are within 97 km of the sampling sites.
A map of these power plants relative to the sampling sites is shown in Figure S1.
Overall, the PM2.5 Pb ratios are similar to the Pb ratios observed for coal varieties,
which implies that coal combustion may be the primary Pb source(s) between the
sampling sites in this study and the previous study [61]. In addition, the Pb isotope
ratios were significantly similar at each site during both controlled and uncontrolled
periods. This suggests that local and regional sources affect these two sites in a
similar manner.

3.5. Source Identification Using Principal Component Analysis

PCA was used to identify major sources of PM2.5. The results of the PCA for
the combination of the two sites during controlled periods and uncontrolled periods
are presented in the supplemental information (Tables S1 and S2). There were three
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factors contributing to the PM2.5 in Shenzhen during controlled periods whereas five
factors were present during uncontrolled periods at the two sites. The difference in
reported factors between two periods is determined on the basis of inflection point
in the scree plots and, we have selected the interpretable factors.

At the two sampling sites, during controlled periods, the first principal
component has elevated loadings of Pb, Zn, K+, Al, Na+, Se, and OC, as shown
in Table S1. The major sources of PM2.5 are categorized in several groups and these
are: coal combustion (Se and Pb), biomass burning (K+ and OC), and vehicular
abrasion (Zn and Sb) [3,23,64]. Therefore, we associate this factor with a mixture of
combustion sources. We also note a potentially confounding correlation between Al
and Se (r2 = 0.858), which is present at both sites and during both the controlled and
uncontrolled periods. For the second factor, characteristic values for V and Ni are the
highest, which are tracers of heavy oil combustion [65]. Apart from oil-fired power
plants and industries, ship emissions may be a prominent source of such combustion
in Shenzhen [66]. Also, the second factor has prominent values for NH4

+ and SO4
2´,

indicating the presence of secondary inorganic aerosols [67]. Sulfur dioxide would
be emitted along with Ni and V during oil combustion. The third factor has high
loadings of Mg2+, Na+, NH4

+ SO4
2´, and Cl´, signifying this source was chiefly

associated with partially aged sea salt [23], which is consistent with the fact that
Shenzhen is a coastal city.

Table S2 represents the sources during the uncontrolled periods at the PU and
LG sites. The first principal component shows high loadings of NH4

+, SO4
2´, and

Sb, which are associated with secondary inorganic aerosols and potentially brake
wear [68]. The second factor has elevated Al, Se, and K+. Al is marker of crustal
emissions and Se and K+ are associated with coal combustion and biomass burning,
respectively. Therefore, second factor is undetermined. High values of Na+, Mg2+,
and Cl´ are associated with sea salt spray for the third factor indicating that sea
spray is a contributing factor to PM2.5 in Shenzhen regardless of wind direction.
The fourth factor shows high values of V and Ni, which are tracers of heavy oil
combustion emissions. The fifth factor has high values of Pb and OC, which is
associated with combustion emission sources containing Pb. This is consistent with
the Pb isotope data that the source of Pb is similar at the two sites during controlled
and uncontrolled periods.

4. Conclusions

The results of this study provide insights into the effects of pollution restrictions
in Shenzhen, China. The average PM2.5 concentrations at the PU and LG sites
during controlled periods were lower than 24-h mean ambient air quality standard of
People’s Republic of China of 75 µg¨ m´3 [25]. Surprisingly, both Ni and V, markers
for the residual oil combustion, had lower concentrations relative to other trace
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elements during uncontrolled periods at the two sampling sites, suggesting that oil
combustion emissions were not controlled at all by the restrictions imposed during
the Universiade event.

While it is possible that the soluble Fe(II)/Fe(III) ratio depends, to some extent,
on the original Fe phases present in the PM, the equilibrium speciation in solution is
primarily dependent on the immediate redox environment in the extract solution [49].
Thus, the presence of source-specific organic compounds [50] and ions [69] are the
major determinants of Fe speciation and solubility. While this is the first study
to measure Fe speciation and solubility in airborne PM2.5 in Shenzhen, China, it
possesses similarities to previous Fe speciation studies. For instance, at the PU site,
soluble Fe(II) and soluble Fe(III) were approximately equal, which was similar to
the percentage of soluble Fe(II) at Waukesha, WI, USA [46]. Similarly, at the LG site,
soluble Fe(II) was far greater than soluble Fe(III), which was similar to the results
reported for Los Angeles, CA, USA [46] and Denver, CO, USA [70].

The 206Pb/204Pb ratios measured at the two sites during the controlled
and uncontrolled periods, and between the two sites during the controlled
and uncontrolled periods, were similar (t-test, p < 0.05), representing a common
anthropogenic Pb source. This suggests that airborne PM2.5 is dominated by local or
regional combustion sources (as evidenced by the high EF), which was in agreement
with the principal component analysis.

Previous studies have presented elemental and water-soluble ion concentrations
for airborne PM2.5 in southwest China [1,3]. The source apportionment based on
positive matrix factorization (PMF) and chemical mass balances (CMB) revealed that
coal combustion, secondary inorganic aerosols, biomass burning, metal industries,
crustal dust, and sea spray were common sources in southwest China. The impact of
control measures implemented before and during 2008 Olympics in Beijing showed
33% reduction in BC emissions [27] and controls implemented during the Universiade
showed 30% reduction in traffic [71,72] and 50% reduction in PM2.5 [26]. Although
the relative importance of each component varied, the major sources at the two
sites during controlled and uncontrolled periods were identified as residual oil
combustion, secondary inorganic aerosols, combustion, and sea spray which is also
in agreement with the previous studies.

In our study, however, every metric was consistent (e.g., Pb isotopes, PM mass
trends, EC/OC trends, and individual element trends) between sites. The PM2.5

levels in Shenzhen were mainly dominated by anthropogenic emissions. Reductions
in emissions from point sources were observed, but it is unclear if this was due to the
restrictions or from changes in meteorological conditions.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/
2073-4433/7/4/57/s1, Figure S1: Map showing the location of the PU and LG sampling sites
(shown as red stars) relative to the location of power plants in Guangdong Province; Table
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S1: Principal component loadings of selected elements and ions for PU and LG sites during
controlled periods; Table S2: Principal component loadings of selected elements and ions for
PU and LG sites during uncontrolled periods.
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Comparison of Land-Use Regression
Modeling with Dispersion and Chemistry
Transport Modeling to Assign Air Pollution
Concentrations within the Ruhr Area
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Abstract: Two commonly used models to assess air pollution concentration for
investigating health effects of air pollution in epidemiological studies are Land
Use Regression (LUR) models and Dispersion and Chemistry Transport Models
(DCTM). Both modeling approaches have been applied in the Ruhr area, Germany,
a location where multiple cohort studies are being conducted. Application of these
different modelling approaches leads to differences in exposure estimation and
interpretation due to the specific characteristics of each model. We aimed to compare
both model approaches by means of their respective aims, modeling characteristics,
validation, temporal and spatial resolution, and agreement of residential exposure
estimation, referring to the air pollutants PM2.5, PM10, and NO2. Residential exposure
referred to air pollution exposure at residences of participants of the Heinz Nixdorf
Recall Study, located in the Ruhr area. The point-specific ESCAPE (European
Study of Cohorts on Air Pollution Effects)-LUR aims to temporally estimate stable
long-term exposure to local, mostly traffic-related air pollution with respect to very
small-scale spatial variations (ď100 m). In contrast, the EURAD (European Air
Pollution Dispersion)-CTM aims to estimate a time-varying average air pollutant
concentration in a small area (i.e., 1 km2), taking into account a range of major sources,
e.g., traffic, industry, meteorological conditions, and transport. Overall agreement
between EURAD-CTM and ESCAPE-LUR was weak to moderate on a residential
basis. Restricting EURAD-CTM to sources of local traffic only, respective agreement
was good. The possibility of combining the strengths of both applications will be the
next step to enhance exposure assessment.
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Memmesheimer, M.; Jakobs, H.; Quass, U.; Hoffmann, B. Comparison of Land-Use
Regression Modeling with Dispersion and Chemistry Transport Modeling to Assign
Air Pollution Concentrations within the Ruhr Area. Atmosphere 2016, 7, 48.
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1. Introduction

A large number of epidemiological studies have shown associations between
short-and/or long-term exposure to outdoor air pollution and adverse health
effects [1]. Traditionally, adverse health effects of air pollution have been divided into
effects of short-term variations in air pollution concentrations, mainly influenced by
meteorology, and effects of long-term exposure to air pollution, where contrasts
rely on spatial variation of air pollution concentrations. Early approaches on
assessing exposure to air pollution used average air pollution concentrations of
the nearest monitoring station as a surrogate of personal exposure, assuming
homogeneity among air pollution concentrations within the area surrounding the
monitoring station, or even within the whole city [2]. Considering short-term health
effects in ecological time-series studies on air pollution and mortality, it seems
reasonable to assume such a spatially-uniform temporal elevation or reduction in air
pollution concentration because they are dependent on the underlying meteorological
conditions. When considering long-term health effects on an individual basis,
however, the spatial and spatio-temporal variations are of great importance given that
outdoor air pollution concentrations vary on a small spatial scale, e.g., within 100 m
of a busy road [3]. More recent epidemiological studies have, thus, approached
such small-scale intra-urban variation of air pollution concentrations by using
different types of models, such as Land Use Regression (LUR) models, Dispersion
Models (DM), chemistry Transport Model Models (CTM), a combination of DM+CTM
(DCTM), hybrid models, or other alternatives [4,5].

The LUR method, first developed by Briggs et al. [6] in the Small Area Variations
In Air quality and Health (SAVIAH study), uses linear (least squared) regression
models to predict monitoring air pollution data with Geographic Information System
(GIS)-based data reflecting pollutant conditions. Compared to other approaches, LUR
models were built to predict temporally-stable long-term air pollution concentrations
applicable to the smallest spatial scale (point-specific), e.g., home residences.

DMs are in general mathematical simulation models to estimate air pollution
concentrations by means of numerical descriptions of deterministic (physical,
chemical, and fluid dynamical) processes of the dispersion of air pollutants in
the ambient atmosphere, and typically include data on emissions, meteorological
conditions, and topography [3].

CTMs model the variability in space and time of chemical concentrations in
the atmosphere, using three-dimensional numerical models to simulate processes
of emission, transport, chemical transformation, diffusion and deposition, using
emissions, meteorological information, and land use as input. Most often DMs and
CTMs (DCTM) are combined in practice, resulting in spatio-temporal estimations.
Usually DMs and CTMs estimate air pollution concentrations on a coarser spatial
scale compared to the point-specific LUR, e.g., a grid of 1 or 5 km2.
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LUR models were developed to estimate exposure concentration at the finest
spatial resolution and have been increasingly used in epidemiological studies due
to their relatively low cost and easy implementation, developed either on the basis
of purpose-designed monitoring campaigns or routine monitoring measurements
and appropriate geographic predictors of sources [7]. In contrast, DCTMs have been
developed for air quality, i.e., prediction, regulation and management, putting high
demands on data requirements, costs and the complexity of modeling [6].

So far, only a few studies compared the performance of LUR and dispersion
modeling for estimating exposure to nitrogen dioxide (NO2). While some studies
suggested that LUR models explained small-scale variations in air pollution
concentrations as well or even better than various dispersion models [8–10],
Beelen et al. [11] showed that the dispersion models performed better than LUR
models regarding monitored and modeled concentrations on several validation
sites. Most recently, de Hoogh et al. [12] investigated agreement between LUR
and DM modeling approaches aiming to estimate residential exposure to NO2 and
particulate matter (PM) with an aerodynamic diameter ď10 µm and ď2.5 µm (PM10,
PM2.5) within the European Study of Cohorts for Air Pollution Effects (ESCAPE).
Comparisons across 4–13 cohorts, including the Heinz Nixdorf Recall (Risk Factors,
Evaluation of Coronary calcium and Lifestyle) (HNR) study, located in the Ruhr area
in Germany, yielded moderate to good correlations between LUR and DM (or DCTM)
for NO2 (0.39–0.90) and for PM10 and PM2.5 (0.23–0.81). However, single correlation
coefficients for the HNR study were below 0.4 for all three pollutants [12], raising
the question of comparability of the two different exposure modelling approaches.
So far, most studies on the comparison of different modeling strategies focused
on the residential agreement of estimated exposure concentrations, disregarding
the potential reasons for the disagreement between different modelling approaches,
as well as respective strengths and limitations. Although all exposure metrics are
equally used as a surrogate of personal exposure in epidemiological studies, exposure
modeling is strongly influenced by the spatial and temporal variation of exposure
and exposure sources [5]. Furthermore, aims, application, input data but also the
complexity of models might differ, yielding not only different exposure estimates
but consequently different health effect estimates in terms of magnitude and/or
statistical significance [5,13].

In the Ruhr area in Germany, the location of multiple epidemiological studies,
e.g., the Heinz Nixdorf Recall study, air pollution concentrations have been modeled
with a LUR model as part of the European Study of Cohorts for Air Pollution Effects
(ESCAPE-LUR), as well as with a European Air Quality and Dispersion Model
which is a DCTM (EURAD-CTM) as part of several research projects investigating
health effects of residential air pollution exposure. In this article, we aim to compare
the ESCAPE-LUR model and the EURAD-CTM model focusing on their respective
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strengths and limitations. To do so, we compare model approaches by means of
their respective aim, application characteristics, validation, temporal, and spatial
resolution and by means of residential agreement. In addition, we evaluated the
agreement of modeled air pollution concentrations by EURAD-CTM and measured
air pollution concentrations at ESCAPE-LUR monitoring sites for overlapping time
windows. Air pollutants of interest are PM2.5, PM10, and NO2.

2. Methods

2.1. Study Area

The Heinz Nixdorf Recall (Risk Factors, Evaluation of Coronary calcium and
Lifestyle) (HNR) study area covers a region of approximately 600 km2 and is
located in the highly urbanized Ruhr Area in the west of Germany, including
the cities of Mülheim, Essen, and Bochum. In addition to that the HNR study
area is located within N3, one of the smallest sequential nests developed for
the air pollution modelling purposes of EURAD-CTM. We used locations (x,y)
(Gauss–Krüger coordinates) of 4809 residences, located within the HNR study area.
According to the Ruhr Regional Association, land use in the area can be roughly
divided into agricultural (~40%), built-up (~40%), and forest and other regions (e.g.,
water) (~20%) [14]. The population density of the Ruhr area is about 2100 inhabitants
per 1 km2, and in terms of traffic density the area is one of the densest in the whole
of Europe (Figure 1). As an urban area, almost one fifth of the working population is
occupied in the industrial sector. Among many industrial areas, the majority of steel
and coal industry is located in Duisburg, in the west of the Ruhr area, including the
biggest steelwork in Europe. Furthermore, Europe’s largest inland harbor is located
directly west of the study area in Duisburg. Intensive shipping takes place on the
Rhine, which flows through Duisburg from south to north.

2.2. Exposure Assesment

2.2.1. EURAD-CTM

The EURAD-CTM model [15] is a validated time dependent three-dimensional
chemistry transport model [16–19] developed to predict daily concentrations of air
pollutants on a horizontal grid resolution of 1 km2 (Table 1). The EURAD-CTM model
system is a multi-layer, multi-grid model system for the simulation of transport,
chemical transformation, and deposition of tropospheric constituents [20], and
consists of five major parts (Figure S1): (1) the meteorological driver version 3
(MM5V3) [21]; (2) two pre-processors for preparation of meteorological fields and
observational data; (3) the EURAD Emission Model EEM [22], and (4) the Chemistry
Transport Model (CTM); including (5) a model for aerosol dynamics in Europe
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(MADE) [16,18,23,24]. An additional procedure includes data assimilation on
an hourly basis, using routine measurement data of monitoring sites in North
Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) provided by the local environmental agency: State
Agency for Nature, Environment, and Consumer Protection (LANUV-NRW) [25–27]
(intermitted 3d-var) (Figure S1). EURAD-CTM calculations are performed using
a one-way nesting scheme to take long-range transport into account. Nested grid
domains ranged from a European scale (N0: 125 km), to central Europe (N1: 25 km),
to NRW (N2: 5 km) in Germany, to the Ruhr area (N3: 1 km), while the vertical
resolution is the same for all model domains (40 m) ([18,20]). In addition to
long-range transport, the formation of atmospheric gases and PM is also included in
the model, i.e., the formation of secondary particles in the atmosphere from primary
emitted gaseous pollutants from NO2, sulfur dioxide (SO2), ammonia (NH3), and
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) during the transport [19]. Long-range transport
and formation of secondary particles in the atmosphere can contribute considerably
to the particle mass concentration in NRW and the Ruhr area, e.g., more than 50% [28].
The EURAD-CTM is driven by emissions due to anthropogenic and biogenic
sources [29]. Anthropogenic emissions are taken from officially-available databases as
EMEP-grid [30] for Europe and from the LANUV-NRW. The EURAD-CTM emission
input is further structured with respect to different source categories according to
the Selected Nomenclature for Sources of Air Pollution (SNAP-97) [31], including
traffic, industry, and other source categories.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the ESCAPE-LUR and EURAD-CTM approaches to
estimate air pollution concentrations.

- Land use regression
(ESCAPE-LUR)

European Air Quality and Dispersion Chemistry Transport
Model (EURAD-CTM)

Model Type

Linear regression model, to predict
annual averages derived from
selected monitored concentrations
with land use data

Mesoscale chemistry transport model involving emissions,
transport, diffusion, chemical transformation, wet and dry
deposition, and sedimentation of gases and aerosols

Aim &
Application

Estimation of long-term
traffic-related air pollution for
population-based exposure studies
and epidemiological health
outcome analyses

1) Air pollution modeling (forecasts, episode analysis, trend
analysis, reduction scenarios) and Chemical data
assimilation studies for Europe, Central Europe and
several German States;

2) Exposure estimation in population-related
exposure studies

Model Input

1) Data:
‚ Annual mean AP

concentration (for details see
Table S1);

‚ Land use density in 100, 300,
500, 1000, and 5000 m
buffers:

˝ Industry
˝ Seaport
˝ urban green
˝ semi-natural
˝ forested areas
˝ number

of inhabitants

‚ Traffic data in 25, 50, 100,
300, 500, and 1000 m buffers:

˝ distance
˝ (heavy) traffic

intensity on the
nearest road and
nearest major road

˝ (heavy) traffic load
on all roads and
major roads)

1) Data:

‚ Model area projection topography
‚ Land use
‚ Meteorological initial and boundary values
‚ Anthropogenic emission data (according to the Selected

Nomenclature for Sources of Air Pollution (SNAP-97))
‚ Chemical initial and boundary values,
‚ Long-range transport,
‚ Photolysis frequencies.

2) Procedures (Figure S3):

‚ Mesoscale meteorological model (MM5) driven by global
meteorological fields provided by NCEP
(http://www.ncep.noaa.gov/),

‚ EPC, anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic emission
modules (EEM-A, EEM-B),

‚ Aerosol dynamics module (MADE),
‚ Data assimilation a

Modelled Air
Pollutants

PM2.5, PM10, NO2
(additional pollutants: PM2.5
absorbance, PM coarse, NO, NOx)

PM2.5, PM10, NO2
(additional pollutants: PM1, O3, SO2, CO, PNC, NH4, NO3, SO4,
BC, EC)

Temporal
Resolution
(Output)

Yearly mean concentration
(October16, 2008 until October 15,
2009)

Any temporal resolution > day within October 2000
until December 2003 and January 2006 until December 2008 is
possible; e.g., 7-,14-, 21-,28-,91-,182-, and 365-day mean
concentration

Model
Validation

a) Goodness of fit (cf. Table S2):
PM2.5 (R2 = 0.85),
PM10 (R2 = 0.66),
NO2 (R2 = 0.88)
b) Leave-one-out
cross-validation:
PM2.5 (R2 = 0.74),
PM10 (R2 = 0.59),
NO2 (R2 = 0.82)

Validation for daily mean concentration in N3 area with routine
measurements (mean bias, correlation); year:
a) Before data assimilation:
PM10 (´6.5, 0.45); 2006
NO2 (4.0, 0.39); 2007
b) After data assimilation
PM10 (´0.9, 0.93); 2006
NO2 (0.6, 0.95); 2007

Spatial
Resolution Point-specific 1 km ˆ 1 km grid

Additional
Features

1) XRF-Model for air
pollutant constituents

2) Back-extrapolating back in
time and for specific
time windows

Source-specific air pollutant concentrations (only local traffic
(TRA), only local industry (IND))

a only for PM10 and NO2 for the considered time period.
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Output of the EURAD-CTM calculations consists of chemical compounds, such
as atmospheric particle mass, number density, and particle size distribution, as
well as concentration of atmospheric gases, photo oxidants, and a set of volatile
organic compounds on an hourly basis for each grid. EURAD-CTM estimates of
PM10 and NO2 concentrations are assimilated using measurements from all available
routine monitoring sites within the region of interest. For the Ruhr area there exists a
maximum of ten monitoring sites, including different air pollution data bases [25].
Using ArcView 9.2, location of residences were assigned to a 1ˆ 1 km2-grid and then
matched to the corresponding grid-based air pollutant concentration, allowing both
short-term (daily mean concentrations) and long-term (annual mean concentrations)
assignment of exposure. The basis of daily mean concentration allows us to calculate
exposure for any temporal resolution with a minimum of one day. Model runs for the
EURAD-CTM within N3 were done for the examination periods of the HNR study
(2000–2003 and 2006–2008). Thus, we are able to assign exposure concentrations
of yearly-mean concentrations for the years 2001, 2002, 2003, 2006, 2007, and 2008
and personalized exposure concentrations of 1-, 7-, 28-, 91-, 182-, and 365-day mean
concentrations prior to the date of examination.

As an add-on feature it was possible to model source-specific Air Pollution (AP)
concentration with EURAD-CTM [28]. Briefly, within EURAD-CTM we estimated AP
concentration suppressing local sources within the smallest grid domain (N3), such as
traffic and industry by setting to them to zero (APnoTRA or APnoIND respectively). We
then calculated local traffic-specific or industry-specific AP by taking the difference
APTRA = AP ´ APnoTRA or APIND = AP ´ APnoIND, respectively. In earlier studies,
we applied this method to compare the health effects of PM, emitted from local
traffic and local industrial sources within the Ruhr area on levels of highly-sensitive
C-reactive protein, a marker of systemic inflammation [32].

2.2.2. ESCAPE-LUR

LUR models were developed to estimate temporally-stable spatial-variant
concentrations of long-term exposure to traffic-related air pollutants as part of
the ESCAPE study (Table 1). Following the definition of LUR describes a
standardized model building procedure developed within the ESCAPE study, here
the ESCAPE-LUR. The ESCAPE-LUR defines a linear prediction model for an air
pollutant concentration, including annual mean air pollution concentrations as
a dependent variable and geographic data on traffic, industry, and population
density as potential predictors (independent variables). Predictor data were
collected in a Geographical Information System (GIS), based on CORINE 2000
definitions [33]. The procedure of model development was standardized within
the ESCAPE study and included a forward selection of predictors based on the
incremental improvement in R2 [34–36]. A predictor was added if addition of
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the predictor yielded an improvement of R2 by more than 1%, if the coefficient
conformed to the pre-specified direction, and if the direction of previously selected
predictors did not change. In addition, predictors with a p-value > 0.1 were
removed, while predictors with a variance inflation factor (VIF) > 3 and Cook’s
Distance (Cook’s D) >1 were further investigated. To avoid extrapolation, estimated
concentrations were truncated at the highest observed value. Annual air pollution
concentrations were based on a measurement campaign in the study area of
interest, including three periods of a 14-day measurement to cover all seasons
(cold, warm, and one intermediate temperature season) from October 2008 until
October 2009. The reason for the choice of 14-days was the settings design of the
ESCAPE-LUR measurement campaign, which was conducted with discontinuous
particle measurement devices (Harvard impactors). Measurements were conducted
at 20–40 monitoring sites, placed at locations which were characteristic of traffic
and background pollutant concentrations to measure PM (at 20 sites) and NO2

(at 40 sites) (Figure 1, Table S1). One additional background reference site was chosen
to measure PM and NO2 continuously during a complete year (starting in October
2008) so that all discontinuous site-specific measurements could be adjusted to derive
a long-term annual average. Measurement data from the reference site was only
used for adjustment and not for ESCAPE-LUR model development. A separate
LUR model was developed for each air pollutant and validated via Leave-One-Out
Cross Validation (LOOCV), excluding one monitoring site at a time. Other choices
of model validation are possible, e.g., hold-out cross validation, which has recently
been proposed to perform better [37]. However, in this manuscript we hold onto the
ESCAPE-LUR.

Since ESCAPE included two cohorts located within NRW, namely the
HNR study and the Study on the influence of air pollution on lung function,
inflammation, and aging (SALIA), the ESCAPE-LUR measurement campaign was
combined for both studies and ranged from the urban Ruhr area to the more rural
city of Borken (Figure 1) [34,36]. ESCAPE-LUR for PM2.5 included heavy traffic load
(1 km buffer), industry (5 km buffer), population density (1 km buffer), and the
x-coordinate of the location of interest as predictors with an explained variance of R2

= 0.85 (LOOCV-R2 = 0.74) (Table S2) [34]. ESCAPE-LUR for PM10 included heavy
traffic load (1 km buffer) and population density (1 km buffer) with an explained
variance of R2 = 0.66 (LOOVC-R2 = 0.59) (Table S1) [34], ESCAPE-LUR for NO2

included industry (5 km buffer), population density (100 m buffer), inland or seaport
(5 km buffer) and traffic load (100 m buffer) with an explained variance of R2 = 0.88
(LOOVC-R2 = 0.82) (Table S1) [36]. (Heavy) traffic load referred to total (heavy-duty)
traffic load of all roads in a buffer (sum of (traffic intensity ˆ length of all segments)),
industry referred to industrial, commercial, and transport units in a certain buffer;
inland or seaport referred to the respective area within a buffer and population
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density to the number of inhabitants in a certain buffer. Uncertainty was evaluated as
residuum’s mean squared error in the LOOCV-approach, which was 0.61 for PM2.5,
1.44 for PM10, and 3.19 for NO2.

Based on the coordinates of residence, located within the study area, annual
mean concentrations were estimated using the ESCAPE-LUR prediction models and
the relevant GIS predictors. In order to estimate AP concentration back in time,
LUR modeling offers the method of back-extrapolation using a ratio or absolute
difference method. Briefly, routine monitoring data should be available in order to
account for differences of AP concentrations back in time [38]. Within the ESCAPE
study, back-extrapolated AP estimations referred to a two year average (˘ 365 days
of the examination day) in order to avoid any time-specific outliers. An additional
feature offered by ESCAPE-LUR is the possibility to estimate exposure concentration
as an average per month or trimester, e.g., before pregnancy, which might be of
interest when investigating birth cohorts.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Conducted statistical analysis referred to air pollutants PM2.5, PM10, and NO2,
estimated using the EURAD-CTM and the ESCAPE-LUR model. First, we described
EURAD-CTM grid-based concentrations for the whole HNR study area for the years
2001–2003 and 2006–2008 by mean and standard deviation (mean ˘ SD) as well
as minimum and maximum (Min, Max). Secondly, we described residence-based
exposures derived from the EURAD-CTM and from the ESCAPE-LUR by mean˘ SD
(Min, Max) and Person’s correlation coefficients for the most closely matched
annual time-window: year 2008 for EURAD-CTM vs. annual mean ESCAPE-LUR
(i.e., based on measurements from October 2008 until October 2009). Considered air
pollutants were PM2.5, PM10, and the gas NO2. In addition, we calculated Spearman’s
correlation coefficient between 14-day mean air pollution concentrations measured at
ESCAPE measurement sites (traffic and background) and 14-day mean air pollution
concentrations calculated by EURAD-CTM for the grid cells that included an ESCAPE
measurement site within the time period of October 2008–December 2008.

To evaluate an overall agreement between routinely measured air pollution
concentrations, we compared annual mean concentrations of three routine
monitoring stations provided by LANUV, located within the Ruhr area, and
thus within EURAD specific grid cells (gc), with annual estimated air pollution
concentrations estimated by EURAD-CTM and ESCAPE-LUR. Details of routine
measurement stations are given in Table S3. Referred monitoring sites are the
above mentioned reference site in Mülheim-Styrum (STYR) (gc: 679), an additional
background site, located in Essen-Vogelheim (EVOG) (gc: 942), and one traffic site,
located at a highly trafficked road in Essen (VESN) (gc: 690). For the comparison with
the EURAD-CTM we considered annual mean concentrations from January 1, 2008
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until December 31, 2008, while for the comparison with the ESCAPE-LUR we
considered annual means from October 16, 2008 until October 15, 2009 in order
to match the time window of the ESCAPE measurement campaign. Annual mean
concentrations modeled by the ESCAPE-LUR referred to the location (coordinate
points) of monitoring sites. In addition to that we calculated Pearson’s correlation
coefficients between daily measurements of LANUV monitoring sites and daily
estimations by EURAD-CTM for the year 2008.

With regard to different temporal resolution, we compared EURAD-CTM air
pollution concentration estimates to measured air pollution concentrations on a
monthly basis to yearly mean concentrations (2006, 2007, and 2008) estimated
by EURAD-CTM in two of the above mentioned grid cells (679 and 690). In
contrast we visualized time-dependent measurements of the two corresponding
routine monitoring sites (STYR and VESN) on a monthly basis as well as the
temporally stable air pollution concentration estimated by ESCAPE-LUR for the
specific locations of routine monitoring sites. For ESCAPE-LUR values we used the
original, not back-extrapolated values, since during the study period of 2006–2008,
no substantial changes of long-term air pollutant concentrations were observed at
the routine monitoring sites, therefore not having a meaningful influence on the
back-extrapolated values.

With respect to the additional feature of source-specific estimation of air
pollution concentrations, we further investigated the correlation of traffic-specific
and industry-specific EURAD-CTM (EURAD-CTMTRA and EURAD-CTMIND,
respectively) and ESCAPE-LUR concentrations at residence as well as at locations of
specific ESCAPE measurement sites.

Statistical analysis were carried out with the statistical software R version 3.1.3
(2015-03-09) [39].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Comparison of Residence-Based EURAD-CTM and ESCAPE-LUR

Residence-based air pollution concentrations (for 4809 residences within
the HNR study area) estimated by EURAD-CTM as yearly-mean air pollution
concentrations for the years 2001–2003 (not including 2000 since modeling did
not start before October 2000), 2006–2008 and estimated yearly mean air pollution
concentrations by ESCAPE-LUR as well as back-extrapolated ESCAPE-LUR air
pollution concentration estimates are presented in Table 2 for PM2.5, PM10,
and NO2 and visualized in Figure 2 for the year 2008 (EURAD-CTM) and
October 2008–October 2009 (ESCAPE-LUR), respectively.
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Table 2. Description of residence-based air pollutant exposure estimates PM2.5,
PM10, and NO2 from EURAD-CTM and ESCAPE-LUR for 4809 residences within
the HNR study area.

– PM2.5 PM10 NO2
Mean ˘ SD (Min, Max) Mean ˘ SD (Min, Max) Mean ˘ SD (Min, Max)

EURAD-CTM (µg/m3)

2001 year-mean 16.6 ˘ 1.5 (14.0, 21.6) 21.2 ˘ 2.9 (17.0, 30.1) 42.2 ˘ 4.2 (28.2, 55.4)
2002 year-mean 16.8 ˘ 1.4 (14.3, 21.2) 20.4 ˘ 1.9 (16.7, 27.0) 39.3 ˘ 3.8 (27.5, 50.2)
2003 year-mean 18.2 ˘ 1.4 (15.5, 22.7) 22.4 ˘ 3.3 (17.8, 32.4) 42.7 ˘ 4.1 (30.1, 56.1)
2006 year-mean 16.2 ˘ 1.3 (13.9, 21.2) 21.0 ˘ 3.7 (16.5, 34.2) 40.0 ˘ 4.8 (27.1, 57.2)
2007 year-mean 15.7 ˘ 1.3 (13.4, 20.3) 19.8 ˘ 2.9 (15.7, 30.8) 37.7 ˘ 4.5 (26, 53.7)
2008 year-mean 14.6 ˘ 1.1 (12.5, 19.0) 18.0 ˘ 2.3 (14.9, 25.1) 37.5 ˘ 3.9 (26.3, 47.9)

ESCAPE-LUR (µg/m3)

back-extrapolated
(2-year averages) – 30.3 ˘ 2.1 (25.5, 38.7) 30.5 ˘ 5.0 (19.3, 62.0)

Year 2008–2009 18.4 ˘ 1.0 (16.0, 21.4) 27.7 ˘ 1.8 (23.9, 34.7) 30.1 ˘ 4.9 (19.8, 62.4)

Difference (µg/m3)

∆ESCAPE-LUR
(2008–09)

EURAD-CTM (2008)
3.7 ˘ 1.3 (´0.7, 7.0) 9.8 ˘ 2.4 (0.9, 16.5) ´7.4 ˘ 4.9 (´26.8, 18.9)

On a residential basis, estimated PM2.5 and PM10 concentrations revealed
a consistent decline since 2006 (Table 2). Considering the back-extrapolated
ESCAPE-LUR and ESCAPE-LUR, we also observed a decline over time. Observed
declines are accounted for by ongoing nation- and state-wide air quality regulations.

Comparing EURAD-CTM (2008) and ESCAPE-LUR (2008–09), however, we saw
that the overall mean of the ESCAPE-LUR was considerably higher compared to
the overall yearly-mean of EURAD-CTM (∆PM2.5 = 3.7 ˘ 1.3 µg/m3 and ∆PM10

9.8 ˘ 2.4 µg/m3, respectively). Ranges for PM2.5 estimated by EURAD-CTM were
slightly smaller than estimated by ESCAPE-LUR (5.4 vs. 6.5 µg/m3), while ranges
for PM10 were more similar for both models (10.8 vs. 10.0 µg/m3). Smaller ranges
of air pollution concentrations from EURAD-CTM are not unexpected due to the
smoothing pattern within 1 km2.

Explanations for the difference in mean concentrations for PM might be a
consequence of the finer spatial resolution of the ESCAPE-LUR, since high exposure
peaks in a very close proximity to busy roads are better captured with this model than
with the EURAD-CTM, especially considering that residences are usually located
close to the roads and not randomly distributed across a certain area.
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Pearson’s correlation coefficients between models were rather weak for both,
PM2.5 and PM10, with 0.33. This rather weak correlation has been reported earlier [12]
and is not unexpected due to the different spatial resolution but also due to the
different spatial distribution of PM concentrations for the two modelling approaches
within the study area (Figure 2 and Figure S2): while we observed a west-to-east
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gradient for EURAD-CTM with higher concentrations in the west, estimated
concentrations of ESCAPE-LUR revealed only a slight west-to-east gradient, which
was prominently overlapped by an additional decreasing north-to-south and local
hot spots, e.g., in Essen at a motorway intersection. In our study area the
decreasing west-to-east gradient mirrors the distribution of industrial locations,
e.g., metallurgical-industry and Europe’s largest inland harbour in Duisburg, located
to the west of the study area (Figure 1), as well as transported emissions from
other countries in the west of study area, e.g., the Netherlands or Great Britain.
The decreasing north-to-south gradient on the other hand is consistent with the
population density and the location of major arterial roads within our study area [32].

NO2 concentrations estimated by EURAD-CTM showed an overall decrease
between 2001 with 42.2 µg/m3 and 2008 with 37.7 µg/m3, while a change
between the ESCAPE-LUR and the back-extrapolated ESCAPE-LUR was not
observed. Yet, in contrast to PM, temporally-stable NO2 concentrations estimated
by ESCAPE-LUR were systematically lower than estimated by EURAD-CTM
(∆NO2 = ´7.4 ˘ 4.9 µg/m3). One explanation for this difference could be a
misrepresentation of industrial sources within the ESCAPE modeling approach:
“industry” referred to industrial, commercial and transport units in a certain buffer,
giving no information of the emission of such sources. Ranges of concentrations,
however, were twice as big for the ESCAPE-LUR compared to the EURAD-CTM
(42.4 vs. 21.9 µg/m3), probably driven by greater small-scale variations due to
point-specific estimates and the consideration of traffic load within a buffer of 100 m.
Unlike spatial gradients for PM2.5 and PM10, we observed a more pronounced
northwest-to-southeast-gradient for EURAD-CTM for NO2, while the distribution of
NO2 by ESCAPE-LUR did not reveal a clear gradient, but local hot spots near major
roads or motorway intersections (Figure S2). Similar to PM, correlation between
EURAD-CTM NO2 and ESCAPE-LUR NO2 was rather weak with a correlation
coefficient of 0.4.

3.2. Comparison of Estimated and Measured Air Pollution Concentrations

3.2.1. Comparison between 14-Day Mean ESCAPE-LUR Measurements and
EURAD-CTM Estimates

In order to evaluate EURAD-CTM estimates we compared estimated 14-day
mean AP concentrations by EURAD-CTM to available 14-day measurements
taken during the ESCAPE measurement campaign. Descriptive statistics and
correlation coefficients of these 14-day mean measured air pollution concentrations
at ESCAPE measurement sites (background, traffic (cf. Table S2), and both) and the
respective 14-day mean air pollution concentrations estimated by EURAD-CTM in
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the corresponding grid cells are shown in Table 3 for air pollutants PM2.5, PM10,
and NO2.

Table 3. Description of 14-day mean measured air pollution concentrations at
ESCAPE measurement sites (background and/or traffic) and 14-day mean air
pollution concentration estimations of EURAD-CTM in the corresponding grid cells
for PM2.5, PM10, and NO2.

Background
ESCAPE Site

(µg/m3)
EURAD-CTM

(µg/m3) Spearman Correlation
Coefficient (r)

Mean ˘ SD Mean ˘ SD

PM2.5 (N = 9) 17.78 ˘ 2.40 19.80 ˘ 5.80 0.34
PM10 (N = 9) 26.12 ˘ 4.70 23.29 ˘ 5.98 0.93
NO2 (N = 16) 37.85 ˘ 6.21 50.82 ˘ 10.07 0.34

traffic

PM2.5 (N = 6) 19.75 ˘ 3.75 21.78 ˘ 6.96 0.43
PM10 (N = 6) 29.26 ˘ 4.95 26.97 ˘ 7.68 0.37
NO2 (N = 13) 50.43 ˘ 9.83 58.04 ˘ 10.33 0.60

Background + traffic

PM2.5 (N = 15) 18.57 ˘ 3.05 20.59 ˘ 6.13 0.45
PM10 (N = 15) 27.37 ˘ 4.89 24.77 ˘ 6.71 0.77
NO2 (N = 29) 43.49 ˘ 10.13 54.06 ˘ 10.65 0.55

Overall, 14-day mean EURAD-CTM estimates for PM2.5 are slightly higher than
mean of 14 daily measurements at the ESCAPE sites, while EURAD-CTM estimates
for PM10 are slightly lower and EURAD-CTM estimates for NO2 are considerably
higher, especially regarding the ESCAPE background site (Table 3).

The highest correlation coefficient (r) was observed for PM10 between
EURAD-CTM and ESCAPE background sites (r = 0.93), while the lowest correlation
was observed for PM10 between EURAD-CTM and ESCAPE traffic sites (r = 0.37).
This finding is not unexpected, regarding the aim, input, and construction of the
two modeling approaches (Table 1): the EURAD-CTM aims to assess an average
concentration in a 1 km2 grid cell, taking into account long-range transport rather
than locally-emitted pollution, in contrast to the ESCAPE-LUR, which was specifically
designed to assess mostly traffic-related differences in exposure concentration.
For PM2.5, however, we did not observe a clear distinction between background
and traffic sites, whereas correlation coefficients for NO2 were higher between
EURAD-CTM and ESCAPE traffic sites (r = 0.60) than between EURAD-CTM and
ESCAPE background sites (r = 0.34). One reason for the low to moderate correlation
between PM2.5 modeled by EURAD-CTM and PM2.5 measured at ESCAPE sites
could be the lack of the assimilation procedure within EURAD-CTM, since PM2.5 has
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only been measured at routine monitoring sites since 2009. So, for the considered
period of time, estimated PM2.5 was only assimilated indirectly taking a (constant)
proportion of PM10 and PM2.5 into account.

Overall, correlations between EURAD-CTM estimates and measured
concentrations at all ESCAPE measurement sites were moderate for PM2.5 (r = 0.45)
and NO2 (r = 0.55), and high for PM10 (r = 0.77) and, therefore, slightly better
than comparing residence-based modeled air pollution concentrations between
EURAD-CTM and ESCAPE-LUR.

3.2.2. Comparison between Routinely-Monitored and Estimated Air
Pollution Concentrations

Overall correlations between daily measurements at routine monitoring sites
and EURAD-CTM estimations over one year (2008) were strong for PM10 and NO2

(>0.8) and moderate for PM2.5 (0.66–0.74) for both, background and traffic monitoring
site (Table 4). This finding is a consequence of the assimilation procedure within
EURAD-CTM for PM10 and NO2.

Taking into account absolute annual values, we observed several findings:
annual averages for January 2008 until December 2008 differ considerably from
annual averages from 16 October 2008 to 15 October 2009 (ESCAPE measurement
period), for PM (Table 4). Generally, PM concentrations throughout Germany were
at a minimum in 2008, as reported by the Federal Environment Agency [40]. This
finding points to the importance of a fine temporal resolution even in medium- and
long-term exposure estimations.

Considering uncertainty, the EURAD-CTM estimations underestimated PM
and overestimated NO2 at background monitoring sites, while the ESCAPE-LUR
estimations agreed well for PM2.5 (all sites) and PM10 (background sites), but tended
to underestimate NO2 concentrations considerably (Table 4). The latter is supported
by mean squared errors of the LOOCV, which were remarkably higher for NO2 than
for PM. Furthermore, we observed considerable disagreement between predicted
ESCAPE-LUR PM10 and measured PM10 at the routine monitoring traffic-site. This
finding might be a consequence of the disagreement between PM10 measured at the
routine monitoring site and the measured PM10 at the closest ESCAPE site (26.64 vs.
32.70 µg/m3), which were located only 2.2 m away from each other.
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3.3. Temporal Resolution of Air Pollution Concentrations

Regarding different years (2006–2008) we saw a weak time-dependent decline
in PM concentrations (Table 2), in line with the observed overall decline in PM
concentrations from the year 2001 to 2008 within the HNR study area [29]. To examine
the temporal resolution on a monthly basis, Figure 3 and Figure S3 present monthly
distributions of EURAD-CTM estimated air pollution concentrations of PM10, PM2.5,
and NO2 respectively, in two grid cells, including one background grid cell (679) and
one traffic routine monitoring site grid cell (690), presenting spatial variation. For
the purpose of comparison, yearly mean air pollution concentrations estimated with
EURAD-CTM for the two grid cells as well as the temporally-stable ESCAPE-LUR
air pollution concentrations estimated at the locations of the monitoring sites, and
monthly-based measured air pollution concentration at routine monitoring sites
are presented as lines. Overall, we observed strong seasonal variation (high in
winter and low in summer) for estimated EURAD-CTM air pollution concentrations
and measured air pollution concentrations, which cannot be detected when using
the temporally stable ESCAPE-LUR estimates. While ESCAPE-LUR estimates
are primarily designed to yield long-term exposure estimates without temporal
resolution, the integration of other measurements (i.e., from routine monitoring sites),
or other measurement periods (e.g., three month instead of one year), can be used to
derive LUR-data for the analysis of medium-term health effects [41], although not
covered in this manuscript.
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Figure 3. Box plots of air pollution concentrations of PM10 over time for two grid
cells (gc), representing background (gc: 679) and traffic (gc: 690), estimated by
EURAD-CTM on a monthly and yearly basis, long-term ESCAPE-LUR estimation
and measured at monitoring sites on a monthly basis (median per month).
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The seasonal patterns differed slightly across years and air pollutants (Figure 3
and Figure S3). Reasons for such differences might be specific meteorological
conditions during the observation period as well as different chemical processes
differentially influencing the concentration of the examined air pollutants, e.g.,
regarding transport, deposition or physical and chemical aging. These observed
seasonal changes underscore the importance of time-dependent air pollution models
for the analysis of short- and medium-term health effects. When using a LUR for
short- and medium-term exposures, a finer temporal resolution can be achieved
using back-extrapolation based on routine monitoring sites, as has been applied for
birth outcomes in the framework of ESCAPE [41]. Furthermore, estimated PM2.5

by EURAD-CTM, although following the seasonal pattern of measured PM2.5, was
considerably under-estimated, reflecting the lack of data assimilation within this
modeling procedure. In contrast to the temporal variation over the considered
time period, the spatial variation, presented by the two locations of a background
and traffic site, is considerably smaller. This finding is in line with earlier findings,
indicating a slightly higher temporal, than spatial, variation of particle number
concentrations within the Ruhr area [42].

3.4. Source-Specific EURAD-CTM

Estimated local traffic-specific (TRA) and local industry-specific (IND) air
pollution concentrations take up only a small amount of all sources: for PM2.5

local traffic takes up 3.4% and local industry 9.6%; for PM10 it is 2.7% and 10.5%,
respectively, and for NO2 it is 21.4% and 2.4%, respectively. Correlation coefficients
between PM concentrations, including all sources and including only local traffic,
were weak (0.34–0.43), while all-sources PM and industry-specific PM correlated well
(0.73–0.96) (Figure 4). Correlation coefficients for NO2 were, in contrast to PM, higher
between all sources and local-traffic (0.63) and lower for industry-specific (0.44).
The rather small amount of local traffic-and industry-specific concentrations is not
surprising considering that long-range transport and formation of secondary particles
in the atmosphere can contribute considerably to the particle mass concentration in
North-Rhine-Westphalia and the Ruhr area, sometimes more than 50% depending
on the meteorological situation [28]. The spatial distribution within the study area,
represented by quintiles of respective PM10 distributions (Figure 4), illustrates that the
agreement between all sources and industry-specific sources is better than between
all sources and traffic-specific PM. Due to substantial industrial emissions from the
Duisburg inland harbor and the adjacent industrial area west of the study region, a
strong west-east gradient can be observed for industry-specific PM and for all sources
PM. The spatial distribution traffic-specific PM follows closely the population-density
in the study area, with a strong north-to-south gradient.
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The associations between residence-based exposure estimates derived from
EURAD-CTMTRA and ESCAPE-LUR are relatively high (PM2.5: 0.69, PM10: 0.58, and
NO2: 0.45), while they are expectedly considerably lower for EURAD-CTMIND and
ESCAPE-LUR (PM2.5: 0.16, PM10: 0.0, and NO2: 0.25) (Table 5). Such patterns are
displayed for PM10 in the spatial distribution of traffic-specific EURAD-CTM and
ESCAPE-LUR and industry-specific EURAD-CTM and ESCAPE-LUR, respectively
(Figure 4). A similar pattern is observed taking into account correlations for 14-day
mean measurements at ESCAPE monitoring stations (background and traffic) and
estimated 14-day mean EURAD-CTMTRA within respective grid cells (Table 5).

Table 5. Spearman correlation coefficients between 14-day series of measurements
at ESCAPE-LUR- monitoring stations and 14-day mean estimations of
EURAD-CTMTRA in respective grid cells.

EURAD-CTMTRA
(Traffic-Specific)

ESCAPE Background
Sites

ESCAPE Traffic
Sites

All ESCAPE
Sites

PM2.5 0.69 (n = 9) 0.88 (n = 6) 0.77 (n = 15)
PM10 0.02 (n = 9) 0.83 (n = 6) 0.32 (n = 15)
NO2 0.57 (n = 16) 0.79 (n = 13) 0.63 (n = 29)

These observations indicate that EURAD-CTM and ESCAPE-LUR do not
represent identical aspects of air pollution: while EURAD-CTM represents an area
average similar to urban background concentrations, the ESCAPE-LUR was designed
to predominantly estimate variability in local traffic-related air pollution, leading to a
comparatively high correlation with local traffic-specific air pollution concentrations
modeled by EURAD-CTM. The very low correlation with local industry-specific air
pollution concentration at the residences indicates, that ESCAPE-LUR represents
industry rather poorly compared to EURAD-CTM, where the overall spatial
distribution (Figure 3) is mainly driven by industrial sources as has been observed in
a previous study [32].
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4. Conclusions

Based on the comparison between air pollution concentrations modeled by
ESCAPE-LUR and EURAD-CTM within the HNR study area, we showed that both
model types have different input data as well as different temporal and spatial
resolutions, driven by their different aims and application. While the point-specific
ESCAPE-LUR primarily aims to estimate temporally stable and spatial variable
long-term exposure to locally-emitted (mostly traffic-related) air pollution with a
very high spatial resolution, the EURAD-CTM aims to estimate a spatio-temporal
average air pollutant concentration in a small area (i.e., 1 km2), taking into account a
range of major sources, e.g., traffic, industry, meteorological condition, and transport.
While the observed weak to moderate overall agreement between the ESCAPE-LUR
and the EURAD-CTM supports earlier findings [12], our analysis showed that the
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agreement between the two models improved considerably after restricting the
EURAD-CTM to local traffic only. This finding was further supported by results
comparing 14-day mean concentrations estimated by EURAD-CTM and measured
at purpose-specific ESCAPE monitoring sites, yielding the highest correlations for
traffic-specific EURAD-CTM estimates and measurements at traffic sites.

One of the principal strengths of the point-specific ESCAPE-LUR is to capture
very small-scale variations in air pollution. Yet, this accuracy may be more
error-prone than the coarser spatial resolution of 1 km2 used by EURAD-CTM,
regarding exposure assignment in cases of high personal mobility within small
distances, like daily chores around the residence. The biggest strength of an
LUR approach in general is the wide-ranging applicability, like the relatively
small requirements on measurement sites (low cost), the individual location of
measurement sites, the easy assessment of land use data, and the straight forward
model building procedure, based on linear regression modeling. In contrast,
the EURAD-CTM, or chemical transport and dispersion modeling approaches
in general, are less accessible to changes by the user due to the highly complex
underlying mathematical, physical, and chemical modelling procedures. These
complex procedures are, however, accompanied with benefit of including chemical
transport actions, which allow modeling air pollution components that have not
been measured. The LUR, on the other hand, is limited to modelling measured air
pollutants. Moreover, CTMs enable the investigation of the role of meteorology and
the prediction of air pollutant concentrations under hypothetical emission situations.

The comparatively easy applicability of LUR modeling and statistical model
building procedure may come along with potential costs of wrong decisions: the
initial choice of locations of the measurement sites limits the specificity of the model to
capture those emission sources, whose concentration gradients are well captured by
the chosen sites and may fail to capture all important source-specific concentration
gradients across a study area, especially if important sources change over time.
Restricting predictors to land use data might neglect important predictors of air
pollution concentrations from other sources and processes, like chemical interaction
and transport. Similarly, CTMs are only valid if based on a comprehensive and
detailed emission database. To overcome limitations of each of the models and
optimally make use of the respective strengths, we propose to combine the two
approaches into a hybrid model [43,44]. These hybrid models are usually based on
the LUR model since LURs are by design much easier to modify.

To conclude, our results show that ESCAPE-LUR and the EURAD-CTM are
constructed to estimate complementary aspects of air pollution and both approaches
have respective strengths and limitations, which need to be considered especially
when investigating health effects. The possibility of combining the strengths of both,
e.g., using hybrid models will be the next step to enhance exposure assessment.
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Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-
4433/7/3/48/s1. Figure S1: Flowchart of the EURAD model system containing the
meteorological driver MM5, the pre-processors ECP and PREP, the emission model EEM
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parameters are shaded in yellow and procedural parts are shaded in green or magenta),
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study area for PM10 (A+C) and NO2 (B+D), Figure S3: Boxplots of air pollution concentrations
of monthly-mean PM10 and NO2 concentrations over three year for a traffic-specific (grid
cell: 690), and a background-specific location (grid cell: 679) with annual mean ESCAPE-LUR
estimates and annual measurements at LANUV monitoring sites, Table S1: Time and locations
of the ESCAPE-measurement campaign, Table S2: ESCAPE-LUR for PM2.5, PM10 and NO2,
Table S3: Time and Location of routine monitoring sites, provided by LANUV, within the HNR
study area.
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Forecasting Urban Air Quality via a
Back-Propagation Neural Network and a
Selection Sample Rule
Yonghong Liu, Qianru Zhu, Dawen Yao and Weijia Xu

Abstract: In this paper, based on a sample selection rule and a Back Propagation (BP)
neural network, a new model of forecasting daily SO2, NO2, and PM10 concentration
in seven sites of Guangzhou was developed using data from January 2006 to April
2012. A meteorological similarity principle was applied in the development of
the sample selection rule. The key meteorological factors influencing SO2, NO2,
and PM10 daily concentrations as well as weight matrices and threshold matrices
were determined. A basic model was then developed based on the improved BP
neural network. Improving the basic model, identification of the factor variation
consistency was added in the rule, and seven sets of sensitivity experiments in one
of the seven sites were conducted to obtain the selected model. A comparison of the
basic model from May 2011 to April 2012 in one site showed that the selected model
for PM10 displayed better forecasting performance, with Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE) values decreasing by 4% and R2 values increasing from 0.53 to 0.68.
Evaluations conducted at the six other sites revealed a similar performance. On
the whole, the analysis showed that the models presented here could provide local
authorities with reliable and precise predictions and alarms about air quality if used
at an operational scale.

Reprinted from Atmosphere. Cite as: Liu, Y.; Zhu, Q.; Yao, D.; Xu, W. Forecasting
Urban Air Quality via a Back-Propagation Neural Network and a Selection
Sample Rule. Atmosphere 2015, 6, 891–907.

1. Introduction

Air quality has recently become a serious issue in several of the large cities
in China. This problem has significant potential for adverse impacts on human
health and the environment [1–3]. Therefore, it is extremely important to accurately
forecast the concentrations of pollutants to provide guidance for travel advice and
governmental policies.

Forecasting the concentrations of air pollutants represents a difficult task due to
the complexity of the physical and chemical processed involved. However, many
researchers have been focusing on these types of forecasts [4–8]. The most common
forecasting approaches are numerical models and statistical models. Numerical
models do not require a large quantity of measured data, but they demand sound
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knowledge of pollution sources, the chemical composition of the exhaust gases, and
the physical processes in the atmospheric boundary layer. This crucial knowledge is
often limited. Thus, approximations and simplifications are often employed in the
modeling process.

In contrast, statistical models usually necessitate a large quantity of measurement
data under a large variety of atmospheric conditions. By applying regression
and machine learning techniques, a number of functions can be used to fit the
pollution data in terms of selected predictors. Neural networks, a subset of statistical
models, are usually presented as systems of interconnected neurons that can compute
values from inputs by feeding information through the network. Unlike other
statistical models, neural networks make no prior assumptions concerning the data
distribution. They can model highly nonlinear functions and can be trained for
accurate generalization. These features of the neural network make it an attractive
alternative to numerical and other statistical models [9–12].

There have been many applications of neural networks in air quality forecasting
since the 1990s, and researchers have obtained fairly good results [13–16]. Despite
the successful applications of neural networks in the area of atmospheric science,
the method has its own weakness and limitations. Studies have shown that
there are three main factors that affect neural network effectiveness: network
topology, learning algorithm, and learning samples [17,18]. Previous research mainly
concentrated on the network structure and learning algorithm, which improved the
forecasting accuracy of the network [19–24]. However, when improvements in the
network structure and learning algorithm reach a certain degree, improvements in
the accuracy of the air quality forecasting models plateau. Therefore, the selection
of learning samples has become a vital factor that determines the mapping ability
and generalization of the network. This is because the selection can ensure the
representativeness of the learning samples and remove unnecessary interference, and
thereby improve the forecasting accuracy of the model. Harri Niska et al. [21] used a
genetic algorithm for selecting the inputs and designing the high-level architecture of
a multi-layer perceptron model for forecasting NO2 concentrations. Sousa et al. [22]
predicted hourly ozone concentrations based on feed-forward artificial neural
networks using principal components as inputs, and they improved the predictions
of models by reducing their complexity and eliminating data collinearity.

The main objectives of this paper are to develop a sample filter method for
the prediction of the daily NO2, SO2, and PM10 concentration in the Guangzhou
Pearl River Delta region based on a similarity principle of weather and pollutant
background concentration. During the development of the prediction models, the
selection of parameters is conducted by means of sensitivity experiments and the
Back Propagation (BP) neural network is used for data-driven computation. The
above actions are all part of an integrated environmental strategy designed and run
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by the local authorities of Guangzhou, according to the demands of the Action Plan
on Prevention and Control of Air Pollution. Currently, this action plan is the most
rigorous and systematic framework for improving air quality in China.

2. Data

A significant quantity of observational data under a wide variety of atmospheric
conditions was required for this study. The dataset in this paper includes
meteorological parameters and pollutant concentrations in Guangzhou, which is
located in the south central part of Guangdong Province, China (23◦06′ N Latitude,
113◦15′ E Longitude).

Real-time monitoring meteorological parameters, including temperature, wind
speed, wind direction, rainfall, atmospheric pressure, relative humidity, and solar
radiation intensity, were obtained from an automatic air quality monitoring station at
Sun Yat-Sen University, located in the Haizhu District of Guangzhou City. Forecasting
meteorological data, including temperature, wind speed, wind direction, and
rainfall, were obtained from Guangzhou Weather Forecasts [25]. All the data
were processed into the daily mean value as needed, according to the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (GB 3095-2012) issued by Environment Protection
Administration (EPA) of China [26]. The monitoring meteorological data were used
as historical meteorological data in the model, and the forecasting meteorological
data were used as the meteorological data of the forecasting day. To reduce the
interference of different geographic locations on the monitoring meteorological data,
pollutant concentration forecasting of seven state-controlled air quality monitoring
sites in urban Guangzhou was performed. Thus, the applied monitoring data of the
atmospheric environment were derived from the daily pollutant concentration data
from seven state-controlled air quality monitoring sites as reported by the Guangzhou
Environmental Protection [27]. These state-controlled air quality monitoring sites
are the Guangya Middle School (Num. 1), the Guangzhou No. 5 Middle School
(Num. 2), the Guangzhou Environmental Monitor Station (Num. 3), the Experimental
Kindergarten of Tianhe Vocational School (Num. 4), Luhu Park (Num. 5), Guangdong
University of Business Studies (Num. 6), and the Guangzhou No. 86 Middle School
(Num. 7). The data span the period from January 2006 to April 2012, and a total of
23,195 valid samples were used for the paper.

3. Methods

In view of the small variation in weather during our study period, a similarity
principle of weather and concentration parameters was applied. The multilayer
selection rule for historical samples from Guanghzhou was then constructed. This
step is very important for the development of predictive models. The selection of
historical samples can improve the similarity between the occurrence of historical
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pollution and future pollution, and a proper selection can improve the efficiency of
data-driven models (e.g., BP neural networks). This is also in line with the pollution
formation, where the main factor affecting the diffusion and transport of pollutants
is the different meteorological parameters, and every meteorological parameter has
a different influence on NO2, SO2, and PM10 [28,29]. Thus, the sample selection
was based on meteorological similarity and the consistency of the variation trend.
The rule was divided into two parts, namely the identification of meteorological
parameter similarity and the consistency of the variation trend, i.e., the identification
of similarity in background concentrations.

First, a comprehensive correlation analysis of pollutant concentration and
meteorological parameters was performed to determine the key factors of the
selection rule, and these parameters were also used as inputs into the BP neural
network. Next, the three-layer selection sample rule was applied. Finally, we utilized
the improved BP neural network for data-driven computation to establish the air
quality forecasting model of urban Guangzhou.

3.1. Identification of the Key Factors

A comprehensive correlation analysis of pollutant concentration and
meteorological factors was conducted. The number of related days was set to two:
the meteorology for the forecasting day and for the day before the forecasting day.
Meanwhile, the daily mean value of pollutant concentration two days before the
forecasting day was used as an input factor in an attempt to counteract the lack of
pollutant emission source data.

A comprehensive analysis of pollutant concentration and meteorological factors
was conducted for different pollutants, mainly through correlation analysis and
weight analysis of the influencing factors in each pollution scenario. The analysis
was intended to identify the degree of influence of each meteorological factor on
pollutants, thus resulting in the selection of the factors with the greatest impact
on pollutants and the allocation of the corresponding influencing weights. The
correlation analysis started with the comparison of two typical pollution scenarios,
namely, the ascending or descending periods of each pollutant, and the serious
pollution or slight pollution periods. In this way, the degree of influence that the
meteorological factors had on pollutants under these two situations was obtained.
The average value of the two scenarios was calculated and multiplied with a
correlation coefficient to obtain the comprehensive weight of the influence of each
meteorological factor on different pollutants.

The ascending and descending periods of each pollutant are defined as the
periods when the change in the pollutant concentration between consecutive
days exceeds 0.05 mg/m3. Serious pollution or slight pollution are defined as
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periods when the Air Pollution Index of the pollutant exceeds 100 or is lower than
20, respectively.

The identification of the influencing weight of each meteorological factor under
the above-mentioned periods was achieved using the following steps:

(a) Obtaining the representative data for the meteorological factorThe specific data
include the average value of the ascending period Miu, the average value of
the descending period Mid, the maximum value of the analysis period Mimax,
the minimum value Mimin of the analysis period, and the overall average value
Miadv. The i represents the specific meteorological factor.

(b) Numerical normalization
(c) Variation analysis of the meteorological factor (Di)

Di =
M′iu −M′id

M′iadv
(1)

(d) Computation of the influencing weight

wi =
Di

n
∑

i=1
Di

(2)

Finally, the comprehensive influencing weights between meteorology factors
and pollutant concentrations were determined by the following equation:

r = R× (w1 + w2)/2 (3)

where r is the comprehensive influencing weight between the meteorology factor and
the pollutant concentration; R is the correlation coefficient between the meteorology
factor and the pollutant concentration; w1 is the influencing weight in the ascending
or descending period; and w2 is the influencing weight in the serious or slight
pollution periods.

3.2. A Selection Sample Rule Based on the Similarity Principle

Multiple meteorological factors create a variety of meteorological parameter
spaces that impose different impacts on the transport and diffusion of pollutants.
During air quality forecasting, if the appropriate meteorological space is found,
the intrinsic relationship between multiple physical quantities and the pollutant
will have a reference. An appropriate set of samples was selected for the main
influencing factors such that forecasting could be targeted, and the mapping ability
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and generalization of the network could be improved. Thus, three-layer sample
screening principles based on meteorological similarity criteria were proposed.

3.2.1. The Basic Description

The first level of screening identifies samples where the similarity of each
meteorological factor reaches a certain threshold value range. The screened samples
should conform to the following formula:

∆yj ≤ yjset , where, ∆yj =
∣∣∣yjpre − yjsam

∣∣∣ (4)

where yjpre is the meteorological factor on the day of forecasting; yjsam is the
meteorological factor of the sample; ∆yj is the meteorological similarity of the
meteorology factors between the sample and the day of forecasting; j is the specific
meteorological factor; and yjset is the threshold value screened by the meteorological
factor, forming a primary threshold matrix Y. In this matrix, the threshold value can
change dynamically according to the sample size demanded.

The second level of screening applies a threshold value range for total
weighted meteorological similarity. The screened samples should conform to the
following formula:

S ≤ Sset, where, S = ∑
j≤Mnum

(wj · ∆yj) (5)

where S is the entire meteorological similarity; Sset is the threshold value screened by
the entire meteorological similarity; wj is the weight of each meteorological factor,
forming the weight matrix W; and Mnum is the number of meteorological factors.

The third level of screening identifies the n samples with the highest meteorological
similarity. The screened samples should conform to the following formula:

Qnum ≤ n (6)

where Qnum is the number of samples in the sequenced sample column, and n is the
number of samples needed.

Among these criteria, the selection of the weight matrices and the threshold
matrices is key to obtaining high quality samples. Hence, the following identification
approaches for weight matrices and threshold matrices were adopted.

3.2.2. Identification of wj

The establishment of the weight matrix wj was integrated with the selection
of model input factors, and a comprehensive correlation analysis of pollutant
concentration and meteorological factors was performed. While choosing the input
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parameters of the neural network, the weight matrix of the selection sample rule was
also established.

3.2.3. Identification of yjset

The establishment of the threshold matrix yjset was accomplished via the
orthogonal test method, which is a highly efficient experimental design method
used for the arrangement of multi-factor experiments and the search for optimal
horizontal combinations [30]. For the different pollutants, we set different levels of
factors and selected some representative experimental points (horizontally mixed)
for the experiments. The optimal horizontal combination was selected to generate
the threshold matrix of the selection sample rule [31].

Based on the results of the above weight matrix wj, the tested experimental
factors were identified. In accordance with prior knowledge, the level of each
experimental factor was confirmed. The minimum absolute error of the forecasting
model was adopted as the experimental objective to seek the optimal combination
and finally identify the sample optimization threshold matrix.

3.3. Identification of the Variation Trend Consistency

There will be some scenarios in which wind speed decreases in history but
increases on the prediction day compared with the previous day, based on the
selection rule stated above in Section 3.2. Such a scenario will lead to an error in
the prediction model for use in the BP neural network. Therefore, it is necessary to
identify the variation trend consistency.

The factors considered were deduced according to the weight matrix of the
selection rule (see Section 3.1) and the principles of the pollution formation. The
chosen factors were rainfall, wind speed, and background concentration. However,
sensibility experiments were still needed to determine the key factor for NO2,
PM10, and SO2. The details of the experimental results will be introduced in the
following section.

3.3.1. Variation Trend Consistency for Wind Speed

Because wind speed is a vector, wind speed is described as wx,wy.

wx = ws · cos(wd) and wy = ws · sin(wd)

where ws is the recorded wind speed and wd is the recorded wind direction.
Thus, the steps for the identification of the variation trend consistency for wind

speed are as follows:
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(1) Calculate the variation between the forecasting day and the day before.

∆ (ws1)
2 =

[(
wx−p

)2
+
(
wy−p

)2
]
−
[(

wx−p−1
)2

+
(
wy−p−1

)2
]

(7)

where ∆ (ws1)
2 is the difference between the squared values of wind speed on

the day of forecasting and the day before; wx−p and wy−p are the two wind
vectors on the day of forecasting; and wx−p−1 and wy−p−1 represent the two
wind vectors before the day of forecasting.

(2) Calculate the variation between the two adjacent days in the samples selected
in Section 3.1,

∆ (ws2)
2 =

[
(wx−t)

2 +
(
wy−t

)2
]
−
[
(wx−t−1)

2 +
(
wy−t−1

)2
]

(8)

where ∆ (ws2)
2 is the difference between the squared values of wind speed on

the forecasting day and the day before wx−t and wy−t are the two wind vectors
on the forecasting day; and wx−t−1 and wy−t−1 are the two wind vectors on the
day before the forecasting day.

(3) Identify whether the wind speed in the forecasting data shows the same
tendency of ascending or descending as that in the selected samples. If
the tendency is the same, the samples are reserved; otherwise, the samples
are removed.

3.3.2. The Variation Trend Consistency Identification of Rainfall

The variation in the rainfall levels in the forecasting data was calculated using
the following formula:

∆RF1 = RFp − RFp−1 (9)

The variation in the historical rainfall levels was calculated using the
following formula:

∆RF2 = RFt − RFt−1 (10)

We then identified whether the rainfall level in the forecasting data showed the
same tendency of ascending or descending as that in the sample data. If similar, the
samples are reserved; otherwise, the samples are removed.

3.3.3. Similarity Identification of Background Concentration

The following steps were used to conduct the similarity identification of the
background concentration:
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(1) The background concentration on the day of forecasting is calculated as follows:

BC1=0.6BCP-1+0.4BCP-2 (11)

(2) The background concentration in the sample data is calculated as follows:

BC2=0.6BCt-1+0.4BCt-2 (12)

(3) Identify whether the background concentration in the forecasting data and the
absolute difference of the background concentration on the day of forecasting
is in the range of the threshold value. If they are in the range, the samples are
reserved; otherwise, they are removed.

ABS(BC1-BC2)<=Set (13)

3.4. Improvements in BP Neural Network

Due to its strong learning and generalization ability, a BP neural network was
used as the data-driven computation method [32]. In this paper, a BP neural network
with three layers was applied to predict the daily concentrations of NO2, PM10,
and SO2. The layers included an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer.
The data described in Section 2 were divided into training, validation and test sets.
The training and validation sets were from January 2006 to April 2011 in seven air
quality monitoring sites, of which 80% of these data were randomly selected for the
training set; the remaining 20% of the data comprised the validation set. In addition,
the data from May 2011 to April 2012 were used for the test set, aiming to test
and compare the model performance in seven air quality monitoring sites. There
are two main components affecting pollutant concentration: emission sources and
pollutant transmission and diffusion conditions. The key factor that affects pollutant
transmission and diffusion in a city is the meteorological conditions. Therefore, the
meteorological factors identified in Section 3.1 were considered as the major input factors
for the BP neural network. According to the conclusions in the literature [33,34], the daily
concentrations of NO2, PM10, and SO2 for the two days before the forecasting day
were also used as input factors for the BP neural network to reduce the influencefor
lacking emissions data. The final number of variables used in the input layer (NInput)
in each forecast model is shown in Table 1.

The neuron number of the hidden layer is half that of the input layer [35].
Different neural network structures were established for NO2, PM10, and SO2. The
neuron in the output layer was regarded as the forecasted daily concentration of
NO2, PM10, and SO2.
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The training termination conditions in the BP neural network were also changed
to improve the overall accuracy of the forecasting model. When the average relative
error of all training samples reached a specified error value, the training would cease.
The specified error value was determined by experiments for different error. For NO2,
PM10, and SO2, the optimal specified error values were 0.5, 0.4, and 0.35, respectively.
Every group training sample was processed five times, which means that five groups
of models were developed. The model with the least average relative error was
selected as the prediction model, reducing the randomness of the BP neural network.

Table 1. Forecasting results of the seven groups of sensitivity experiments.

Pollutants Experiments N Input Mean
(mg/m3)

MAE
(mg/m3) MAPE R TFA Ef Af

SO2

Basic (Group 1) 10 0.027 0.009 37.4 0.422 0500 −0.322 1.513
RF * (Group 2) 10 0.027 0.009 36.6 0.510 0.536 0.010 1.543
WS (Group 3) 10 0.027 0.010 43.2 0.304 0.464 −0.583 1.693
BC (Group 4) 10 0.027 0.009 40.3 0.345 0.483 −0.937 1.577

RF + WS
(Group 5) 10 0.027 0.009 38.5 0.430 0.482 −0.192 1.501

RF + BC
(Group 6) 10 0.027 0.011 49.7 0.118 0.464 −1.726 1.575

WS + BC
(Group 7) 10 0.027 0.012 52.8 0.178 0.393 −1.174 1.716

PM10

basic(Group 1) 7 0.105 0.025 26.6 0.536 0.492 0.210 1.297
RF (Group 2) 7 0.105 0.026 28.8 0.476 0.433 0.108 1.319
WS (Group 3) 7 0.105 0.025 26.2 0.527 0.483 0.190 1.289
BC (Group 4) 7 0.105 0.024 24.6 0.563 0.500 0.225 1.280

RF + WS
(Group 5) 7 0.105 0.025 27.8 0.479 0.417 0.159 1.315

RF + BC *
(Group 6) 7 0.105 0.023 22.7 0.672 0.550 0.348 1.269

WS + BC
(Group 7) 7 0.105 0.024 26.9 0.581 0.417 0.317 1.290

NO2

Basic (Group 1) 10 0.073 0.020 25.0 0.680 0.550 0.261 1.340
RF (Group 2) 10 0.073 0.020 24.1 0.660 0.533 0.199 1.345
WS (Group 3) 10 0.073 0.018 22.7 0.702 0.533 0.352 1.291
BC (Group 4) 10 0.073 0.019 23.7 0.715 0.517 0.337 1.315

RF + WS
(Group 5) 10 0.073 0.018 23.7 0.723 0.617 0.386 1.298

RF + BC
(Group 6) 10 0.073 0.019 24.3 0.716 0.483 0.380 1.306

WS + BC *
(Group 7) 10 0.073 0.018 22.5 0.688 0.567 0.397 1.271

Note: * the Selected Model determined by making experiments.

3.5. Indices of Model Evaluation

We used the following indicators to evaluate the models: Mean absolute
error (MAE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Correlation coefficient (R),
tendency forecasting accuracy (TFA), Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient of efficiency (Ef), and
Accuracy factor (Af) [36]. The TFA is the forecasting accuracy rate determination for
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the upward or downward trend of pollutant concentrations over two consecutive
days on the basis of monitoring results. Ef, an indicator of the model fit, is a
normalized measure (−∞ to 1) that compares the mean square error generated
by a particular model simulation to the variance of the target output sequence. An Ef
value closer to 1 indicates better model performance; an Ef value of zero indicates
that the model is, on average, performing only as good as the use of the mean target
value for prediction, and an Ef value < 0 indicates an altogether questionable choice
of the model. Af is a simple multiplicative factor indicating the spread of the results
around the prediction. The larger the Af value, the less accurate the average estimate.

The MAE, MAPE, TFA, Af and Ef are defined as follows:

MAE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∣∣ypre,i − ymon,i
∣∣ (14)

MAPE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(

∣∣ypre,i − ymon,i
∣∣

ymon,i
× 100) (15)

TFA =
A
N

(16)

E f = 1−
∑N

i=1 (ypre,i − ymon,i)
2

∑N
i=1 (ypre,i − ymon)

2 (17)

A f = 10∑N
i=1

|log(
ypre,i
ymon,i

)|
N (18)

where ypre and ymon are the predicted and measured values, respectively, and ymon is
the mean of the measured values of the response variable. N is the total number of
the observations. A is the number of correct forecasts for the upward or downward
trend of pollutant concentrations over two consecutive days.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. The Results of the Sensitivity Experiments in Guangzhou No. 5 Middle
School (Num. 2)

As described in Section 3.3, sensitivity experiments were performed to
determine the key factors. The data were obtained from the Guangzhou No. 5 Middle
School site. Seven group experiments were performed for SO2, PM10, and NO2. The
first experiment (called “Group 1”) was made by the model based on the selection
rules described in Section 3.2. That is to say, Group 1 was run using the Basic Model.
Besides these selection rules, the second to fourth experiments were conducted based
on the variation trend consistency identification of rainfall (RF), wind speed (WS),
and background concentration (BC), while the fifth to seventh experiments were
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considerations of RF + WS, RF + BC, and WS + BC. These experiments were referred
to as Group 2, Group 3, Group 4, Group 5, Group 6, and Group 7, respectively. Table 1
summarizes the results of the seven groups of sensitivity experiments. The models
with the best performance were selected (termed the Selected Models).

For PM10, the value of Ef and Af of Group 6 were much closer to 1.0 compared
with the other models. Compared with Group 1, the Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE) of Group 6 was 4% lower (0.227), R increased by almost 14%, and
TFA increased by nearly 6% (0.550). For NO2, Group 7 had the best results with an
MAPE of only 0.225, an R value of 0.688, and a TFA value of 0.567. The Ef and Af
of Group 7 were 0.397 and 1.271, respectively, which were much closer to 1.0 than
the other experiments. Group 2 had the most ideal experimental results for SO2; the
MAPE was 0.366, R and TFA were both higher than 0.5, and Ef was the only positive
value. In contrast to the PM10 and NO2 results, the SO2 experiments based on BC did
not produce the best results. This scenario is perhaps due to a non-obvious variation
in daily SO2 concentrations.

4.2. Errors of the Selected Models of Num. 2 for May 2011 to April 2012

The forecasting results are shown in a scatter diagram of the predicted versus the
observed concentrations (Figure 1). The distribution of SO2 is relatively dispersed,
which is due to the diversity of the influencing factors and the complexity of dynamic
processes. Singh et al. [36] forecast respirable suspended particulate matter (RSPM),
SO2, and NO2. The results showed that compared with the two other pollutants,
the degree of dispersion in the scatter diagram of the monitored and predicted SO2

values was higher. Kurt et al. [37] used a neural network to build models of SO2,
PM10, and CO. The error distribution of the SO2 forecasting model based on the data
from two days prior ranged from 37% to 40%, and the model was the least accurate
of the three. The distributions of PM10 and NO2 were relatively better, i.e., the line
fitted the correlation at 0.5 and above. The forecasting results were stable and the
model performed well.

Errors in the selected model for Guangzhou No. 5 Middle School (Num. 2)
from May 2011 to April 2012 are shown in Figure 2. Overall, the monthly prediction
accuracy of SO2 was higher than PM10 and NO2, and the NO2 model performed
better than the PM10 model. The highest errors for SO2, PM10, and NO2 were
observed in February, where the daily concentrations were almost the highest
due to the bad weather; the BP neural network is not sensitive to extremely high
or low values [33,34]. However, the MAPE of the SO2, PM10, and NO2 models
were 0.383, 0.353, and 0.290, respectively. These MAPE values are acceptable for
operational forecasts.
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4.3. Errors in the Selected Models for Others Sites

The selected model for SO2, NO2, and PM10 was tested in the remaining six
sites (detailed description in Section 2) in the urban district of Guangzhou, and a
comparison was made between the Selected Model and the Basic Model. The results
are shown in Table 2. On the whole, the Selected Model was equal to or better than
the Basic Model for SO2, NO2, and PM10. As for SO2, the MAPE of the Selected Model
decreased from 0.417 to 0.377, the correlation increased from 0.409 to 0.477, the TFA
increased from 0.490 to 0.517. In addition, the Ef and Af were closer to 1 compared
with the Basic Model. Adding the sample optimization rules to the variation tendency
identification of the rainfall level changes improved the forecast accuracy of the
different pollutants to different degrees at every site. For PM10, the MAPE of the
Selected Model was 0.250 for the six sites, which was almost 0.10 lower than that
of the Basic model. The correlation was greater than 0.7, and the TFA increased by
24%, from 0.421 to 0.523. Adding the variation tendency identification of the rainfall
level changes and the similarity identification of the background concentrations to
the model resulted in an effective improvement of the forecast accuracy of PM10.
Regarding NO2, adding the variation tendency identification of the wind speed
changes and the similarity identification of the background concentrations did not
greatly improve the forecast results. The Selected Model is useful for the six sites,
and the errors of the model are acceptable for application purposes.

Table 2. Comparisons between the Selected and Basic Model in the remaining
six sites.

Pollutant Site Model Mean
(mg/m3)

MAE
(mg/m3) MAPE R TFA Ef Af

SO2

Num. 1
Basic 0.024 0.008 36.8 0.525 0.506 0.159 1.459

Selected 0.024 0.008 34.9 0.614 0.525 0.237 1.451

Num. 3
Basic 0.027 0.010 43.6 0.418 0.511 −0.164 1.539

Selected 0.027 0.010 40.4 0.409 0.475 −0.181 1.548

Num. 4
Basic 0.023 0.009 44.2 0.394 0.509 −0.301 1.567

Selected 0.023 0.009 41.3 0.456 0.527 −0.332 1.541

Num. 5
basic 0.022 0.007 35.6 0.441 0.455 −0.019 1.468

Selected 0.022 0.007 31.6 0.472 0.515 0.059 1.408

Num. 6
Basic 0.027 0.011 42.8 0.355 0.466 0.055 1.587

Selected 0.027 0.010 39.6 0.451 0.508 0.019 1.551

Num. 7
basic 0.036 0.015 47.8 0.298 0.527 −0.580 1.662

Selected 0.036 0.013 41.2 0.422 0.561 −0.239 1.563

PM10

Num. 1
Basic 0.083 0.023 26.2 0.656 0.438 0.348 1.328

Selected 0.083 0.022 24.9 0.713 0.509 0.397 1.335

Num. 3
Basic 0.067 0.018 32.1 0.604 0.132 0.348 1.354

Selected 0.067 0.018 26.8 0.694 0.542 0.459 1.322

Num. 4
basic 0.061 0.017 31.6 0.680 0.493 0.454 1.350

Selected 0.061 0.017 26.4 0.741 0.506 0.523 1.317

Num. 5
basic 0.067 0.016 24.7 0.742 0.465 0.537 1.268

Selected 0.067 0.016 22.7 0.729 0.531 0.487 1.267
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Table 2. Cont.

Pollutant Site Model Mean
(mg/m3)

MAE
(mg/m3) MAPE R TFA Ef Af

Num. 6
Basic 0.063 0.018 30.4 0.583 0.493 0.301 1.358

Selected 0.063 0.019 29.2 0.589 0.492 0.247 1.390

Num. 7
basic 0.087 0.022 25.4 0.682 0.467 0.408 1.308

Selected 0.087 0.022 23.3 0.717 0.525 0.431 1.288

NO2

Num. 1
basic 0.061 0.013 20.9 0.688 0.483 0.392 1.248

Selected 0.061 0.013 20.5 0.715 0.500 0.448 1.243

Num. 3
Basic 0.068 0.016 22.2 0.596 0.463 0.226 1.272

Selected 0.068 0.015 21.5 0.676 0.557 0.320 1.266

Num. 4
Basic 0.052 0.010 21.9 0.685 0.511 0.456 1.232

Selected 0.052 0.010 19.3 0.722 0.541 0.502 1.215

Num. 5
Basic 0.038 0.009 25.8 0.613 0.454 0.363 1.285

Selected 0.038 0.009 23.0 0.599 0.462 0.308 1.267

Num. 6
Basic 0.053 0.014 26.8 0.757 0.497 0.405 1.337

Selected 0.053 0.015 24.6 0.728 0.528 0.310 1.334

Num. 7
Basic 0.041 0.010 27.4 0.668 0.476 0.435 1.305

Selected 0.041 0.009 23.1 0.700 0.505 0.465 1.269

5. Conclusions

In this paper, based on a selection sample rule and BP neural network, a new
model of forecasting daily SO2, NO2, and PM10 concentrations in seven Guangzhou
sites was developed.

(1) A meteorological similarity principle was applied in the development of the
selection sample rule. Key meteorological factors influencing the daily SO2,
NO2, and PM10 concentrations were determined and weight matrices and
threshold matrices were generated. A basic model was then developed based
on the improved BP neural network. The selection sample rule consisted of
three layers.

(2) In improving the basic model, identification of the variation consistency of
some factors was added in the rule, and seven sets of sensitivity experiments
(one in each of the seven sites) were conducted to obtain the selected model.
These experiments determined that the variation consistency of the rainfall level
added to the SO2 forecast model, the rainfall level variation tendency and the
background concentration similarity identification added to the PM10 forecast
model, while wind speed variation identification and background concentration
similarity identification added to the NO2 forecast model. The improved BP
neural network was also used for data-driven computation.

(3) Evaluations in the site by comparison of the basic model from May 2011 to
April 2012 showed the selected model for PM10 displayed better forecasting
performance, with MAPE values decreasing by 4% and R2 values increasing
from 0.53 to 0.68. The selected model for NO2 had little improvements
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compared with the basic model, while the MAPE values of the selected model
for SO2 were as high as 36.6% with R2 values of 0.51.

(4) Evaluations conducted at the six other sites revealed similar performances. The
MAPE values of the selected models for SO2, PM10, and NO2 were 37.7%, 25.0%,
and 22.0%, respectively. Of course, the above results showed that the SO2 model
may be further improved in future research, by developing a combined model
or by considering the interaction of atmospheric pollutants.
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Source Apportionment of Sulfate and
Nitrate over the Pearl River Delta Region
in China
Xingcheng Lu and Jimmy C. H. Fung

Abstract: In this work, the Weather Research Forecast (WRF)–Sparse Matrix Operator
Kernel Emission (SMOKE)–Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions
(CAMx) modeling system with particulate source apportionment technology (PSAT)
module was used to study and analyze the source apportionment of sulfate and
nitrate particulate matter in the Pearl River Delta region (PRD). The results show that
superregional transport was an important contributor for both sulfates and nitrates in
all 10 cities in this region in both February (winter) and August (summer). Especially
in February, the average super-regional contribution of sulfate and nitrate reached up
to 80% and 56% respectively. For the local and regional source category, power plant
emissions (coal-fired and oil-fired) and industry emissions were important for sulfate
formation in this region. Industry emissions and mobile emissions are important for
nitrate formation in this region. In August, the sum of these two sources contributed
around over 60% of local and regional nitrate. The contributions from power plant
emissions and marine emissions became important in August due to the southerly
prevailing wind direction. Area sources and biogenic emissions were negligible for
sulfate and nitrate formation in this region. Our results reveal that cross-province
cooperation is necessary for control of sulfates and nitrates in this region.

Reprinted from Atmosphere. Cite as: Lu, X.; Fung, J.C.H. Source Apportionment of
Sulfate and Nitrate over the Pearl River Delta Region in China. Atmosphere 2016,
7, 98.

1. Introduction

Rapid and continuous economic growth has brought great wealth to China, and
the material living conditions of its citizens have improved greatly. However, the
large-scale urbanization process is modifying the landscape and turning more and
more forests and wetlands into concrete surfaces. The urbanization process has also
played a role in clustering vehicles and industrial factories, which leads to worsening
environmental conditions. Since the implementation of the openness policy, the Pearl
River Delta (PRD) region has become China’s major engine for economic growth and
one of the world’s main manufacturing hubs. Although the incomes and convenience
of living of the local residents have greatly improved, more and more people have
complained about the smell of waste water, poor visibility, and inhalation of high
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levels of air pollutants. PM2.5, NO2, and O3 are the three major ambient pollutants
in this region. According to the observation data, the peak ozone concentration
exceeded 100 ppb in 15 days during August 2011 at the Guangzhou Luhu station.
In Hong Kong, the average NO2 concentration surpassed 80 ppb in February 2011 at
Causeway Bay, a roadside station. At the Nansha station, the PM2.5 concentrations
reached 150 µg/m3 during four episodes with high levels of particulate matter (PM)
in January 2011. Once emitted or formed in the atmosphere, these pollutants can also
be deposited onto the ground via wet deposition and dry deposition. Acid rain is
another important problem caused by substantial emissions of SO2 and NOx in this
region [1].

The air quality issues mentioned above have inspired many studies of these
problems over this region. In the meteorological model MM5 simulation study, Lo
et al. [2] found that urbanization played a significant role in trapping pollutants by
influencing the land-sea breezes around the PRD region. Li et al. [3] applied the
CAMx model coupled with ozone source apportionment technology (OSAT) to study
the sources of ozone during episode days and found that superregional transport
is an important source of ozone in this region. Wu et al. [4] also used the chemical
transport model CAMx coupled with particulate source apportionment technology
(PSAT) to study the source apportionment of fine PM and found that local mobile
emissions and superregional transport were the dominant contributors of PM over
this region. Yao et al. [5] found that the mountains to the north of the PRD region
trapped pollutants and further worsened the air quality. Lu et al. [6] recently applied
CAMx-OSAT to study the source apportionment of ambient NOx in this region and
found that heavy duty diesel vehicles are the major contributor to this pollutant.
Many observation-based studies have also been launched in this region. For example,
Yuan et al. [7] applied a positive matrix factorization method to identify the major
sources of PM10 in Hong Kong and found that vehicle emissions were the greatest
contributor. Xue et al. [8] claimed that the liquid water content could determine the
sulfate and nitrate abundance in PM2.5 at polluted sites in Hong Kong. With all of
these studies, the generation mechanism and cause of episodes for related pollutants
have been relatively well described in the PRD region.

PM2.5 is liquid or solid matter suspended in the air with a particle aerodynamic
diameter of less than 2.5 µm. Long-term exposure to this pollutant may increase the
risk of cardiovascular disease, respiratory disease, lung cancer, and other disorders.
PM2.5 has several components, including sulfates, nitrates, biogenic components, and
crustal dust. Wu et al. [4] performed a detailed source apportionment analysis for
this pollutant over this region during April and December. However, this pollutant
has several important components that may come from different regions or processes.
Therefore, to further understand these sources, it is necessary to study the sources
of its major components. Unlike some primary gaseous pollutants (NOx and SO2),
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PM2.5 cannot be merely reduced by simply controlling specific single source. Sulfates
and nitrates are the two important anthropogenic components of PM2.5 in this region
and they can be controlled effectively once their sources are identified. Therefore,
the PM2.5 concentration can be reduced gradually if the local government can first
focus on controlling sulfate and nitrate. According to Huang et al. [9], PM2.5 in
western Hong Kong consisted of 31% secondary sulfate and 13% secondary nitrate.
Zhang et al. [10] studied sulfate and nitrate sources throughout China with the
CMAQ model at a 36-km grid resolution and found that power plant and mobile
emissions were the dominant sources of these two components. In this study, we
applied a Weather Research Forecast (WRF)–Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emission
(SMOKE)–Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx) modeling
system and PSAT to study the source apportionment of sulfates and nitrates in
the PRD region with a 3-km model resolution, which is sufficiently fine to analyze
local contribution, regional transport (from other cities within the PRD region), and
superregional transport (from outside the PRD region). We chose February and
August 2011 to represent both winter (northerly prevailing winds) and summer
(southerly prevailing winds) conditions in this region.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
model domain setting, the choice of the parameterization scheme, the emission
inventory, and the PSAT module. Section 3 contains the model evaluation and a
discussion of the source apportionment results; and the overall study is summarized
in Section 4.

2. Model and Methods

2.1. Model Description

Weather Research Forecast v3.2 (WRF) was used to simulate the meteorology
field in this study. The WRF scheme selection is listed as follows. We chose
Grell-Devenyi ensemble cumulus parameterization for cumulus scheme, WRF
single-moment six-class scheme for microphysics, the Yonsei University PBL scheme,
Dudhia’s shortwave radiation scheme, the rapid radiative transfer model for
long-wave radiation and the Noah land-surface model. The observation data
(wind and temperature) from Hong Kong Observatory were nudged to domain 3.
The ambient pollutant concentration was simulated by CAMx v6.00, and Euler
backward iterative (EBI) was used for chemical solver, the RADM scheme for aqueous
phase chemistry, the K-theory for vertical diffusion, CB05 for gas phase chemistry,
ISORROPIA v1.7 for the inorganic aerosol scheme, and SOAP for the secondary
organic scheme.

The domain setting is shown in Figure 1. In general, our simulation had
three nested domains with resolutions of 27 km, 9 km, and 3 km. The boundary
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conditions for domain 1 were generated from GEOS-Chem to better match the Asian
pollutant background [11]. The outer domain covered a large part of China and some
other countries, such as Korea, Japan, and Thailand. Domain 2 covered the entire
Guangdong province, and domain 3 included all of the important cities in the PRD
region. One should note that the domain for the meteorology model (in black) was
intentionally larger than that for the air quality model (in red) because it can help to
minimize the boundary effect for air quality simulation.
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Figure 1. Model domain setting and air quality station location (triangles). HK,
Hong Kong; SZ, Shenzhen; DG, Dongguan; HZ, Huizhou; GZ, Guangzhou; FS,
Foshan; ZQ, Zhaoqing; JM, Jiangmen; ZH, Zhuhai; ZS, Zhuhai.

The emission inventory for domains 1 and 2 was based on the INTEX-B
2006 regional emission inventory with some updates according to the study from
Zhang et al. [12]. For domain 3, the PRD region, a highly resolved emission inventory
in this region for 2006 was implemented [13]. The PRD emission mapping for
SO2 and NOx is shown in Figure 2. The emissions in this region are clustered in
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Shenzhen, Hong Kong, and Guangzhou. The emissions in some cities, such as
Huizhou, Jiangmen, and Zhaoqing (see Figure 2), were much lower than those in
the center of this region. The biogenic emissions were generated with the Model
of Emission of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN v2.04). The MEGAN
inputs, such as the leaf area index and plant functional type, were all generated from
MODIS satellite data. All emissions were processed and combined with the SMOKE
(v2.4) system.
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2.2. Particulate Source Apportionment Technology (PSAT)

As a CAMx module, PSAT has been developed to track the sources (geographic
regions and source categories) of PM components. PSAT can be used to track
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particulate sulfates, nitrates, ammonium, secondary organic aerosols, and six
categories of primary PM. The locations at which secondary PM forms may not
be the same as the locations at which the precursors are emitted into the atmosphere,
and PSAT is able to track such process [14].

In this study, we separated the source into six categories and 10 regions. The
categories include mobile sources, industrial point sources, power plant point sources,
area sources, marine sources, and biogenic sources in the PRD region. As shown
in Figure 3, we separated the region into 10 cities: Guangzhou (GZ), Shenzhen
(SZ), Huizhou (HZ), Dongguan (DG), Jiangmen (JM), Zhuhai (ZH), Zhongshan
(ZS), Zhaoqing (ZQ), Foshan (FS), and Hong Kong (HK). In addition to the source
categories and source regions, the PSAT can automatically track pollutants at the
southern, northern, western, and eastern boundaries. The source apportionment of
sulfates and nitrates in the region can be expressed by Equation (1).

Sul f ate{Nitratepnq “
10
ÿ

i“1

6
ÿ

j“1

Spi, jq ` BCE`W`S`N ` IC (1)

where sulfate/nitrate (n) is the sulfate and nitrate concentration in city n, S(i,j)
represents the sulfates or nitrates from city i and source j, BC is the boundary source
from each of the four directions, and IC is the initial condition. We used local sources,
regional sources, and superregional sources to analyze the results. A local source
indicates that the source is a local city, a regional source indicates that the source is
another city within the PRD region, and a superregional source indicates that the
source is outside the PRD region.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Model Evaluation

Observation data from 37 meteorology stations in the PRD region were used
in our evaluation. Table 1 presents the evaluation (37 stations on average) of the
2-m temperature, wind speed, and wind direction as simulated by WRF. The index
of agreement (IOA) formula used for wind direction in this study differs from the
formulation for scalar variables; it follows that introduced by Kwok et al. [9]. For
the wind speed simulation results, the root-mean-square error (RMSE) ranged from
1.4 to 1.8, the normalized mean bias (NMB) ranged from 0.29 to 0.37, and the IOA
ranged from 0.68 to 0.7. The IOA for wind speed was better than 0.88 for both
February and August. For the 2-m temperature, the NMB was 0.12 for February and
´0.009 for August, which indicates that the temperature was slightly overestimated
in winter and underestimated in summer. The simulated meteorology field can
reveal the difference between rural area and urban area. The spatial wind mapping
can be found in [6]. The results were good and acceptable for further use to drive the
air quality model.

Table 1. Evaluation of hourly Weather Research Forecast (WRF) meteorology
simulation.

RMSE NMB IOA

February
Wind speed 1.8 0.29 0.70

Wind direction - ´0.16 0.88
Temperature (2m) 3 0.12 0.81

August
Wind speed 1.4 0.37 0.68

Wind direction - 0.05 0.88
Temperature (2m) 2.2 ´0.009 0.73

Table 2 shows the model evaluation statistics matrix for the hourly CAMx results
for PM2.5, sulfates, and nitrates. We used 14 stations in the PRD region to evaluate
the PM2.5 simulation; the station locations are shown in Figure 1. For sulfates and
nitrates, we have only the hourly data from the Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology supersite (22.34˝N, 114.27˝E). Figure 4 shows the PM2.5 time series
comparison between the simulation and the observations. In general, the model
yielded a reasonable PM2.5 simulation; the RMSE ranged from 17.1 to 20.1, the IOA
ranged from 0.68 to 0.76, and the NMB ranged from ´0.24 to ´0.012. The sulfate
simulation was also acceptable; the RMSE, IOA, and NMB ranged from 4.9 to 6.1,
0.60 to 0.81, and ´0.35 to ´0.19, respectively. However, the nitrate simulation was
not as good as those for sulfates and PM2.5. This nitrate simulation discrepancy has
also been noted in other studies [15], probably this is due to (1): the discrepancy
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in HNO3 and NH3 dry deposition velocity simulation [16]; (2): the emission of
ammonium and NOx had significant room for improvement from the spatial and
temporal aspects; (3): the imperfect simulation for the chemical reaction involving
Ca2+, Na+ and HNO3 since these reactions are important for the coarse mode nitrate
formation [17]. Nonetheless, the nitrate simulation by the CAMx model can catch the
magnitude of the observation data in both August and February, as shown in Table 2.
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Figure 4. Model and observation comparison for two stations in the PRD region.

Table 2. Evaluation of hourly particulate matter (PM2.5), sulfate and nitrate
simulated by Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx).

PM2.5 RMSE IOA NMB Mean-Sim Mean-OBS

February 20.1 0.68 ´0.012 44.2 43.5
August 17.1 0.76 ´0.24 19.9 26.0

Sulfate RMSE IOA NMB Mean-Sim Mean-OBS

February 6.1 0.60 ´0.19 10.6 13.2
August 4.9 0.81 ´0.35 4.2 6.6

Nitrate RMSE IOA NMB Mean-Sim Mean-OBS

February 6.0 0.43 0.62 5.2 3.2
August 1.5 0.29 ´0.51 0.4 0.8
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3.2. Local, Regional and Super-Regional Contribution

Table 3 shows the local, regional, and superregional contributions of sulfates and
nitrates in the 10 PRD cities during February and August. Table 4 shows the regional
contribution to a specific city by other cities (the top 3 contributors are shown) in
the PRD region. The superregional contribution is the dominant sulfate source in
February over the 10 cities, ranging from 66.8% (Foshan) to 94.0% (Huizhou), mainly
because the northerly prevailing winds blew this pollutant from northern China
into the PRD region during winter. Huizhou is in the northwestern part of the
PRD region and has low local emissions. It is the first station reached by pollutants
entering the PRD region; as a result, the superregional contribution of sulfates
reached almost 100% in this city. The local contribution and regional contribution
in Foshan were relatively higher than those in the other nine cities, mainly due to
the substantial emissions from this city, as shown in Figure 2, and because Foshan
is immediately adjacent to Guangzhou, which is the largest city in the region and
also has substantial emissions. As shown in Table 4, Guangzhou contributed 49%
of the regional sulfate to Foshan in February. The superregional contributions for
Shenzhen and Hong Kong were 82.4% and 91.6%, respectively. During August, the
superregional contribution of sulfate decreased to half the level in February, mainly
due to the southerly prevailing winds during summer in this region. In August,
the superregional contributions ranged from 59.9% (Shenzhen) to 77.4% (Zhuhai).
The local contributions from Shenzhen and Guangzhou were the highest—21.6%
and 18.6%, respectively—partly due to the large number of vehicles in these two
major cities. In 2014, the number of vehicles in Guangzhou and Shenzhen reached
2.7 million and 2.9 million, respectively. From the analysis mentioned above and
from Table 3, it can be seen that sulfates came mainly from sources outside the local
city; hence, the pollutant issue cannot be solved by local government alone.

The average nitrate concentration in August in the PRD region was only 0.6 µg/m3.
This low concentration was mainly a result of the partitioning of particulate nitrates
to a gas phase at high temperatures. Due to the southerly prevailing winds, the
regional contribution of nitrates from other cities in the PRD region was greater than
the superregional contribution, except for in Jiangmen. In February, the superregional
contribution of nitrate ranged from 42.2% in Foshan to 84.5% in Huizhou. As with
sulfates, the high superregional nitrate contribution in Huizhou was mainly a result
of its geographic location and the wind direction. There were relatively fewer nitrates
from superregional sources. One reason for this finding is the rapid transformation
of NOx into HNO3, which increased the levels of locally and regionally generated
nitrates [18]. The regional contribution ranged from 3.6% in Huizhou to 49.5% in
Zhongshan. The northerly prevailing winds prevent much of the nitrates generated
in the PRD (Shenzhen and Hong Kong) from entering Huizhou. In February,
Hong Kong is downwind from Shenzhen and Huizhou; hence, the regional nitrates
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were mainly contributed by these two cities, whose contributions were 47% and 34%,
respectively, as shown in Table 4. As with sulfates, a substantial amount of nitrates
came mainly from regional and superregional sources; therefore, the control policy
for this pollutant requires intergovernmental cooperation. However, one should note
that there exists uncertainty for the model simulation results. The uncertainty derived
from emission inventory, meteorology field, and the chemical reaction mechanism.
The overestimation of wind speed may lead to the possible overestimation of regional
and super-regional transport contribution. Since not all the chemical reactions are
included in the model, the uncertainty is not small for the source apportionment
results. In the future, more observation data is needed to quantify the gap between
the model simulation and true condition.

Table 3. Local, regional and super-regional contribution of sulfate and nitrate in
10 cities over the PRD region (in µg/m3).

Sulfate

February August

Local Regional S-Regional Local Regional S-Regional

HZ 0.4 (4%) 0.2 (2%) 10.0 (94%) 0.3 (6%) 1.1 (23%) 3.4 (71%)
GZ 1.5 (12%) 1.3 (10%) 9.5 (78%) 1.3 (19%) 1.6 (23%) 4.0 (58%)
FS 1.6 (11%) 3.0 (22%) 9.3 (67%) 1.0 (14%) 1.8 (26%) 4.1 (60%)
DG 1.2 (10%) 1.3 (11%) 9.7 (79%) 0.9 (16%) 1.4 (24%) 3.6 (60%)
JM 1.0 (8%) 1.9 (16%) 9.0 (76%) 0.6 (12%) 0.8 (15%) 3.9 (74%)
SZ 1.3 (11%) 0.7 (7%) 9.8 (82%) 1.2 (22%) 1.0 (19%) 3.3 (60%)
ZS 0.7 (6%) 2.5 (20%) 9.3 (74%) 0.4 (8%) 1.2 (23%) 3.5 (69%)
ZQ 0.8 (6%) 2.7 (21%) 9.2 (73%) 0.4 (6%) 1.9 (27%) 4.7 (67%)
HK 0.4 (4%) 0.5 (5%) 10.0 (92%) 0.7 (16%) 0.5 (12%) 3.1 (73%)
ZH 0.6 (5%) 1.6 (14%) 9.3 (81%) 0.3 (7%) 0.7 (15%) 3.3 (77%)

Nitrate

February August

Local Regional S-Regional Local Regional S-Regional

HZ 0.7 (12%) 0.2 (4%) 5.0 (85%) 0.1 (13%) 0.4 (49%) 0.3 (38%)
GZ 1.7 (17%) 3.2 (33%) 4.8 (50%) 0.2 (22%) 0.5 (54%) 0.2 (24%)
FS 1.7 (14%) 5.4 (44%) 5.2 (42%) 0.2 (23%) 0.4 (49%) 0.2 (28%)
DG 0.8 (10%) 2.7 (34%) 4.3 (55%) 0.04 (11%) 0.2 (58%) 0.1 (31%)
JM 0.9 (9%) 4.3 (47%) 4.1 (44%) 0.2 (25%) 0.2 (31%) 0.3 (44%)
SZ 1.0 (13%) 1.4 (19%) 5.0 (68%) 0.1 (14%) 0.2 (51%) 0.1 (35%)
ZS 0.6 (5%) 5.4 (50%) 4.9 (45%) 0.1 (11%) 0.4 (64%) 0.2 (25%)
ZQ 0.8 (7%) 5.5 (48%) 5.2 (45%) 0.1 (8%) 0.6 (60%) 0.3 (32%)
HK 0.6 (10%) 0.8 (14%) 4.6 (76%) 0.1 (30%) 0.2 (40%) 0.1 (30%)
ZH 0.5 (6%) 3.9 (49%) 3.6 (45%) 0.1 (15%) 0.3 (59%) 0.1 (26%)
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Table 4. Regional contribution of sulfates and nitrates by other cities (top 3 for each).

February

Sulfate Nitrate

HZHK (24%) SZ (21%) DG (20%) SZ (34%) DG (22%) GZ (21%)
GZDG (28%) HK (21%) SZ (18%) DG (24%) SZ (24%) HK (19%)
FS GZ (49%) HK (12%) JM (9%) GZ (38%) HK (12%) DG (11%)
DGSZ (31%) HZ (31%) HK (18%) HZ (34%) SZ (34%) HK (20%)
JM GZ (27%) FS (21%) HK (15%) GZ (29%) FS (22%) DG (12%)
SZ HK (36%) HZ (30%) DG (23%) HK (40%) HZ (39%) DG (17%)
ZS HK (23%) SZ (17%) ZH (14%) HK (24%) GZ (20%) SZ (20%)
ZQ FS (34%) GZ (19%) JM (14%) FS (28%) GZ (26%) JM (15%)
HKSZ (55%) HZ (20%) DG (11%) SZ (47%) HZ (34%) DG (11%)
ZHHK (26%) DG (15%) SZ (14%) HK (21%) GZ (20%) SZ (20%)

August

Sulfate Nitrate

HZHK (36%) DG (21%) SZ (18%) HK (39%) SZ (27%) DG (17%)
GZDG (30%) HK (16%) FS (14%) DG (21%) HK (16%) FS (14%)
FS GZ (27%) JM (16%) DG (15%) JM (37%) GZ (17%) ZH (15%)
DGSZ (32%) HK (27%) GZ (15%) SZ (27%) HK (25%) GZ (13%)
JM HK (21%) FS (17%) ZH (16%) FS (27%) ZH (27%) GZ (20%)
SZ HK (62%) DG (13%) GZ (7%) HK (51%) GZ (13%) DG (10%)
ZS ZH (23%) HK (19%) GZ (18%) HK (20%) ZH (20%) GZ (19%)
ZQ FS (23%) GZ (16%) JM (16%) JM (38%) FS (16%) ZH (12%)
HKSZ (41%) DG (20%) GZ (15%) SZ (39%) GZ (16%) DG (14%)
ZHHK (25%) GZ (18%) DG (16%) GZ (25%) SZ (21%) DG (14%)

3.3. Source Category Contribution

Figure 5 shows the source categories of sulfates and nitrates for local and
regional sources over the PRD region in August. As shown in Table 3, in February,
most of the sulfate and nitrate are from the super-regional source. Therefore, we
only show the source category for August in this part. In this month, power plants
were the dominant regional and local sulfate source, followed by industrial sources.
Because of the seasonal wind effect, the pollutants emitted from the power plants are
blown to the north by the southerly winds, and the sulfate contribution from this
source therefore became important. Contini et al. [19] also found that power plant
emission can contribute to the sulfate emission in Italy. At the same time, the wind
pattern can also influence the contribution of the marine sources. For example, as
seen in Figure 2, the ocean channel is located at the southeastern part of this region,
and the marine contribution of sulfates in Hong Kong exceeded 30% under southerly
wind conditions. The importance of marine emissions for the sulfate formation
can also be found in European cities [20,21]. The sulfate contribution from mobile
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emissions is shown to be relatively large in this work when compared to another
study which used the INTEX-B as the only emission inventory [10]. The reason for
this is because the SO2 emitted by vehicles in the emission inventory we used [13]
was relatively larger than that in INTEX-B [12]. In the PRD 2006 emission inventory,
the ratio of mobile emitted SO2 over the power plant emitted SO2 was 10.5%; while
in INTEX-B, this ratio was only around 0.7%. The area sources and biogenic sources
contributed only a negligible amount of sulfates over this region in this month.

The main contributors of nitrates in August were mobile (average 33.9%) and
power plant (average 35.7%) emissions. The sum of mobile and power plant
contributions in all the cities is above 60%. In this month, industrial and marine
emissions also contributed a substantial amount of nitrate. As with sulfates, biogenic
emissions of nitrates were also negligible over this region. Due to the southerly
winds, marine sources contributed over 15% of nitrate in Shenzhen and Hong
Kong (including aged sea-spray sodium nitrate). In order to control the nitrate
in this region, the local government should focus on two points: (1) take action to
control mobile emissions (e.g., odd-even number restriction); (2) reduce the industrial
emission by establishing stricter supervision regulation. However, as is the case
with sulfate, super-regional contribution is of great importance and therefore cross
regional cooperation is highly important.

3.4. Source Apportionment in City Center

The city center of an urban area is the commercial and geographical heart of
the city. It has a high population density, and its air quality has important effects on
the health of local citizens. Hence, to protect public health, it is also important for
city government to formulate a specific control policy for these areas. In this study,
we further analyzed the city centers in Guangzhou (23.13˝N, 113.26˝E), Shenzhen
(22.55˝N, 114.10˝E) and Hong Kong (22.28˝N, 114.16˝E), which are the three most
densely populated cities in the PRD region. Table 5 shows the source apportionment
results for sulfates and nitrates in the city centers of the three major cities mentioned
above. In February, the superregional contribution of sulfates in the city center
of Hong Kong was similar to the average value for the whole city. However, the
super-regional contribution in the city center of the other two cities was lower
than the average value for the whole cities. In the INTEX-B emission inventory,
the SO2 from power plants and industrial emissions represented 59% and 31% of
total SO2 emission respectively. Hence, most of the sulfate in this region is coming
from power plants and industrial sources. In Guangzhou, the contributions from
regional and local sources made up 32% and 9% of total sulfates, respectively. In the
city center of Shenzhen, the regional contribution of sulfate formation is 6% and
the local sulfate contribution is 16%. The regional contribution is low in the city
center during February. One of the main reasons for this was that in February the
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predominant wind is in north-east direction and an important power plant is located
in the southern part of this region. In August, the superregional contribution of
sulfates decreased due to the southerly prevailing wind direction. In this month, the
super-regional contribution of sulfate in the city centers of Shenzhen, Guangzhou
and Hong Kong were 55%, 47% and 67%. The regional and local source contribution
increased due to the southern prevailing wind that brought the sulfate from the
power plant to the city centers. In February, the superregional contribution of nitrates
comprised more than 70% of the levels in the city centers of Hong Kong and Shenzhen,
but only 39% of the level in Guangzhou. Compared to the sulfate in February, the
sum of regional and local sources of nitrate is larger. One main reason for this was
that a substantial amount of nitrate is from mobile emissions and large number of
vehicles were clustering in the city center. Hence, it is anticipated that traffic control
policy should be effective in controlling the urban nitrate level. In August, super
regional contributions of nitrate in the three city centers were all below 50%, which
is due to the southern prevailing wind, as noted above. As with the average value
for the whole city, the superregional contribution was the most important source of
sulfates and nitrates in the city center. This result further indicates that cooperation
with other provinces is necessary for sulfate and nitrate control over the PRD region.
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Table 5. Source apportionment of sulfates and nitrates in the city centers of
Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Hong Kong.

February-Sulfates GZ SZ HK

Local 32% 16% 6%
Regional 9% 6% 3%

Super-regional 59% 78% 91%

August-Sulfates GZ SZ HK

Local 32% 25% 23%
Regional 18% 20% 10%

Super-regional 47% 55% 67%

February-Nitrates GZ SZ HK

Local 27% 15% 12%
Regional 34% 14% 9%

Super-regional 39% 71% 79%

August-Nitrates GZ SZ HK

Local 33% 24% 11%
Regional 47% 43% 49%

Super-regional 20% 33% 40%

4. Conclusions

In this study, we applied the WRF-SMOKE-CAMx modeling system with PSAT
to study the source apportionment of sulfates and nitrates in the PRD region. In both
August and February, the superregional contribution was the dominant source
of sulfates and nitrates in this region, although it was lower in August due to
the southerly prevailing wind direction. The level of nitrates from superregional
sources was lower than that of sulfates. The process and influencing conditions for
this include: (1) the excess ammonia amount that can be reacted with nitric acid;
(2) the temperature that is low enough to prevent the HNO3 vaporization [22];
(3) the wetness of the surface (HNO3 can deposit quickly on the wet surface).
Industrial sources and power plant emissions were the two major contributors
among the regional and local sources. For nitrates, the contribution from mobile
emissions was much greater than that from other sources and exceeded 40% in
all 10 cities in this region during August. Given the high population density in
the city centers, we also analyzed the source apportionment results in the city
centers of Hong Kong, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen. As with the overall situation, the
superregional contribution was very important in the city center, especially the city
center of Hong Kong. With the exception of the superregional contribution, mobile
sources contributed the most sulfates and nitrates in all three city centers during both
months. Our results indicate that the sulfate and nitrate pollution issue cannot be
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solved by any single city or even by all 10 cities in the PRD region. A higher-level
effort, such as interprovincial cooperation, is needed for a better control policy for this
region. The PM2.5 pollution problem can be alleviated only when sulfates and nitrates
are controlled effectively. Because the superregional contribution is important for
these two pollutants, future study of the source apportionment over a larger area
(e.g., including Hunan, Jiangxi, and Fujian provinces) with fine model resolution is
necessary to better understand the sources from other provinces and their influence
on the sulfate and nitrate levels in the PRD region. One of the limitations of this work
was that we did not classify the source category in the super-regional contribution.
Therefore, further work is needed to provide a more detailed source contribution
for sulfate and nitrate formation in this region. This work focuses on sulfate and
nitrate, the sources of other PM2.5 components, such as OC and EC, should be further
studied once the sulfate and nitrate are controlled effectively over this region in
the future.
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Appendix A.

Model performance statistics formula:
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, |θi ´ φi| ą 180

˝

(A6)

where “RMSE” represents root mean square error, “IOA” represents index of
agreement, “IOAwind” represents the index of agreement for wind direction
evaluation, “NMB” represents normalized mean bias, Mean-Sim represents the
mean of the model simulation and Mean-Obs represents the mean of the observation
results. Si is the hourly simulation, Oi is the hourly observation value, θi is the
observation wind direction and φi is the simulated wind direction at time i.
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Potential Sources of Trace Metals and Ionic
Species in PM2.5 in Guadalajara, Mexico:
A Case Study during Dry Season
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Abstract: This study was conducted from May 25 to June 6, 2009 at a downtown
location (Centro) and an urban sector (Miravalle) site in the Metropolitan Zone
of Guadalajara (MZG) in Mexico. The atmospheric concentrations of PM2.5 and
its elemental and inorganic components were analyzed to identify their potential
sources during the warm dry season. The daily measurements of PM2.5 (24 h)
exceeded the WHO (World Health Organization) air quality guidelines (25 µg¨m´3).
The most abundant element was found to be Fe, accounting for 59.8% and 72.2%
of total metals mass in Centro and Miravalle, respectively. The enrichment factor
(EF) analysis showed a more significant contribution of non-crustal sources to the
elements in ambient PM2.5 in Centro than in the Miravalle site. Particularly, the
highest enrichment of Cu suggested motor vehicle-related emissions in Centro. The
most abundant secondary ionic species (NO3´; SO4

2´ and NH4
+) and the ratio

NO3´/SO4
2´ corroborated the important impact of mobile sources to fine particles

at the sampling sites. In addition, the ion balance indicated that particles collected in
Miravalle experienced neutralization processes likely due to a higher contribution of
geological material. Other important contributors to PM2.5 included biomass burning
by emissions transported from the forest into the city.
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1. Introduction

In urban environments, epidemiological studies suggest that particulate matter
(PM) is an environmental pollutant with adverse effects on human health. In addition,
the more meaningful association between PM exposure and occurrence of diseases
are found for smaller airborne particles [1]. Short- and long-term exposure to
particles with an aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 µm (PM2.5) is linked to an
increased risk of cardiopulmonary and lung cancer mortality [2,3] and reduced
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life expectancy [4]. Also, associations between chemical characteristics and PM
toxicity tend to be stronger for the smaller PM size fractions [5]. Although air
quality standards are used to control and manage exposure to its concentrations and
emissions, a detailed understanding of the chemical composition of PM2.5 is essential,
since chemical substances not only play a crucial role in toxicity but also could be
employed as a fingerprint to identify its origin [6].

PM2.5 is constituted as a complex mixture of many different chemical substances
resulting from distinct origin, either natural or anthropogenic, and from both primary
and secondary particles with diverse effects on human health. Because diverse
sources and multiple atmospheric processes are involved in the formation of PM2.5,
its chemical characterization must be based on simultaneous chemical analysis.
Since occurrence of inorganic ions and heavy metals is due to multiple atmospheric
routes, and many of them are primarily present in fine particles [7,8], these are
very frequently analyzed to identify sources of PM2.5. In PM2.5, sulfate, nitrate
and ammonium are the more abundant ionic species [9]; these can also indicate
contribution either by direct emission or atmospheric reactions due to photochemical
processes via gas-particle reactions involving their oxygenated precursors (NO and
SO2) [10–12]. Their occurrence in the urban environment can influence bioavailability
of metals and exposure to fine particles may increase deposition of toxic compounds
in the lungs [13,14]. Conversely, trace metals are minor components, and their
origin is mainly by direct emission, either anthropogenic or/and geological [15].
With respect to their toxicity, transition metals such as Fe and Cu contribute to the
oxidative capacity of PM [16]. Indeed, the ferrous ions in particle matter (PM) play an
important role in the generation of hydroxyl radicals [17], a reactive oxygen species
(ROS) that act synergistically with other PM–related chemical species. They can
damage membrane lipids, proteins and DNA, which can alter respiratory immune
responses in exposed individuals [18] and result in cell death via either necrotic
or apoptotic processes and eventually cause and/or aggravate lung diseases [19].
Moreover, the element Zn has shown correlation with pulmonary inflammation by
inhalation toxicology studies using animal models [20], and those elements with the
lowest atmospheric concentration, such as Cd, Co, Cr, Ni and Pb, are known to be
animal or human carcinogens [21].

The Metropolitan Zone of Guadalajara (MZG) that comprises Guadalajara City
is located in the Atemajac valley in the western Mexican territory and has the second
largest population in Mexico with around 4.4 million inhabitants in an urban area of
about 2734 km2 [22]. Because the industry and vehicular traffic activities have rapidly
risen from the nineties, the city of Guadalajara currently experiences a high stress
on the environment, particularly in urban and peri-urban areas. There are frequent
episodes of poor air quality in its urban area due to high atmospheric concentrations
of ozone and particulate matter exceeding the Mexican 24-h standards, mainly
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occurring during dry seasons [23]. Therefore, the identification of emission sources
is essential to finding effective methods to control exposure to air pollutants [24]. In
addition, this can contribute to a better understanding of their formation mechanism
in urban areas. So far, the earliest studies undertaken to identify sources suggest
that PM2.5 in Guadalajara results from a mixture of anthropogenic and biogenic
sources [25–28]. However, analysis of information on how particles are specifically
emitted and how they respond to variations in their environment during the warm
dry season is scarce.

Hence, the present study aims, with a short and intensive campaign, to identify
the potential emission sources of PM2.5 collected at a downtown site and an urban
site in Guadalajara City, based on spatial variation and the elemental and inorganic
ions composition analysis during a dry season.

2. Methods

2.1. Monitoring Sites and Meteorological Conditions

The PM2.5 measurements were made on the flat roofs of two local health
facilities: Centro (CEN), situated in the downtown, and Miravalle (MIR), located to
the southwest in the Metropolitan Zone of Guadalajara (Figure 1). Both sites have
atmospheric monitoring stations operated by the Jalisco State Government. The
meteorological parameters used in this study were obtained from those stations.
Centro is an urban site with commercial and services activities and surrounded by
heavily traveled paved curbed surface streets with light duty vehicles and heavy-duty
diesel buses. In addition to infrastructure streets and similar types of vehicles as
those traveling in Centro, Miravalle is located 100 m from a major arterial street with
fast vehicular traffic and a rapid transport system for passengers, and is surrounded
by dense residential areas and some industrial facilities. In addition, Miravalle is an
urban site with nearby green areas and an inactive volcano, called Cerro del Cuatro,
about 270 m above surrounding ground level, located to the south-southwest (~2 km).

During the sampling period (May 25 to June 6, 2009), the climate presented
dry–warm characteristics and moderate winds. While in Miravalle the wind speed
ranged from 0.1–9.1 m¨ s´1, in the Centro station it was between 0.1–5.5 m¨ s´1. The
relative humidity (RH) ranged 11%–82% and 16%–88% at Centro and Miravalle,
respectively. In both, the temperature range was 17 ˝C–33 ˝C. It was observed
that the wind came from the west and west-southwest at the CEN and MIR sites,
respectively (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Wind roses during the study period in CEN (a) and MIR (b) sites. Wind
speed (m/s): ě3.6, 2.1–3.6 and 0.5–2.1.

2.2. Sampling and Chemical Analysis

In order to carry out the chemical characterization of PM2.5, the samples
were obtained every third day using a Partisol 2300 sampler (Rupprecht and
Patashnick Co.). The particles were collected simultaneously for 24 h (12:00–12:00) at
16.6 L¨min´1 flow on Nylon (MAGNA) membrane filters and at 10 L¨min´1 flow
on PTFE (PALL) discs (47 mm diameter and 0.2 µm pore size) for ions and elements
analysis, respectively. The respective field and laboratory blanks were included
daily in each individual sample set. The filters were conditioned and stabilized
under controlled relative humidity (45 ˘ 5%) and temperature (about 22 ˝C) before
and after the sampling for about 24 h. The concentrations of PM2.5 in ambient air
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(µg¨m´3) were obtained from the ratio of the particle weight on the PTFE filter to its
corresponding air sampling volume drawn through a cartridge filter holder corrected
to EPA´s [29] standard temperature and pressure (25 ˝C and 760 mm Hg). The mass
of each filter, with and without samples, was accurately measured in triplicate on
a micro analytical balance SE2F (Sartorius) with a readability of 0.1 µg. Only mass
averaged measurements with a repeatability less than 0.01% were included. As the
mass of particles was validated and successfully recorded, filters were put in Petri
dishes and stored in polyethylene zip-lock bags at ~5 ˝C until chemical analysis.

The details of the samples’ chemical analysis are described in Saldarriaga et al. [27]
and Hernández et al. [28]. Briefly, for the analysis of metals, the PTFE filters
were extracted in an ultrasonic bath for 3 h at about 60 ˝C–70 ˝C, using 50 mL
of HNO3–HCl (2.6:0.9 M). The determination of the elements was carried out by
ICP-MS equipment (ELAN Model 6100, Perkin Elmer, USA). For the quantification
a multicomponent calibration curve was used for Pb, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn,
Ni, Sb, Se, Sr, Ti and Zn with determination coefficients (r2) greater than 0.999,
performed on a range of 1.0 to 100 ng¨mL´1. The concentrations of the elements in
real samples were corrected with blanks and the recoveries (80%–120%) obtained
by extraction from SRM 1648 (NIST) [27]. The ion analysis was performed with
the Nylon filters; samples were extracted with Milli-Q water (18.2 MΩ) in an
ultrasonic bath (Branson 5510) for 1 h. The aqueous extracts were passed through a
nylon micropore membrane (0.45 µm diameter) and the ionic chemical species were
separated and subsequently identified by an ion chromatographer (IC) 861-Advanced
Compact with conductivity detector (Metrohm). The anions (SO4

2´, NO3
´, Cl´,

PO4
3´ and NO2

´) were analyzed by chemical suppression with a Metrosep A
Supp5—150 column (Metrohm); the mobile phase used was a carbonate solution
of sodium–sodium bicarbonate (8.0:4.0 mM). The cations (Na+, NH4

+, K+, Ca2+

and Mg2+) were determined without chemical suppression in a Metrosep C2_150
(Metrohm) column; the mobile phase was a solution of tartaric–dipicolinic acid
(4.0:0.75 mM). For quantification of all species, calibration curves were performed at
a concentration ranging 0.0625–10 µg¨mL´1 and with correlations coefficients (r2)
also greater than 0.999.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

The normality of data per site was determined using the Shapiro-Wilk test.
For the nonparametric and more robustness tests, the Mann-Whitney U and the
Spearman correlation coefficient were employed to make comparisons between sites
and for the evaluation of association between variables, respectively. These were only
applied when at least three observations were obtained and validated. In addition
to statistical analysis, the simple linear least squares regression was performed for
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the presence of neutralizing events between ions. All tests were conducted using the
STATISTICS 6 software.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. PM2.5 Levels

The epidemiological evidence has shown widely adverse effects of fine PM
following both short-term and long-term exposures [30,31]. The results found in this
study indicated that the urban population in Guadalajara was exposed to short–term
PM2.5 concentrations highly hazardous to health. Although the PM2.5 Mexican
ambient quality standard (65 µg¨m´3) was only exceeded once (Table 1), almost all
individual PM2.5 concentrations measured (99%) exceeded the WHO Air quality
guidelines [32] for that air pollutant (25 µg¨m´3 24-hour mean). For comparison, the
PM2.5 average atmospheric concentrations in Guadalajara were higher than those
in the Valley of Mexico (29 µg¨m´3) and slightly higher than the ones found for
the Monterrey (34 µg¨m´3) Metropolitan Areas [33], which are Mexico´s first and
third biggest urban zones, respectively. Nevertheless, spatial variation must also
be taken into account before emission control actions, since the PM2.5 average air
concentrations ˘ standard deviation found in Miravalle (58.0 ˘ 13.0 µg¨m´3) were,
on average, higher than those recorded in the Centro site (39.3 ˘ 12.0 µg¨m´3).
Saldarriaga-Noreña et al. [27] and Limon-Sanchez [34] similarly observed this spatial
trend in May–Jun 2007 and 2008 in Guadalajara, indicating that, over that period,
there has not been an effective action to mitigate this air pollution issue.

Since meteorological conditions reported by both monitoring stations were
similar, it clearly shows that the high spatial variation could be attributed to
differences between the emission sources in each study site. Thus, in addition
to vehicular traffic intensity, in Miravalle those highest concentrations of PM2.5 could
be attributed to the larger resuspension of dust from bare green areas surrounding
the site during the dry season (Figure 1). The wind direction suggested emissions
transport from the southwest. What most likely contributed to the ambient levels of
PM2.5 found in Miravalle was either resuspended particles from the inactive volcano
area located on this trajectory or the regional or long–range transport of air pollutants
that traveled from areas situated to the southwest and southeast.

3.2. Metals in PM2.5

The elemental analysis was performed for 14 metals (Table 1). In both sites, iron
was the element most abundance in the PM2.5. In the Centro site, Fe accounts for
59.8% of total elemental mass, followed by Cu (15.6%), Mg (9.5%) and Zn (5.9%),
while in Miravalle it was 72.2%, followed by Mg (11.4%) and Zn (3.3%). The other
metals account for 9.1% at Centro and 9.4% at Miravalle or sometimes were not
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quantified. The environmental levels of trace metals are of the same order of
magnitude as those already reported in the earliest studies [27]. It is a concern
to health, since the most abundant elements are heavy metals characterized by
their toxicity.

Table 1. PM2.5 (µg¨m´3) and trace metals concentrations (ng¨m´3) in Centro and
Miravalle sites.

Centro Miravalle

n Mean SD Median Range n Mean SD Median Range

PM2.5 6 39.3 12.0 43.0 16.0–49.2 6 58.0 13.0 62.2 37.0–72.5
Pb 4 7.8 3.8 7.6 3.8–12.4 4 12.8 7.6 12.7 3.6–21.9
Cd 5 8.0 4.1 8.6 3.5–13.3 5 5.1 2.7 5.4 2.2–.4
Co - n.d. - - - 3 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.3–0.4
Cr 6 9.2 2.4 10.2 5.2–11.1 6 16.6 1.9 15.6 14.9–19.6
Cu 3 107.0 16.9 108.8 89.2–122.9 1 ** - - - -
Fe 6 410.3 142.3 445.2 183.9–580.0 6 653.7 236.8 588.6 345.4–961.1

Mg 5 65.2 32.5 56.5 30.8–116.1 6 102.8 61.0 98.8 42.4–193.7
Mn 6 9.8 3.6 10.2 3.5–14.4 6 16.1 5.2 17.6 7.4–21.2
Ni 1 * - - - - 2 4.0 - - 3.4–4.5
Sb 2 2.1 0.2 - 1.9–2.2 5 2.0 1.0 1.5 1.4–3.7
Se 3 3.6 0.5 3.8 3.0–4.0 4 1.8 0.8 1.8 0.8–2.8
Sr 6 3.9 1.9 3.5 1.6–6.9 6 5.4 2.5 5.2 2.7–9.1
Ti 6 11.4 5.9 12.2 2.2–19.1 6 21.8 8.4 20.5 10.4–32.0
Zn 5 47.5 37.8 36.3 14.4–107.7 6 30.1 16.2 30.2 5.0–53.6

* 6.9 ng¨ m´3; ** 33 ng¨ m´3; n: sample size; SD: standard deviation; n.d.: not detected.

Thus, the characterization and identification of potential sources of trace
elements within the fraction of PM2.5 in the Guadalajaran atmosphere could provide
scientific evidence for setting up an air control strategy to decrease health risks due
to inhalation of suspended particles. The most abundant species indicated that both
sampling sites have a mixture of natural and anthropogenic sources, since Fe and
Mg are primarily crustal elements, while Zn and Cu are primarily anthropogenic
elements [35]. Spatial variation analysis by the Mann-Whitney test showed that
the contribution from natural sources to PM2.5 in the Miravalle site could be more
important than anthropogenic ones, since the medians of crustal elements [36], such
as Fe, Mg and Mn, were found to be significantly (p < 0.05) higher or higher (Ti) only
in the Miravalle site. Close in proximity to Miravalle, surfaces devoid of vegetation
may be one of the possible causes of high levels of particles and anthropogenic
elements such as Fe and Mg at this site. On the other hand, the Centro site seems
to have a more important contribution from anthropogenic sources because the
median concentration of primarily anthropogenic Zn and two elements (Cd and
Se) that are considered as partially anthropogenic [37] were greater here than in
Miravalle (Table 1), although differences were not significant (p > 0.05). It might be
due to the fact that the Centro site has a higher traffic intensity. The abundance of
elemental species and the geological and anthropogenic origin coincides with those
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results previously found in 2007 at the same sites [27], including the atmospheric
mean concentrations.

The analysis of potential sources contributing to metals in PM2.5 at both sites
was based on the principle that the degree to which the trace elements are enriched
or reduced in aerosols is related to a specific source. That Enrichment Factor (EF)
is frequently used [38,39] and is a reliable analysis tool to determine the impact of
the type of emission sources on the elemental composition of the particles. The
estimation of EF is based on the average abundances of the elements in geological
material. Iron is suggested to be used as a reference element [40]. The following
expression (Equation (1)), proposed by Taylor [40], was used to calculate the EF:

EF “ pCxp{Cpq{pCxc{Ccq (1)

where Cxp and Cp are the concentrations of trace metal "x" and Fe in the aerosol,
respectively, and Cxc and Cc are their average concentrations in soil. It has been
established that a value of EF < 10 is an indicator of trace metal from the soil; if it is
between 10–100, it is a natural and anthropogenic mixture. In contrast, a value of
EF > 100 is considered to be of an anthropogenic origin [41,42].

The EF patterns were very similar at the two sampling sites, indicating that both
non-crustal and crustal emissions are contributing to mass of PM2.5. The EF analysis
(Table 2) showed that atmospheric concentrations of Fe, Mg, Mn, Sr and Ti found in
PM2.5 are likely from natural sources (EF < 10). Furthermore, it is indicated that Cr
and Zn may come from natural and anthropogenic sources (10 > EF < 100) and Se, Cd,
Sb and Cu are mainly from anthropogenic sources (EF > 100). Most elements from
anthropogenic sources were more highly enriched in Centro than those found in the
Miravalle site, suggesting that the Centro site is being more impacted by non-crustal
pollution emissions than Miravalle. The higher enrichment of elements in Centro
by non-crustal sources could be explained by either industrial activities, since Cd
comes from metallurgical processes [43], or traffic, because Zn and Pb are markers
of vehicular emissions [44]. In urban areas, road traffic (diesel engines and brake
wear) could be the most important source of Cu [45]. Conversely, an earlier study
suggested that geological sources significantly influenced the generation of PM2.5 as
much in Miravalle as they did in Centro [27].

3.3. Potential Sources of Ionic Species in PM2.5

In both sampling sites, nitrate (NO3
´), sulfate (SO4

2´) and ammonium (NH4
+)

were the dominant inorganic ions species followed by Ca2+, K+, Cl´ (Table 3). The
environmental levels of inorganic species are of the same order of magnitude as
those already reported in an earlier study [28]. The statistical analysis, via the
Mann-Whitney U test, showed that the higher median concentration of NO3

´ was
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in Miravalle. This is unlike the sulfate and ammonium species that showed similar
median concentrations between sites (p > 0.05).

Table 2. Estimated values for EF.

Element Centro Miravalle

Pb 86.0 87.9
Cd 5464.7 2193.0
Co n.c. 1.2
Cr 12.6 14.0
Cu 266.9 n.c.
Fe * 0.1 0.1
Mg 0.4 0.4
Mn 1.4 1.5
Ni n.c. n.c.
Sb n.c. 907.6
Se 9795.1 3686.4
Sr 1.4 1.3
Ti 0.3 0.3
Zn 80.4 37.0

* EF calculated with crustal concentration of Ca; n.c.: not calculated.

In Miravalle, nitrate accounts for 68.2%, followed by sulfate (11.9%) and
ammonium (11.9%) of the total mass of inorganic ionic species. In Centro, nitrate
account for 57.3%, followed by sulfate (17.1%) and ammonium (14.5%). Overall,
while the spatially similar abundance (Figure 3) indicated likely common sources,
the most abundant anions showed the important role that secondary sources
played in the chemical composition of PM2.5. This is due to oxidation processes
in the atmosphere that mainly form in the particle phase involving their directly
emitted precursors, nitrogen oxides (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2) and ammonia
(NH3) [46]. However, the order followed by these major inorganic ions and the urban
characteristics of the sites suggested that the contribution of vehicular emission to
formation of nitrate is also important and substantial. Because a significant portion
of nitrate came from the atmospheric conversion of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and
ammonia (NH3) [47], the high emissions of nitrogen oxides from heavy traffic in the
urban environment could enhance the formation of nitrate in both sites. In addition,
vehicle emissions of NOx and local combustion processes have been suggested as
the biggest sources of nitrate in urban areas [48].
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Table 3. Atmospheric concentrations (µg¨m´3) for ionic species.

Site Mean Standard Deviation Median Minimum Maximum

Centro
Na+ 0.29 0.05 0.28 0.22 0.35

NH4
+ 2.71 2.11 2.01 1.31 6.85

K+ 0.36 0.13 0.38 0.18 0.57
Ca2+ 0.98 0.10 1.01 0.82 1.07
Mg2+ 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.002 0.15
Cl´ 0.23 0.08 0.26 0.14 0.28

NO2
´ 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.08

PO4
3´ - - - - -

SO4
2´ 3.21 1.26 2.85 1.92 5.57

NO3
´ 10.74 14.34 4.72 1.33 38.22

Miravalle
Na+ 0.33 0.16 0.34 0.06 0.54

NH4
+ 4.18 5.41 2.22 1.36 15.19

K+ 0.38 0.30 0.25 0.18 0.97
Ca2+ 1.55 0.45 1.40 1.07 2.31
Mg2+ 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.12
Cl´ 0.36 0.06 0.35 0.30 0.42

NO2
´ 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.11

PO4
3´ 0.12 0.05 0.09 0.09 0.18

SO4
2´ 4.18 1.77 3.83 1.89 7.12

NO3
´ 24.07 33.27 7.02 1.70 83.92
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Figure 3. Relative contributions of ionic species to PM2.5 in CEN (a) and MIR (b). 

Furthermore, higher NO3− mass than SO42− suggested that the influences of motor vehicle 
emissions exceed those from coal combustion [49]. In this study, the average mass ratio (NO3−/SO42−) 
at the Centro and Miravalle sites was 3.3 and 5.8, respectively. The high mass ratios indicated that 
mobile sources predominated significantly over stationary sources at both sites. These measured 
ratios were similar to those reported for urban areas such as Guangzhou (3.4–10.0), China [50] and 
for the city of Los Angeles (~2.0). The latter results emphasize that such findings may be due to no 
coal being used in this area [51]. These results were higher than the mass ratio observed for the city 
of Philadelphia (0.9), USA [52], which is due to that city having power plants that use coal as fuel. 
Nevertheless, the order of the less abundant ions Ca2+ > K+ > Cl− also indicated a contribution to 
particles from natural sources either by geological origin or burning biomass, which could be 
attributed to the presence of Ca2+ and K+, respectively [53,54]. Therefore, the highest atmospheric 
concentration of Ca2+ in Miravalle could have resulted from dust resuspension due to surfaces being 
devoid of vegetation surrounding this sampling site, a frequent occurrence in the dry season. 
Conversely, higher K+ concentrations in Centro could have come from forest fires that occurred 
during the sampling period in the Primavera Forest located west of Guadalajara [55]. It was further 
noted that, during the sampling period, predominant westerly winds were observed, supporting the 
hypothesis that the K+ concentration could have been transported from the forest into the city. 

The possible chemical forms of the ionic species were suggested by bivariate correlations with 
all the anions and cations analyzed. The correlation coefficients can be observed in Table 4. For 
Miravalle NH4+ with K+ and SO42− correlated significantly (p < 0.05), while in Centro SO42− and NO3− 
correlated with NH4+. This indicated that compounds such as (NH4)2SO4 and K2SO4 can coexist in 
Miravalle, while in Centro (NH4)2SO4 and NH4NO3 are possible [56]. For the Centro site, a good 
correlation was observed between SO42− and NO3− (0.76), which can likely be attributed to a similarity 
in formation conditions either from a shared emission source or a chemical conversion of their 
precursors through atmospheric processes [57]. 
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Figure 3. Relative contributions of ionic species to PM2.5 in CEN (a) and MIR (b).

Furthermore, higher NO3
´ mass than SO4

2´ suggested that the influences of
motor vehicle emissions exceed those from coal combustion [49]. In this study, the
average mass ratio (NO3

´/SO4
2´) at the Centro and Miravalle sites was 3.3 and
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5.8, respectively. The high mass ratios indicated that mobile sources predominated
significantly over stationary sources at both sites. These measured ratios were similar
to those reported for urban areas such as Guangzhou (3.4–10.0), China [50] and for the
city of Los Angeles (~2.0). The latter results emphasize that such findings may be due
to no coal being used in this area [51]. These results were higher than the mass ratio
observed for the city of Philadelphia (0.9), USA [52], which is due to that city having
power plants that use coal as fuel. Nevertheless, the order of the less abundant ions
Ca2+ > K+ > Cl´ also indicated a contribution to particles from natural sources either
by geological origin or burning biomass, which could be attributed to the presence of
Ca2+ and K+, respectively [53,54]. Therefore, the highest atmospheric concentration
of Ca2+ in Miravalle could have resulted from dust resuspension due to surfaces
being devoid of vegetation surrounding this sampling site, a frequent occurrence in
the dry season. Conversely, higher K+ concentrations in Centro could have come
from forest fires that occurred during the sampling period in the Primavera Forest
located west of Guadalajara [55]. It was further noted that, during the sampling
period, predominant westerly winds were observed, supporting the hypothesis that
the K+ concentration could have been transported from the forest into the city.

Table 4. Correlation among inorganic ions (bold correlations are significant at
p < 0.05).

Cl´ NO2
´ PO4

3´ SO4
2´ NO3

´ Na+ NH4
+ K+ Ca2+ Mg2+

Miravalle

Cl´ 1.00
NO2

´ 0.13 1.00
PO4

3´ - - -
SO4

2´ 0.05 ´0.20 - 1.00
NO3

´ ´0.71 ´0.53 - ´0.28 1.00
Na+ ´0.68 0.17 - ´0.28 0.71 1.00
NH4

+ ´0.47 ´0.40 - 0.80 0.28 0.14 1.00
K+ ´0.43 ´0.50 - 0.77 0.18 ´0.11 0.95 1.00
Ca2+ ´0.46 0.61 - ´0.64 0.14 0.54 ´0.48 ´0.52 1.00
Mg2+ ´0.18 ´0.47 - 0.44 0.54 0.41 0.66 0.46 ´0.54 1.00

Centro

Cl´ 1.00
NO2

´ ´0.32 1.00
PO4

3´ ´0.69 0.11 1.00
SO4

2´ ´0.19 ´0.48 0.41 1.00
NO3

´ ´0.66 ´0.33 0.46 0.76 1.00
Na+ 0.05 ´0.23 ´0.63 ´0.25 0.06 1.00
NH4

+ ´0.64 ´0.34 0.51 0.82 0.99 ´0.01 1.00
K+ ´0.49 0.05 0.60 0.65 0.67 ´0.61 0.70 1.00
Ca2+ 0.18 0.60 ´0.33 ´0.95 ´0.76 0.01 ´0.81 ´0.42 1.00
Mg2+ 0.32 ´0.14 0.43 0.06 ´0.36 ´0.80 ´0.28 0.12 0.05 1.00
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The possible chemical forms of the ionic species were suggested by bivariate
correlations with all the anions and cations analyzed. The correlation coefficients
can be observed in Table 4. For Miravalle NH4

+ with K+ and SO4
2´ correlated

significantly (p < 0.05), while in Centro SO4
2´ and NO3

´ correlated with NH4
+. This

indicated that compounds such as (NH4)2SO4 and K2SO4 can coexist in Miravalle,
while in Centro (NH4)2SO4 and NH4NO3 are possible [56]. For the Centro site, a
good correlation was observed between SO4

2´ and NO3
´ (0.76), which can likely be

attributed to a similarity in formation conditions either from a shared emission source
or a chemical conversion of their precursors through atmospheric processes [57].

To evaluate the acidic nature of particles, a balance of ions was realized. Figure 4
shows the sum of cations plotted versus the sum of anions for each one of the sites
sampled during the period of study (µeq¨m´3). In Centro, the slope < 1.0 indicated
that the concentration of anions was higher than that of the cations. Thus, those
atmospheric particles had acidic properties during this sampling period. These
results are consistent with those previously reported [28] for the Centro site in 2007,
taking into account the same ionic species, while in Miravalle a slope of about 1.0
(1.08) was obtained, indicating neutralization processes, which is different than
that observed during a previous study [28]. Thus, there were enough cations
to neutralize the sulfate and nitrate present in the Miravalle environment, which
likely originated either by contribution of additional cations from resuspended
particles (Ca2+, Mg2+) or from being buffered by the higher average concentrations
of NH4

+ found in Miravalle [58], which were almost two-fold of that measured
in Centro (Table 4). Since NH4

+ formation on particles responds to variations in
environmental conditions and availability of precursors [59], the similar atmospheric
conditions found in Centro and Miravalle during the study suggested that the highest
average atmospheric concentration of ammonium in Miravalle could be controlled
by factors other than temperature and relative humidity. Therefore, there could be a
contribution by secondary particles transported from traveled areas situated to the
southeast; although the volcanic hill is a geographic barrier for the air mass from that
direction (southwest), its elevation and the geography of the area could be causing
some turbulence and channeling of winds near the study area [34].
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Figure 4. Ions balances for CEN (a) and MIR (b). 

4. Conclusions  

The results of this study suggested that anthropogenic and natural sources influenced the 
measured PM2.5 in the Centro and Miravalle sites during the short warm dry season campaign 
realized in Guadalajara, Mexico. In addition to spatial variation, the chemical characterization of 
PM2.5 allowed us to identify and distinguish some of the main emission sources contributing to 
particles in each site in the warm dry season in Guadalajara. The enrichment factor analysis indicated 
that road traffic mainly contributed to the PM2.5 of Centro, and the highest abundance of K+ suggested 
that biomass burning is an important source from the Primavera Forest located to the west. Despite 
the ratio (NO3−/SO42−) indicating that the influences of motor vehicle emissions exceed those from the 
coal combustion in both sites, in Miravalle the resuspended particles from an inactive volcano (Cerro 
del Cuatro) to the southwest was suggested as significantly contributing to the mass of PM2.5 and 
could have caused neutralization processes by a higher incorporation of cations on particles. 
Additionally, PM2.5 at the Miravalle site apparently undergoes an impact from secondary particles of 
ammonium transported from areas located to the southeast, favored by a channeled-wind effect 
caused by elevations located to the southwest. Therefore, actions to be taken must focus mainly on 
both vehicular activity to reduce the emission of fine particles and undertaking campaigns of 
reforestation in the southwest of Guadalajara. In addition, for future studies the sampling must be 
seasonally extended and include analysis of sources based on other chemical species such as organic 
components. 
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4. Conclusions

The results of this study suggested that anthropogenic and natural sources
influenced the measured PM2.5 in the Centro and Miravalle sites during the short
warm dry season campaign realized in Guadalajara, Mexico. In addition to
spatial variation, the chemical characterization of PM2.5 allowed us to identify and
distinguish some of the main emission sources contributing to particles in each site in
the warm dry season in Guadalajara. The enrichment factor analysis indicated that
road traffic mainly contributed to the PM2.5 of Centro, and the highest abundance
of K+ suggested that biomass burning is an important source from the Primavera
Forest located to the west. Despite the ratio (NO3

´/SO4
2´) indicating that the

influences of motor vehicle emissions exceed those from the coal combustion in both
sites, in Miravalle the resuspended particles from an inactive volcano (Cerro del
Cuatro) to the southwest was suggested as significantly contributing to the mass of
PM2.5 and could have caused neutralization processes by a higher incorporation of
cations on particles. Additionally, PM2.5 at the Miravalle site apparently undergoes
an impact from secondary particles of ammonium transported from areas located to
the southeast, favored by a channeled-wind effect caused by elevations located to the
southwest. Therefore, actions to be taken must focus mainly on both vehicular activity
to reduce the emission of fine particles and undertaking campaigns of reforestation
in the southwest of Guadalajara. In addition, for future studies the sampling must be
seasonally extended and include analysis of sources based on other chemical species
such as organic components.
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Reconstructing Fire Records from
Ground-Based Routine Aerosol Monitoring
Hongmei Zhao, Daniel Q. Tong, Pius Lee, Hyuncheol Kim and Hang Lei

Abstract: Long-term fire records are important to understanding the trend of biomass
burning and its interactions with air quality and climate at regional and global scales.
Traditionally, such data have been compiled from ground surveys or satellite remote
sensing. To obtain aerosol information during a fire event to use in analyzing
air quality, we propose a new method of developing a long-term fire record for
the contiguous United States using an unconventional data source: ground-based
aerosol monitoring. Assisted by satellite fire detection, the mass concentration, size
distribution, and chemical composition data of surface aerosols collected from the
Interagency Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) network are
examined to identify distinct aerosol characteristics during satellite-detected fire and
non-fire periods. During a fire episode, elevated aerosol concentrations and heavy
smoke are usually recorded by ground monitors and satellite sensors. Based on the
unique physical and chemical characteristics of fire-dominated aerosols reported
in the literature, we analyzed the surface aerosol observations from the IMPROVE
network during satellite-detected fire events to establish a set of indicators to identify
fire events from routine aerosol monitoring data. Five fire identification criteria
were chosen: (1) high concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 (particles smaller than 2.5
and 10 in diameters, respectively); (2) a high PM2.5/PM10 ratio; (3) high organic
carbon (OC/PM2.5) and elemental carbon (EC/PM2.5) ratios; (4) a high potassium
(K/PM2.5) ratio; and (5) a low soil/PM2.5 ratio. Using these criteria, we are able to
identify a number of fire episodes close to 15 IMPROVE monitors from 2001 to 2011.
Most of these monitors are located in the Western and Central United States. In any
given year within the study period fire events often occurred between April and
September, especially in the two months of April and September. This ground-based
fire climatology is also consistent with that derived from satellite retrievals. This
study demonstrates that it is feasible to reconstruct historic records of fire events
based on continuous ground aerosol monitoring. This dataset can provide not
only fire activity information but also fire-induced aerosol surface concentrations
and chemical composition that can be used to verify satellite-based products and
evaluate air quality and climate modeling results. However, caution needs to be
exercised because these indicators are based on a limited number of fire events, and
the proposed methodology should be further tested and confirmed in future research.
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1. Introduction

Biomass burning, including both wildfires and prescribed burns, converts
a sizeable amount of vegetation into burned ashes, fugitive gases, vapor, and
particles [1]. The emitted gases, water vapor, and fine particles exert myriad
effects on atmospheric chemistry, the Earth’s radiative budget, and the hydrological
cycle [2–4]. Due to the significant effects of wildfire on air quality and climate,
wildfire biomass burning events have been extensively studied through ground
observations [5,6], satellite sensor detection [5,7–9], and model simulations [10,11].
The continuous accumulation of fire-related data makes it possible for the scientific
community to examine long-term trends in fire activity and the driving forces
underlying these variations. Using satellite data and a biogeochemical model,
van der Werf and colleagues [12] have examined the interannual variability in
global biomass burning emissions, which exhibited large variations (with a range
of more than 1 Pg C¨ year´1) from 1997 to 2004. Westerling et al. [13] have
compiled an extensive wildfire database and found that large wildfire activity in
the Western United States (U.S.) has increased considerably since the mid-1980s,
likely driven by increased spring/summer temperatures and an earlier snowmelt in
the mid-elevation forests of the Northern Rockies. Development of long-term fire
climatology, while holding great promise for climate analysis, presents substantial
challenges due to the difficulty of obtaining accurate fire observations and the diverse
requirements of fire indices. Polar-orbiting satellite sensors, such as the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) [5,8], the Along Track Scanning
Radiometer (ATSR) [10], and the Visible and Infrared Scanner (VIIRS) [12], can
provide global coverage of fire counts, burned areas, and fire’s radiative power.
High temporal resolution fire detection could be derived from National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite (GOES)-based observations [9]. For both polar-orbiting and stationary
satellites, wildfires can be difficult to observe due to cloud cover or fire induced
convection. Furthermore, to quantify fire-related emissions, several important
assumptions have to be made to convert satellite fire observations into fire emissions
data, such as fuel loading, burn duration, emission factors, and plume vertical
structure. However, the conversion process is not straightforward or intuitive. For
instance, van der Werf et al. [12] reported that burned areas and total fire emissions are
largely decoupled because forested areas dominate fire emissions, whereas savanna
burning contribute disproportionally to burned area statistics globally. Uncertainty
in these procedures hinders emission estimations and needs to be investigated
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with independent data sources, such as ground and aircraft observations. Ground
surveys of fire counts and burned areas have been compiled (e.g., m [13]), but these
datasets cannot be directly used to derive fire emissions without further processing.
Finally, air quality research and regulatory communities are interested in surface
concentrations of pollutants elevated by wildfires. However, there is no direct satellite
observation of fire-induced PM2.5 (particles smaller than 2.5 in diameters) surface
concentrations and chemical composition. Lately, efforts have been made to convert
column aerosol loading into surface concentrations [14]. A previous study focused
on surface concentrations without chemical compositions, and sources of PM2.5 were
not considered. Clearly, there is need to develop ground-based fire observations.

This study proposes a new method of developing long-term wildfire records
from traditional ground aerosol monitoring networks. This dataset, if successfully
built, can provide not only fire activity information but also fire-induced aerosol
surface concentrations and chemical composition data that can be used to verify
satellite-based products, evaluate fire models (e.g., model fire occurrence and
characteristics), evaluate biomass burning aerosol properties simulated by chemical
transport, evaluate general circulation aerosol models using satellite-derived fire
emissions, evaluate air quality and climate modeling results, and assess human
exposure to fire pollution. The aerosol data are obtained from the Interagency
Monitoring of Protected Visual Environments (IMPROVE) network. IMPROVE
is a long-term, continuous aerosol monitoring network that measures the mass
concentrations, size distribution, and chemical composition of ambient aerosols, and
it provides 24-hour aerosol data every third day.

The main challenge of the new method lies in how to design effective criteria
to identify fire events from mixed aerosol records. Routine aerosol networks such
as IMPROVE were not designed exclusively for fire detection. Instead, IMPROVE
observes aerosol levels originating from all sources, such as fires, dust storms, and
anthropogenic sources. We use concurrent satellite fire detection and IMPROVE data
to examine the distinct physical and chemical characteristics of aerosols during fire
episodes, so that a set of indicators can be established to separate fire-influenced
samples from those dominated by other sources.

2. Data Sources

2.1. IMPROVE Aerosol Data

There are two reasons for choosing aerosol observation data from the IMPROVE
network. First, the IMPROVE network is one of two national air quality monitoring
networks in the U.S. It has been providing both mass concentrations and chemical
compositions of aerosols every three days since 1988, which makes it ideal for
long-term studies. Second, the IMPROVE monitors are mostly deployed in the
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national parks and remote areas in the U.S. [15], making it suitable for fire detection
due to their distance from possible anthropogenic contamination. Locations of
IMPROVE monitors over the contiguous United States (CONUS) are shown in
Figure 1. There are other monitoring networks, such as the U.S. EPA Air Quality
System (AQS) network, which has a national coverage but no aerosol composition
data, and the Chemical Speciation Network (CSN), mostly deployed in urban areas
and thus possibly affected by anthropogenic contamination. Hence, the IMPROVE
network is selected for developing a ground-based fire detection method over
the CONUS.
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) indicate the locations where most fire
events have been identified from 2001 to 2011 using the approach developed in
this work.

2.2. Satellite Data

To train the fire detection algorithm, independent fire information is required.
A typical source of fire data is satellite remote sensing. Fire events independently
recorded by the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Earth Observatory’s Natural Hazards Products and other MODIS fire products
are used here to assist with the ground-based analysis. These products provide
fire information, including start time, end time, duration, burned scar area, and
plume direction during fire events. These data are important for establishing fire
identification criteria through analysis of the chemical and physical characteristics
of fire events using concurrent ground observations. Therefore, we selected
some satellite-detected fire events and examined the corresponding IMPROVE
data collected around those fires to analyze the characteristics of the filter-based
aerosol sample.
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3. Identifying Fire Events

3.1. Selecting Fire Identification Criteria

Fire identification criteria were proposed based on the chemical and physical
characteristics of biomass burning-dominated aerosol data reported in the literature.
Prior studies have provided a collective view of particle mass emission factors [5,16–18],
size distributions [19], and optical and physical properties of biomass burning
emissions [2,3]. These studies formed the basis for particle mass and concentration
characterization in accordance with: PM2.5 and PM10 (particles smaller than 10 µm
in diameter) mass concentrations, ratio of PM2.5 to PM10, percentages of Organic
Carbon (OC), Elemental Carbon (EC), potassium (K), and soil in PM2.5. During a fire
episode, heavy smoke and low visibility are common, due to the large amount of fine
and coarse particles emitted into the ambient air. Therefore, Particulate Matter (PM)
concentration in the source region register elevated spikes when a fire event occurs.
However, these spikes are not unique to fire events. Had there been a dust event or
a volcanic plume, there would have been equal or higher PM concentration spikes.
Therefore, to reliably attribute PM concentration spikes to a fire event rather than to a
dust event, other indicators must be considered. A previous study documented that
approximately 95% of the particles emitted from biomass burning are fine particles,
and the dominant chemical components are carbonaceous [20]. Some reports also
suggest that carbon accounts for 50% to 70% of the total mass of fire-emitted aerosols,
with 55% and 8% of the fine particle mass attributed to OC and EC, respectively [3].
Therefore, a high PM2.5/PM10 ratio, dominated by high OC/PM2.5 and EC/PM2.5

ratios, are additional aerosol characteristics pertinent to a fire event. Furthermore,
trace inorganic species account for approximately 10% of the fine mass of fresh
smoke, mostly enriched in K [3,21]. Consequently, a high K/PM2.5 ratio can also be
considered as a fire event indicator.

3.2. Determining Threshold Values for Fire Identification Criteria

Next, we focus on a number of satellite-detected fire events to determine proper
thresholds for each fire identification criterion. We checked the locations and times
of some large fire events detected by satellites. We examined satellite imageries for
fire events from the NASA Earth Observatory’s Natural Hazards fire products [22],
and MODIS fire maps [23]. We then merged these fire maps with the corresponding
geographic coverage from IMPROVE network sites using the geo-spatial software
in ArcGIS.

First, we focused on the BOWA1 site (marked in Figure 1) with a case study.
A lightning strike in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness Region of
northeastern Minnesota started a forest fire. On 12 September 2011, fire event
imageries were captured by MODIS aboard the Terra satellite (Figure 2). The fire was
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a plume-driven event, and it ultimately burned more than 60,000 acres. According to
the IMPROVE aerosol data, during the fire event between September 9th and 18th (no
data on 6th and 12th September 2011), the average concentrations of PM2.5, PM10, OC,
and EC were 14.89, 18.31, 7.49, and 0.62 µg¨ m´3, respectively. By contrast, during
average background conditions, these values were 4.39, 6.38, 1.77, and 0.13 µg¨ m´3,
respectively. Although there were no data during part of this fire episode, these
results suggest that there was a fire event detected by the IMPROVE monitor.
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Figure 2. A case study of a fire event in September 2011 at the BOWA1 site. The
MODIS on NASA’s Terra satellite captured the top left image on 12th September
2011. Red outlines show areas of high surface temperatures associated with active
burning, near the BOWA1 site. Characteristics of fire-dominated aerosol (PM2.5,
PM10, OC, and EC concentrations, ratios of EC, OC in PM2.5) during the fire event
episode are shown in other figures.
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We analyzed aerosol observation data from the IMPROVE sites during the
satellite-detected fire episodes. We analyzed the temporal variability of these
indicators (concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 and the ratios of PM2.5/PM10,
OC/PM2.5, EC/PM2.5, K/PM2.5, and soil/PM2.5) before, during, and after the
fire episode for a span of 15 days. Compared with the no-fire period conditions,
the concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 and the ratios of PM2.5/PM10, OC/PM2.5,
EC/PM2.5, and K/PM2.5 were higher, and the ratio of soil/PM2.5 was lower (Figure 3)
during fire conditions. Finally, we determined the thresholds of fire identification
criteria (Table 1) by summarizing aerosol characteristics from both prior studies and
measurements from the IMPROVE sites.
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Figure 3. Comparison of fire identification criteria values during fire conditions and average 
background concentrations or conditions sampled by the monitoring site. 

Table 1. Thresholds of fire identification criteria used in this study. 

Indicator PM2.5 (µg/m3) PM10 (µg/m3) PM2.5/PM10 OC/PM2.5 EC/PM2.5 K/PM2.5 Soil/PM2.5 

Static threshold >15 >18 >0.6 >0.35 >0.05 >0.003 <0.03 

3.3. Applying the Approach to Identify Fire Events 

Finally, we applied the fire identification criteria and the corresponding thresholds to all 
IMPROVE sites to identify fire events between 2001 and 2011. A large number of fire events were 
identified at 15 IMPROVE sites (marked in Figure 1). Most of these events were located in the 
Western U.S., particularly in the states of California and Montana, and the Central U.S., especially in 
the states of Missouri, Oklahoma, and Texas. A previous study based on the GOES burned area 
product also documented that fires occurred most frequently in the Western and Southeastern U.S., 
and along the Central and Southern Mississippi Valley [9]. In the Western U.S., due to the dry 
climate and dense forests (or shrubs), the increased threat of larger, longer, and more intensive 
forest fires has become a concern [13,24]. A previous study documented that California, dominated 
by shrubland, was a high-intensity fire event area, with fires extending to sizes of 10,000 ha or 
more [25]. The surface-monitor-based methodology shows that fire has a great impact on local air 
quality. Unlike satellite-retrievals, our method can provide information about aerosol 
concentrations and chemical composition attributed to these fire events. The changes in PM2.5 levels 
and composition caused by fire emissions vary over time and space [24]. For example, the 
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Table 1. Thresholds of fire identification criteria used in this study.

Indicator PM2.5
(µg/m3)

PM10
(µg/m3) PM2.5/PM10 OC/PM2.5 EC/PM2.5 K/PM2.5 Soil/PM2.5

Static
threshold >15 >18 >0.6 >0.35 >0.05 >0.003 <0.03

3.3. Applying the Approach to Identify Fire Events

Finally, we applied the fire identification criteria and the corresponding
thresholds to all IMPROVE sites to identify fire events between 2001 and 2011.
A large number of fire events were identified at 15 IMPROVE sites (marked in
Figure 1). Most of these events were located in the Western U.S., particularly in the
states of California and Montana, and the Central U.S., especially in the states of
Missouri, Oklahoma, and Texas. A previous study based on the GOES burned area
product also documented that fires occurred most frequently in the Western and
Southeastern U.S., and along the Central and Southern Mississippi Valley [9]. In the
Western U.S., due to the dry climate and dense forests (or shrubs), the increased
threat of larger, longer, and more intensive forest fires has become a concern [13,24].
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A previous study documented that California, dominated by shrubland, was a
high-intensity fire event area, with fires extending to sizes of 10,000 ha or more [25].
The surface-monitor-based methodology shows that fire has a great impact on local
air quality. Unlike satellite-retrievals, our method can provide information about
aerosol concentrations and chemical composition attributed to these fire events. The
changes in PM2.5 levels and composition caused by fire emissions vary over time and
space [24]. For example, the concentrations of PM2.5 were higher in the Eastern U.S.
and lower in the central regions, with strong seasonal patterns [26]. In the Western
U.S., the annual average percentage of OC in PM2.5 is 40%, whereas in the eastern
U.S. it is 25%, with an annual average of 28% for the whole U.S. For the entire year,
the average in summer is higher than that in winter for the U.S., both regionally and
CONUS-wide [26]. Therefore, the indicators should be specific for region and season.
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Figure 4. Characteristics of aerosols (a) Concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10;
(b) Fractions of PM2.5/PM10, EC/PM2.5, OC/PM2.5) at the WIMO1 site from 2001
to 2011.

Due to the differences in PM concentration and composition over time and
space, regional and seasonal characteristics should be considered when applying
fire indicators. Here we analyzed the temporal pattern of PM and the ratios of
some species in PM2.5 at the WIMO1 site (Figure 4). The results showed that PM2.5,
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PM10 concentrations, and the PM2.5/PM10 ratio were seasonally distinctive: higher
in summer and lower in winter, with annual means of 7.3 µg¨ m´3, 14.9 µg¨ m´3,
and 0.5 µg¨ m´3, respectively. However, the EC/PM2.5 ratio was higher in fall and
lower in summer during the study period. Compared to the annual mean values,
the data during the identified fire episodes were higher. This result suggested that
the identification criteria worked well. Furthermore, we analyzed the monthly
mean values of all indicators at the WIMO1 site (Figure 5). The results showed
that OC/PM2.5 and EC/PM2.5 ratios are higher in March and October, but lower in
July. Especially in July, the lower mean values of OC/PM2.5 and EC/PM2.5 ratios
indicated that some fire events may have been missed. This result suggested that
applying month-specific indicator values could enhance the method to generate
more consistent reporting.
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3.4. Testing Fire Identification Criteria

Finally, we analyzed the temporal and spatial characteristics of fire events to
test this methodology. Following the suggested procedures, we were able to identify
fire events in the proximity of 15 IMPROVE monitoring sites from 2001 to 2011. We
compared those identified fire events with the HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian
Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) back-trajectory model [27,28] prediction, wildland
fire summary and statistics annual report by the National Interagency Fire Center [29],
and USGS’s (United States Geological Survey) record of fire events [30] to confirm
these events. We looked at trajectories from the locations of fires identified in satellite
imageries and compared fire reports with these results. Most of fires identified by
this method were consistent with the records. In fact, there were some fire events
detected by this method but missed by satellite due to cloud cover. Furthermore,
some fire events were missed by the annual report due to the small size of the burned
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areas, and only fires over 40,000 acres were marked in the wildland fire summary
and statistics annual report. For example, we identified a fire event at the WIMO1
site on 30 May 2011, according to fire identification criteria. Then, we compared this
result with the HYSPLIT simulation on the same day (provided by the NOAA ARL
READY online platform). Fire points, light smoke, medium smoke, and heavy smoke
can be found in the HYSPLIT simulation picture. From the picture, we found that
there were fire events in Texas and the Gulf of Mexico USA, but no fire located near
the WIMO1 site. Heavy smoke from Texas and the Gulf of Mexico may have caused
this fire event to be missed by satellite. In addition, we analyzed the temporal and
spatial characteristics of aerosols in identified fire events, and found that most of
them were located in the Western U.S. (including California and Montana) and the
Central U.S. (including Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas).

We chose the WIMO1 site (34.7315˝N, 98.7155˝W) in the case study for two
reasons: (1) Frequent fires were detected at this site both by satellite and by this
method; (2) this site is located in the Wichita Mountains in Oklahoma State, and
Oklahoma and Texas are the two states with the most fire events recorded (Figure 1).
Here, we calculated days of fire and numbers of fire events from 2001 to 2011. Because
a fire can last for several days, if some fire events were identified by indicators for
several consecutive days, we considered this one event. There were 83 fire events
(161 days) identified between 2001 and 2011 at the WIMO1 site. We analyzed the
characteristics of fire-dominated aerosol at the WIMO1 site between 2001 and 2011
(Figure 6). The results showed that concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 were 14.2 and
21.2 µg¨ m´3 during fire events, respectively. Compared with background conditions,
these values were elevated by 42.7% and 94.6%, respectively. The mean fraction of
PM2.5 in PM10 was 66.4% during fire events, whereas the value was 50.0% during
average background conditions, which also increased by 32.8%. Compared with the
variations in PM concentrations, the fractions of some species in the aerosol were
more stable. Because aerosol concentrations in smoke plumes were affected by fire
intensity, severity, duration, fuel loading, wind direction, and site location, the ratios
of species in aerosol were strongly dependent on the sources of aerosols (fire, dust or
other natural and anthropogenic sources).

Temporal patterns of fires at the WIMO1 site were distinctive. Between 2001
and 2011, the number of days with fires declined at the WIMO1 site (Figure 7). From
2001 to 2005, there were more than 16 days with fire records every year, including up
to 26 days in 2005. However, from 2006 to 2011, the number of fire days declined,
and there were fewer than 10 days in 2006. In any given year within the study
period, fire events often occurred between April and September, especially in the
two months of September and April (Figure 8). The spatial and temporal patterns of
fires were often affected by topography, vegetation, climate, and human activity [31].
Previous studies of burned areas, which used data from the AVHRR (the Advanced
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Very High Resolution Radiometer) and GOES satellite, also documented that fire
exhibits a distinctive seasonality, with a peak from June to August. In croplands,
peak burning occurred from April to September because agricultural fires were set
during pre-planting and post harvesting periods [9,32]. In this study, peak fire events
in September may be related to agricultural burnings.
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4. Discussion of Uncertainties and Limitations

The above results confirm that the proposed methodology has the potential
to identify a fire event and quantify its impact on air quality. However, caution
needs to be exercised because the indicators discussed here are based on a limited
number of fire events. We should take note of the uncertainties and limitations of the
methodology, which are caused by the following factors: (1) the sampling frequency
(every third day) and the rather sparse distribution of the IMPROVE sites limit the
capability of the IMPROVE network to detect all fires, especially for regions with
high fire frequency but few IMPROVE sites; (2) neighboring monitoring sites may
detect the same fires, resulting in double-counting; (3) excessive loading of smoke
ash and other aerosols may disable the instruments; and finally (4) interference
by background aerosols makes it difficult to clearly determine thresholds for the
fire identification criteria. Aerosol concentrations and chemical composition are
intrinsically highly variable over time and space. Consequently, one uniform
threshold may not be applicable to all sites at all times. Low thresholds may
cause false detection, whereas high thresholds may cause omission of some fire
counts. For example, the results of this study showed that there were fewer fire
events during winter compared with other seasons. This result can be explained
by winter’s vegetation and climate conditions, which are unfavorable for fires.
Another reason may be that the concentrations of PM in winter are near the annual
minimum. They cannot reach the threshold concentration level to trigger a fire
count by the identification algorithm. If we use the average concentrations of the
entire year as a cutoff value, the winter data will be omitted, and few fires will be
identified. However, especially in the southern U.S., such as in Florida, fire events
also occur in winter, but cannot be identified by this method due to low seasonal
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aerosol concentrations. Therefore, thresholds for these indicators should be adjusted
according to region and season instead of adopting one uniform value.

5. Summary

Fire is a major source of aerosol. However, few observation sites are designed
to record fire events and to track aerosol emissions from biomass burning. This
work proposed a new approach to the reconstruction of historic fire records based on
observations collected by a continuous ground-based aerosol monitoring network
over the contiguous United States. Using five fire identification criteria, we were
able to identify a number of fire episodes recorded by 15 IMPROVE monitors from
2001 to 2011. Most of these fire events were located in the Western and Central
United States. In any given year within the study period, fire events often occurred
between April and September, especially in the two months of April and September.
There were 83 fire events (161 days) at WIMO1 sites between 2001 and 2011. This
study demonstrates that it is feasible to reconstruct historic records of fire events
based on continuous ground aerosol monitoring. This dataset would provide not
only fire activity information but also fire-induced aerosol surface concentrations
and chemical composition data that can be used to verify satellite-based products,
evaluate air quality and climate modeling results, and assess human exposure to fire
pollution. However, caution needs to be exercised because these indicators are based
on a limited number of fire events, and the proposed methodology should be further
tested and confirmed by future research.
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Matter Measured near Houston,
TX: Anthropogenic-Biogenic Interactions
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Abstract: Particulate matter was measured in Conroe, Texas (~60 km north of
downtown Houston, Texas) during the September 2013 DISCOVER-AQ campaign
to determine the sources of particulate matter in the region. The measurement site
is influenced by high biogenic emission rates as well as transport of anthropogenic
pollutants from the Houston metropolitan area and is therefore an ideal location
to study anthropogenic-biogenic interactions. Data from an Aerosol Chemical
Speciation Monitor (ACSM) suggest that on average 64 percent of non-refractory PM1

was organic material, including a high fraction (27%–41%) of organic nitrates. There
was little diurnal variation in the concentrations of ammonium sulfate; however,
concentrations of organic and organic nitrate aerosol were consistently higher at night
than during the day. Potential explanations for the higher organic aerosol loadings
at night include changing boundary layer height, increased partitioning to the
particle phase at lower temperatures, and differences between daytime and nighttime
chemical processes such as nitrate radical chemistry. Positive matrix factorization
was applied to the organic aerosol mass spectra measured by the ACSM and three
factors were resolved—two factors representing oxygenated organic aerosol and one
factor representing hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol. The factors suggest that the
measured aerosol was well mixed and highly processed, consistent with the distance
from the site to major aerosol sources, as well as the high photochemical activity.

Reprinted from Atmosphere. Cite as: Bean, J.K.; Faxon, C.B.; Leong, Y.J.; Wallace, H.W.;
Cevik, B.K.; Ortiz, S.; Canagaratna, M.R.; Usenko, S.; Sheesley, R.J.; Griffin, R.J.;
Ruiz, L.H. Composition and Sources of Particulate Matter Measured near Houston,
TX: Anthropogenic-Biogenic Interactions. Atmosphere 2016, 7, 73.

1. Introduction

Air quality in the United States has received increased attention in recent years
as regulations tighten and cities strive to reduce concentrations of airborne pollutants.
Ozone and atmospheric particulate matter (PM) are two pollutants that have received
increased attention as health effects become clearer [1]. Particulate matter is linked to
a range of respiratory and cardiovascular diseases [2]. High ozone levels can also lead
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to respiratory problems [3]—especially in more sensitive groups such as children,
the elderly, and those with asthma. Many regions struggle to meet compliance with
the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) [4] for ozone and PM set by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

The U.S. EPA recently lowered the annual NAAQS for PM2.5 (particulate matter
with diameter below 2.5 µm) from 15 to 12 µg¨m´3 [5]. This new annual standard
brings numerous additional metropolitan regions including Houston, TX to near
non-attainment for PM2.5. This underlines the importance of understanding the
composition and sources of PM2.5 in these areas. The EPA has also announced that
the NAAQS for ozone will be lowered from 75 to 70 ppb [6]—a level that will require
action for many metropolitan regions. Houston is an important area for air quality
research as the fourth largest U.S. city and one that struggles to meet air quality
standards. As a major center for the energy and chemical industry, Houston must
continuously inspect, analyze, and improve its air quality in order to stay below
the NAAQS and improve the health of its inhabitants. Regional photo-chemical
models are used to inform policy makers, but these models must be validated with
ambient measurements. Measurements can also be used for source apportionment of
air pollution.

Recognizing the importance of ambient measurements, several large-scale
ambient measurement campaigns have been conducted in Texas [7]. The biggest
campaign was the Texas Air Quality Study in 2000 (TexAQS 2000). A key
discovery of this campaign was the important role of highly reactive volatile organic
compounds (HRVOCs) in ozone production [8]. The Gulf Coast Aerosol Research
and Characterization Study (GC-ARCH), a companion study to TexAQS, was focused
on spatial and temporal variability in PM, as well as understanding its formation
and transformation in southeast Texas [9]. The TexAQS 2000 campaign was followed
up with TexAQS II in 2005–2006, a key finding of which was the magnitude of
background concentrations of pollutants in Texas, which adds to the complexity of
understanding and improving air quality. The 2009 Study of Houston Atmospheric
Radical Precursors (SHARP) campaign uncovered the previously underestimated
role of nitrous acid (HONO) in Texas air [10]. Since 2010, many smaller-scale studies
in Texas have added to our understanding of the complex effects of oil and gas
activity on air quality [11–13]. The amount of effort that has been applied towards
understanding air quality in Texas highlights the importance of this research in
meeting NAAQS and improving human health.

Previous studies have found that a large fraction of particulate matter in
Houston is organic aerosol (OA) [9,14]. Sources of OA in Houston include primary
organic aerosol (POA) and secondary organic aerosol (SOA) [15] from urban
anthropogenic activity, the petrochemical industry, and fires, as well as SOA from
biogenic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [9,14,16]. Understanding the sources
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and formation of OA is therefore very complex, and significant uncertainties remain.
Conroe, TX, the location of the measurements reported here, is located ~60 km
north of the urban center of Houston. The measurement site is in an area that
is influenced by anthropogenic emissions from Houston that have been diluted
and atmospherically processed since emission. The area is subject to high biogenic
emission rates and is located near the start of the piney woods that extend through the
US Southeast—a big difference from the grassy prairies that extend west and south
throughout Texas. This ecosystem transition near Conroe makes it an interesting
place to explore the effects of the ecosystems on observed PM. The interaction of
biogenic VOCs and anthropogenic oxidants is very important as it helps explain why
radiocarbon analysis in places like the U.S. Southeast show that biogenic (modern)
carbon constitutes more than half of SOA, yet SOA correlates with anthropogenic
tracers like CO [17]. Recent work [18–20] has begun to explore these interactions and
their implications for air quality in places with high levels of biogenic VOCs.

Here we report measurements taken as part of Deriving Information on Surface
Conditions from Column and Vertically Resolved Observations Relevant to Air
Quality (DISCOVER-AQ) [21] during the period of 24 August–1 October 2013. A
main purpose of this most recent large-scale ambient measurement campaign, which
was organized through NASA, was to improve the interpretation of ground-level
pollutant concentrations from satellite data by taking simultaneous measurements
from space, by plane and on the ground. This manuscript focuses on measurements
taken at a ground site in Conroe, TX, where various instruments were deployed.
The focus of this work is the composition and size distribution of PM1 (particulate
matter with diameter below 1 µm), which was measured with an Aerosol Chemical
Speciation Monitor (ACSM) and a Scanning Electrical Mobility Spectrometer (SEMS).
The purpose of these measurements was to better characterize the sources and
processes which influence the concentrations of PM in this area. An improved
understanding of Houston PM is essential in formulating ways to decrease
concentrations and more generally manage the air quality in this region.

2. Experimental

2.1. Site Description

The data were obtained at an air quality monitoring ground site in Conroe,
TX (30.350278˝ N, 95.425000˝ W) situated next to the Lone Star Executive Airport
in Montgomery county. The site is located approximately 60 km NNW from the
Houston, TX urban center and approximately 125 km NW of the nearest coastline.
The area surrounding Conroe, TX is primarily affected by pollution in the outflow
of air from Houston, which hosts significant energy and petrochemical industries
in addition to a large urban population. The regional atmospheric chemistry is
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also influenced by marine air from the Gulf of Mexico. The site itself is located in
the middle of a field adjacent to the airport, with a gravel parking lot nearby and
bordered by trees approximately 200 m to the North. The Conroe region is where the
ecosystem transforms from prairie and marsh to piney woods, which then extend
north and east through much of the Southeastern United States.

2.2. Instrumentation and Data Analysis

A permanent Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) ambient
measurement station exists at this site and provided continuous meteorological data
for the duration of the campaign [22]. Measured parameters included wind speed,
wind direction, solar irradiance, temperature, and relative humidity. The site also
housed NOx and O3 monitors, as well as a Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance
(TEOM) for measurements of PM2.5 mass concentrations. During DISCOVER-AQ
a temporary ground site (an air-conditioned trailer) was set up adjacent to the
permanent station. This temporary site housed an NO2 monitor (Model AS32M from
Environnement) which utilizes cavity attenuated phase shift spectroscopy (CAPS)
to provide a direct absorption measurement of nitrogen dioxide [23]. NOx was
measured using a chemiluminescence NOx monitor (Teledyne Model 200E), and O3

was measured by direct UV absorption (Teledyne, 400E). An Aerosol Chemical
Speciation Monitor (ACSM, Aerodyne Research) [24] was used to measure the
mass concentrations of non-refractory species in PM1 including sulfate, nitrate,
ammonium, and organics. A Scanning Electrical Mobility System (SEMS, Brechtel
Manufacturing) was used to characterize particle size distributions and mass
concentrations of PM1. A High Resolution Time-of-Flight Chemical Ionization Mass
Spectrometer (HR-ToF-CIMS, Aerodyne Research) [25–28] was employed to measure
gas-phase species. All sample lines extended out the trailer and to a vertical level of
approximately 10 feet. Teflon® tubing (1/4 inch) was used to sample all gas-phase
compounds and copper tubing (1/2 inch) was used for particle-phase instruments.

Filter measurements of PM2.5 were taken on site as described in Section 2.2.4.
During approximately 61 h of the campaign the University of Houston-Rice
University mobile air quality laboratory (MAQL) was parked at the measurement
site. The instrumentation on the MAQL included a suite of photochemical trace gas
instrumentation, a photoacoustic spectrometer for measurement of particle-phase
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, and a High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol
Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS, Aerodyne Research). The HR-ToF-AMS measures
the same PM1 species as the ACSM but in a size-resolved manner based on the
vacuum aerodynamic diameter, and the time of flight mass spectrometer enables
measurements at much higher mass and time resolution. The co-location of the
HR-ToF-AMS and the ACSM enables comparison of PM1 measurements.
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2.2.1. Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor

Data analysis and instrument operation were performed in IGOR Pro
(WaveMetrics) using the “ACSM Local” software package. The ACSM was set
to scan between m/z 12 and 159 with a dwell time of 0.5 s, resulting in a scan time
of 80 s. The instrument was set to alternate between sampling mode and filter
mode, where the filter sample is used to characterize the gas-phase background.
This results in a cycle time of 160 s. Further averaging over 25 min intervals
was performed in the post-analysis of the data (see Appendix A). The vaporizer
temperature was set at 600 ˝C (as is standard) for fast vaporization of ammonium
sulfate. The ACSM measures only non-refractory (NR) PM1, i.e., compounds
that flash vaporize at the heater temperature of 600 ˝C. Quantification of aerosol
concentrations measured by the ACSM is complicated by incomplete transmission of
larger particles through the aerodynamic lens and particle bounce at the vaporizer.
The ACSM collection efficiency (CE) for these data was estimated to be 0.5, which
resulted in good agreement with ancillary measurements (Figure A1). Additional
details on instrument calibration, data preparation, and adjustments to the standard
fragmentation table [29] are provided in Appendix A. The HR-ToF-AMS operates
similarly to the ACSM but at higher mass and time resolution due to its time of
flight mass spectrometer (as opposed to the quadrupole mass spectrometer used by
the ACSM). Details on the HR-ToF-AMS operation and data collected during the
DISCOVER-AQ campaign will be presented in a forth coming publication [30].

The ACSM provides two main measures of PM1: bulk composition
(concentrations of organics, nitrate, sulfate, and ammonium) and the total mass
spectrum from which the organic mass spectrum can be derived. The organic mass
spectrum can be used to characterize the extent of oxidation of the measured organic
aerosol. The organic mass at m/z 44 mostly correspond to the CO2

+ ion [31] and
can therefore be used as a semi-empirical measure of the extent of oxidation in the
system. Aiken et al. [31] showed that f 44, the fraction of the total organic signal due
to mass at m/z 44, can be used to estimate the oxygen to carbon ratio (O:C) in the
organic aerosol. The correlation between O:C and f 44 was recently updated to [32]:

pO : Cqf44 “ 4.31ˆ f44 ` 0.079 (1)

Aiken et al. [31] also found a significant correlation between the ratio of organic
mass to organic carbon (OM:OC) and O:C. This relationship was found to be
applicable to field data as well as laboratory data and is described by:

pOM : OCq “ 1.29ˆO : C ` 1.17 (2)
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Thus, the observed f 44 can be used to estimate O:C and OM:OC of the organic
aerosol measured at Conroe. These estimates can be compared with values from the
HR-ToF-AMS, which directly computes O:C and OM:OC from elemental analysis of
the high resolution measurements (see Appendix B).

2.2.2. Positive Matrix Factorization

Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) was applied to the organic aerosol mass
spectra measured by the ACSM [33]. The PMF2 algorithm (version 4.2) by P. Paatero
was used to solve the bilinear unmixing problem as represented and described below.
PMF has proven useful in the analysis of ambient organic aerosol data, and details of
the mathematical model, its application, output evaluation, and factor interpretation
have been described elsewhere [34–38]. A key assumption is that the measured
dataset can be separated into a number of constant components (here, ACSM mass
spectra) contributing varying concentrations over time. The problem is represented
in matrix form by:

X “ GF` E (3)

where X is an mˆ n matrix of the measured data with m rows of average mass spectra
(number of time periods = m) and n columns of time series of each m/z sampled
(number of m/z sampled and fit = n). F is a pˆ n matrix with p factor profiles (constant
mass spectra), G is an m ˆ p matrix with the corresponding factor contributions,
and E is the m ˆ n matrix of residuals. G and F are fit to minimize the sum of the
squared and uncertainty-scaled residuals [33]. The number of factors is chosen by
determining when added factors fail in explaining additional dataset variability.

The ACSM dataset was prepared for PMF analysis by first selecting only organic
fragments below m/z 100, as higher m/z fragments exhibited very low concentrations
and added significant error to the analysis. Peaks with a signal to noise ratio below
2 were downweighted by a factor of 2. The peaks, which are calculated from m/z
44 (m/z 16–18.44), were downweighted to remove the extra influence of m/z 44 on
PMF solutions. The PMF2 algorithm was used in exploration mode with fpeak set
from ´1 to 1 by 0.2 increments.

2.2.3. High Resolution Time of Flight Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer

The HR-ToF-CIMS was set to alternate between positive (hydronium-water
clusters) and negative (iodide-water clusters) chemical ionization in half hour
intervals. Hydronium-water cluster ionization is more sensitive than iodide-water
cluster ionization to less oxidized compounds such as early oxidation products from
terpenes and isoprene. For both cases ultra-high purity N2 was first passed through
water, then across a methyl iodide permeation tube, and then ionized as it passed
through a radioactive source of Po-210. The increased humidity helped dampen
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the effects of the changing RH in the sample gas. Ionized compounds were pulsed
in a “V” shape through a time-of-flight region during measurement to obtain a
mass spectrum. Some data obtained through iodide ionization have been described
previously [39] and here we focus on data from water cluster ionization.

Data from the HR-ToF-CIMS were analyzed in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics) using
Tofware, the software provided with the instrument. The data were first mass
calibrated based on HR-ToF-CIMS reagent ions and other known ions. The baseline
was subtracted and the average peak shape was found so it could be used for high
resolution analysis, through which multiple ions can be identified at any given
integer mass to charge ratio (m/z). Analyte ion concentrations were then normalized
by dividing by the reagent ion concentrations, the sum of H3O+, H3O+(H2O) and
H3O+(H2O)2,and then multiplying by the average sum of the three reagent signals
(to maintain the units of ion counts s´1).

2.2.4. Filter Measurements

A high volume PM2.5 sampler (Tisch Environmental, Cleves, OH, USA; 226 lpm),
on loan from the US EPA, was used to collect daily samples. PM2.5 samples were
collected over 23.5 h (6 a.m. to 5:30 a.m.). Sample media consisted of quartz fiber
filters (QFF) which were baked at 550 ˝C for 12 h in individual foil packets prior to
sampling. QFF were stored in freezers (´10 ˝C) pre- and post-sampling. PM2.5 was
collected on 102 mm diameter QFF (Pall Corporation, Port Washington, NY, USA),
and samplers were calibrated prior to field deployment. Field blanks were collected
throughout the campaign for each type of sampler and handled in the same manner as
ambient samples. The QFF were analyzed for organic and elemental carbon (OCEC)
using a thermal-optical method (NIOSH-5040) on Baylor University’s thermo-optical
transmission (TOT) carbon analyzer (Sunset Laboratories, Tigard, OR, USA) [40].
Sample aliquots were also sent to the Desert Research Institute (DRI-Nevada) for
inorganic ion analysis (sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, chloride and potassium).

Radiocarbon abundance (14C) was analyzed on filter samples in order to
determine the contributions of contemporary and fossil emissions to Houston’s
ground-based carbonaceous PM. Contemporary sources include biomass burning
and biogenic emissions, and they include the presence of 14C. Fossil sources include
combustion and non-combustion emission sources with depleted 14C. Ambient PM2.5

filter subsamples were taken for analysis to give ~60 µg of total organic carbon [41]
for measurement of the 14C signal on the accelerator mass spectrometer. Subsamples
were acidified over hydrochloric acid using a desiccator for 12 h to remove carbonate,
and dried in a muffler oven at 60 ˝C for one hour. 14C abundance measurements
were performed at the National Oceanic Sciences Accelerator Mass Spectrometry
(NOSAMS) facility at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (Woods Hole, MA, USA).
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In order to apportion total organic carbon (TOC) based on 14C abundance,
∆14C end members are chosen based on the sampling region and used in the
following equation:

∆14Csample “ ∆14Ccontemporary ˆ fcontemporary ` ∆14C f ossil ˆ
`

1´ fcontemporary
˘

(4)

The contemporary end member used for this study was 67.5h, an average of
the 2010 biomass burning end member (∆14C = 107.5h) corresponding to wood
smoke and the 2010 biogenic end member (∆14C = 28h) corresponding to primary
and secondary biogenic emissions, meat cooking and combustion of grass, prunings
and agricultural waste [42,43]. The fossil fuel end member was ´1000h [44]. Results
from NOSAMS are reported as % contemporary, with contribution from fossil carbon
equaling 1-fcontemporary.

2.2.5. Diurnal Patterns: Analysis of Statistical Significance and Patterns

We conducted one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests for organics,
sulfate, nitrate and each PMF factor as dependent variables with time of day as
the independent variable. ANOVA tests determine whether there are statistically
significant differences in the mean values of the dependent variables [45]. While
ANOVA tests determine statistical significance of variation by time of day, they
cannot quantify or characterize the diurnal cycle. Thus, we also conducted harmonic
analysis [45,46] to characterize the diurnal cycle. In brief, the general harmonic
function is given by:

yt “ y` Ckcos p2πt{n´∅kq (5)

where t is the time (1–24 in our diurnal analysis), y is the mean of the time series (e.g.,
yt is the mean value of f 44 during hour t, y is the mean value for the whole campaign),
Ck is the amplitude of the kth harmonic, n is the period (n = 24 here) and ϕ is the
phase. Using only the first harmonic, we can estimate the amplitude by [45,46]:

C1 “
”

A2
1 ` B2

1

ı1{2
(6)

where
A1 “ 2{nˆ

ÿ

ytcos p2πt{nq (7a)

B1 “ 2{nˆ
ÿ

ytsin p2πt{nq (7b)

The phase is then given by:

ϕ1 “ tan´1 pB1{A1q ˘ π if A1 ă 0 (8a)

ϕ1 “ tan´1 pB1{A1q if A1 ą 0 (8b)
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ϕ1 “ π{2 if A1 “ 0 (8c)

The portion of the variance explained by the first harmonic, analogous to a
correlation coefficient (R2) commonly computed in regression analysis, is given by:

V1 “ C2
1{2s2 (9)

where s is the standard deviation of the n values. The phase simply describes to
what extent the observed cycle is offset from a standard cosine curve. The amplitude
describes the magnitude of the diurnal cycle.

3. Results

This work combines PM measurements from several different instruments.
Measurements from different instruments generally agreed well as discussed in
Appendix B.

3.1. Bulk Concentrations and Diurnal Cycle

Figure 1 shows a time series of particle size distributions (top), a time series of
bulk concentrations measured by the ACSM (bottom), and the campaign-average
bulk concentration (right). The ACSM nitrate measurements (sum of NO+ and
NO2

+ fragments) can be attributed to inorganic nitrate and/or -ONO2 functional
groups on organic nitrates. Measurements indicate that the nitrate measured by the
ACSM in Conroe is mostly organic. One indication of this is the NO+:NO2

+ ratio in
ACSM measurements, which is estimated from the fragmentation table-corrected
unit mass resolution data. In the ACSM used for this study a ratio of 2.6–3.9 has
been measured for ammonium nitrate. For organic nitrate this ratio has varied but
has always been greater than 5 for this instrument. The average NO+:NO2

+ ratio
for this data set is 13.4, which is consistent with organic nitrate (and inconsistent
with ammonium nitrate). Filter measurements also indicate that nitrate measured by
the ACSM was mostly organic (see Appendix B): filter measurements of inorganic
nitrate are significantly lower than ACSM measurements of total nitrate (Figure A4C).
Further, the molar ratio of NH4:SO4 indicates that on average there was no excess
NH4 as required for the formation of ammonium nitrate.

As seen in Figure 1, a large portion of PM1 measured in Conroe was organic (64%
on average, including nitrate). PM composition from filter measurements agreed
with ACSM measurements—71% of PM from the filter samples was OM, with most
of the remainder being ammonium and sulfate (as well as 1.7% EC). Sulfate is a
significant part of PM1 in Conroe. Ammonium concentrations were often below
the detection limit of the ACSM but when it was measured, the aerosol had an
average ammonium/sulfate molar ratio of 2. Figure 1 also shows the PM1 number
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distributions from the SEMS. Nucleation events are not easily identified and do not
seem to play a major role in PM concentrations in this area during this time period.
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Figure 1. Campaign measurements from ACSM, SEMS.

Consistent diurnal profiles were seen for both organics and nitrate in PM1

measurements. Figure 2 shows the average (median) diurnal variation of organics,
nitrate, sulfate and total PM1 measured by the SEMS; the error bars indicate the
25th and 75th percentiles. ANOVA reveals statistically significant variation by
time of day for organic, nitrate, and total PM1 concentrations (p < 10´16), but no
statistically significant variation by time of day for sulfate concentrations (p = 0.65).
Harmonic analysis suggests that the phase (between 0 and 2π) for these diurnal trends
is 0.4, 0.7, and 0.5 for organics, nitrate, and (SEMS) PM1 respectively-indicating
that concentrations of these species increase and decrease at approximately the
same time. The first harmonic explains 78%, 88% and 87% of the variance for
organics, nitrate, and (SEMS) PM1, respectively. The analysis further reveals
that the amplitude-to-mean ratio of the nitrate diurnal is 0.55, compared to the
amplitude-to-mean ratio of the organics and PM1 diurnal profiles which are 0.29 and
0.20, respectively.
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Figure 2. (A–C) Diurnal plots for organics, nitrate, and sulfate measured by the
ACSM; (D) PM1 measured by the SEMS. Median values are plotted, with error bars
showing the 25th and 75th percentiles.

3.2. Positive Matrix Factorization

Various PMF solutions (obtained by varying the number of factors and other
PMF settings, See Section 2.2.2) were examined and evaluated with respect to
mathematical diagnostics and ancillary data (not included in the PMF analysis,
e.g., ACSM-sulfate). The three-factor solution was found to best represent these
data. Possible solutions of up to 8 factors were considered but factor splitting was
observed and no additional information was obtained from the use of more than
three factors.

The mass spectra and diurnal cycles of the three factors are shown in Figure 3.
Two of the factors resemble oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA), the other factor
resembles fresher organic aerosol. We name the more oxidized OAA factor (f 43 = 4.4%,
f 44 = 22.7%) MO-OOA (more oxidized OOA) and the less oxidized OOA factor
(f 43 = 14.8%, f 44 = 7.6%) LO-OOA (less oxidized OOA). The third factor has mass
spectral signatures representative of hydrocarbon like organic aerosol (HOA) and
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biomass burning organic aerosol (BBOA), but we refer to the third factor (f 43 = 4.6%,
f 44 = 3.2%) as HOA for simplicity.

The time series of MO-OOA showed a correlation with the time series of sulfate
measured by the ACSM (R2 = 0.46), whereas LO-OOA did not (R2 = 0.10). Thus,
MO-OOA correlated with a low-volatility inorganic component (sulfate). LO-OOA
and HOA showed correlation with NOx (R2 = 0.35 and 0.34, respectively), a proxy
for fresh anthropogenic emissions, while MO-OOA did not (R2 = 0.06). We also
examined correlations of the factor profiles with factor profiles identified in previous
work [47]. The MO-OOA profile correlated most strongly with previously identified
MO-OOA (R2 = 0.92), the LO-OOA profile correlated most strongly with previously
identified LO-OOA (R2 = 0.92), and the HOA correlated most strongly to previously
identified HOA (R2 = 0.67) and BBOA (R2 = 0.74).
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Figure 3 (right panel) shows the diurnal cycle of the three PMF factors.
According to ANOVA, all three factors exhibited statistically significant variation
by time of day (p < 10´16 for HOA and LO-OOA, p = 6 ˆ 10´8 for MO-OOA).
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LO-OOA and HOA exhibited a clear pattern with higher concentrations at night, the
same pattern exhibited by total OA (see Section 3.1). MO-OOA did not show this
clear pattern, presumably because during the afternoon some LO-OOA and HOA is
converted to the MO-OOA, which is more highly oxidized. MO-OOA can also form
directly from oxidized VOCs. Harmonic analysis suggests that the diurnal cycle of
LO-OOA has an amplitude-to-mean ratio of 0.53 and phase of 0.8 and can explain
84% of the variance; the diurnal cycle of HOA has an amplitude-to-mean ratio of 0.41,
phase of 0.5 and can explain 79% of the variance. These two PMF factors (LO-OOA
and HOA) hence have diurnal cycles of similar phase, which is also similar to the
phase of the diurnal cycle of total OA (Section 3.1).

Figure 4 shows time series of the factors in terms of fraction of total organics
(the sum of all 3 factors). The 12 days before 6 September were included in PMF
calculations but excluded from Figure 4 to facilitate viewing of radiocarbon results.
HOA can constitute 30% or more of OA on days when overall PM concentrations
are low (7 September, 16–21 September). However, fresh emissions represented by
HOA constitute a smaller fraction (less than 20%) of PM on high concentrations
days, such as 10–15 September and 25–28 September. On these higher concentration
days a larger fraction of the increased PM levels are due to MO-OOA (and LO-OOA
to a lesser extent), consistent with atmospheric conditions which transport highly
processed OA or allow existing OA to become highly oxidized. The results of
radiocarbon analysis (see Section 2.2.4) are also shown in Figure 4. Fossil carbon
constituted as little as 10% of carbon in OA during the low concentration period from
21–23 September but was approximately 30% of carbon during the high concentration
period from 25–28 September, suggesting that a higher fraction of OA originates
from fossil sources of carbon on higher concentrations days.Atmosphere 2016, 7, 73 10 of 23 
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4. Discussion

4.1. Composition of PM and Source Regions

Because very little inorganic nitrate appears to be present (see Section 3.1),
we assume that all nitrate measured by the ACSM is organic in order to estimate
the organic nitrate contribution to organic aerosol. For an assumed MW range
of 200–300 g¨mol´1 [48] organic nitrates constitute 27%–41% of organic aerosol.
If nitrate was overestimated by up to 60% (Figure A3) then organic nitrates would
still constitute 18%–27% of OA. Either estimate would suggest that organic nitrates
play a larger role in Conroe than has been measured in other areas. Using the same
estimate for molecular weight of organic nitrates, Xu et al. [19] estimated that organic
nitrates constitute 5%–16% of OA during the summer in Alabama and Georgia
locations. Mylones et al. [49] assumed an average molecular weight of 150 g¨mol´1

for organic nitrates and calculated that they are 13% of OA in Los Angeles. Studies
in Houston using the same methods as Mylones et al. have observed an organic
nitrate fraction similar to the one observed in Los Angeles [50,51]. O’Brien et al. [52]
estimated organic nitrates constituted 17% of OA in Los Angeles in 1975. The
prominence of organic nitrates in OA highlights the importance of anthropogenic
emissions for this region as nitrate formation requires anthropogenic NOx or NO3 in
addition to VOCs.

Concentrations of PM1 vary both diurnally and over the course of several
days. Increases and decreases in PM1 concentrations in the timeframe of days
and weeks are often associated with changes in regional air flow. Figure 5 shows
72-h back trajectories calculated using the Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian
Integrated Trajectory Model (HYSPLIT) [53]. Figure 5A,B shows the trajectory for
characteristic lower and higher concentration days, respectively. HYSPLIT uses
archived meteorological data to compute the back trajectory of a particle or parcel of
air which arrives at a location at a specified time. The trajectory ensemble method is
used, in which grid points are offset by small amounts to produce multiple potential
trajectories as shown in Figure 5. Back trajectories for times indicated by vertical
dashed lines “A” and “B” in Figure 1 are shown in Figure 5A,B, respectively. The air
source of a characteristic high concentration day is slower moving continental air
(Figure 5B) while a low concentration day is supplied with quickly moving oceanic
air with significant vertical mixing (Figure 5A). PMF results (Section 3.2) suggest that
high concentration days are the result of increased levels of OOA but not HOA. The
7-day period of radiocarbon results (Figure 4) shows higher portions of fossil carbon
in OA during times of increased concentrations. The fact that fossil carbon increases
along with MO-OOA and LO-OOA while HOA does not suggests that oxidized
anthropogenic emissions are a larger contributor during this time of increased PM
levels, consistent with transport of pollutants from the Houston metropolitan and/or
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industrial centers. On average, 87% of the measured PM1 organics was due to
OOA, which is representative of organic aerosol that has been processed in the
atmosphere, highlighting the importance of atmospheric processing on controlling
fine PM concentrations in Conroe.
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Figure 5. HYSPLIT 72-h back trajectories showing the differences between lower
(A) and higher (B) concentration days. The low and high trajectories correspond
to 2:00, 8 September and 2:00 26 September, respectively. Seventy-two-hour back
trajectories are also shown for 14:00 26 September (C), so (B,C) show a typical
12 h difference.

While the source of air mass can explain variation in OA over the course of
days and weeks, it does not adequately explain the consistent diurnal variation that
was observed. HYSPLIT back-trajectories (Figure 5B,C) show that there are often
only small differences between day and night air sources. During the measurement
campaign, the average nighttime (0:00–6:00) winds were more easterly (average
48˝) and daytime (12:00–18:00) winds were more southerly (average 137˝). Daytime
winds were typically stronger (average 6.3 miles/h) than nighttime winds (average
2.7 miles/h). Despite these differences between day and night Figure 6 shows that
there is significant variation in wind speed and direction during the day and night.
This variation suggests that regional air flow is not a main factor in the observed
diurnal cycle. In addition, the higher nighttime concentrations were observed when
wind was predominantly from the east, which would likely be a cleaner air mass than
the daytime, southeastern winds which pass through Houston. Thus, for Conroe
the source of the air mass appears to play a large role in multi-day and weekly high
and low concentration trends but has significantly less influence on the daily trends
in OA levels.
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4.2. Influences on Diurnal Cycle

The strong diurnal cycle for organics and nitrate but lack of diurnal cycle for
sulfate is consistent with a more regional source of sulfate and a more local source
of organics and organic nitrates. The higher amplitude-to-mean ratio of nitrate
indicates that the diurnal trend is especially prominent for nitrate and suggests
that organic nitrates play a large role in the observed diurnal trends. The more
pronounced diurnal changes in organic nitrates could be attributed to evaporation
with increasing daytime temperatures or nighttime growth due to NO3 chemistry.
NO3, formed from the reaction of NO2 and O3, is considered a night-time oxidant
because it photolyzes quickly during the day.

The shape of the diurnal profile shows highest concentrations at night and
quick decreases in concentration during daylight hours. Photo-oxidation of organics
predominantly decreases their vapor pressure and can result in overall increases of
organic particulate matter during the day. The diurnal cycle of the organic aerosol
O:C ratio (Figure 7) suggests that organic aerosol is more oxygenated during daylight
hours, as expected with increasing photochemical activity. PMF results also support
this, as daytime decreases are seen in HOA and LO-OOA, potentially indicating
conversion to MO-OOA. However, total organic concentrations also decrease during
this time, indicating that photochemical activity is not the main factor affecting
concentrations of OA.

Some meteorological factors may play a significant role in diurnal trends.
Temperature and boundary layer height (BLH) effects on concentrations of PM
are explored in Figure 8. Temperature increases when the sun rises, increasing
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the saturation vapor pressure of particle-phase compounds which causes the
higher vapor-pressure species to evaporate. According to absorptive partitioning
theory [54,55], the gas-particle partitioning of an organic species depends on its vapor
pressure and the concentration of organic material already in the condensed phase.
The fraction of a compound i in the particle phase (Yi) is given by [55]:

Yi “

ˆ

1`
C˚i

COA

˙´1

(10)

where C˚i is a function of the vapor pressure, If C˚i is known at one temperature
then it can be predicted at a second temperature if ∆Hvap is known using the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation [48]:

C˚ pT2q “ C˚ pT1q exp
ˆ

∆Hvap

R

´ 1
T1
´

1
T2

¯

˙

(11)
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Figure 7. Diurnal cycle of organic aerosol oxygen to carbon ratio (O:Cf44) and
solar radiation.

In a simplified yet illustrative calculation, we assume that ∆Hvap “ 40 kJ¨mol´1 [55]
and assume an initial set of C˚i values of those used by Murphy and Pandis [56]
for high-NOx terpene SOA. We assume this set of C˚i values applies to the average
OA concentration (including both the organics and nitrate measured by the ACSM)
measured from 0:00 to 6:00 (the time period when concentrations and temperatures
were stable) at the average temperature from 0:00 to 6:00 and then calculate the
expected OA concentrations, based on observed temperature changes, for the entire
day as seen in Figure 8C. Though these assumptions greatly simplify evaporation
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behavior of the organic aerosol, it is illustrative to see that the resulting predicted
OA concentrations match the observed trend. Temperature is likely to be partially
responsible for the observed diurnal cycle.Atmosphere 2016, 7, 73 14 of 23 
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Figure 8. Diurnal profiles of (A) temperature and (B) carbon monoxide. (C) shows
the diurnal profile of OA as well as the diurnal profile of OA predicted by
temperature and boundary layer height changes. Starting concentrations in
predictions are the average of measured concentrations between 0:00 and 6:00.

The effect of BLH on atmospheric mixing may also play a role, and a similar
estimate was performed to illustrate the effect this might have. Carbon monoxide
(CO) measurements from the TCEQ Jones Forest site (~10 miles southwest of
Conroe site) were used for an estimate of mixing effects. The average CO and
OA concentrations between 0:00 and 6:00 were used as a baseline, and then this
baseline was diluted or concentrated based on the CO concentrations as seen in
Figure 8C. The increase in predicted OA from 6–8 a.m. is most likely a reflection
of traffic conditions, but otherwise the CO-predicted OA concentrations match the
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trend of measurements and show the effect that BLH and mixing may have had on
daytime concentrations as the air mass was diluted. Tucker et al. [57] observed that
BLH effects on pollutant concentrations in the Houston region are complicated and
depend on many factors including the location of source air and turbulence levels.
The lack of significant diurnal variation of sulfate could suggest that the effect of
BLH on observed concentrations is lower than suggested by our analysis, and/or
that BLH and daytime oxidation of SO2 leading to sulfate had opposite effects. It is
also consistent with a more regional source of sulfate and similar concentrations
above and below the boundary layer. Daytime oxidation of organics is also expected
to increase concentrations of OA and partially offset the changes due to temperature
and BLH. Nonetheless, the shape of the organic aerosol diurnal variation is consistent
with changes in either BLH or temperature, and both are potential influences on the
observed diurnal trend.

In order to further explore this diurnal trend we considered PM2.5 (TEOM)
measurements at four Houston area sites operated by the TCEQ [22]. Figure 9 shows
diurnal cycles of PM2.5 measurements averaged over the month of September and
January taken at Conroe (Figure 9A, same site as our location), Kingwood (Figure 9B,
midway between Conroe and downtown Houston), Clinton (Figure 9C, downtown
Houston location), and Fayette County (Figure 9D, a rural Texas location). Figure 9
shows that the diurnal trend observed in Conroe is not specific to that area; similar
patterns are observed in all three of the other areas, and use of ANOVA reveals
statistically significant variation by time of day at all four of these monitoring sites.
A similar trend is seen in the winter at all locations as also shown in Figure 9. This
indicates that colder temperatures and shorter daylight hours do not eliminate the
trend, though the decrease in PM concentration starts later in the day.

Variation in the hourly averaged PM2.5 concentrations measured at the Conroe
location are reasonably well described with first order harmonic analysis, which
can explain 54% of the variation in TEOM readings. Only 15%, 14% and 6% of the
variation is explained by first-order harmonic analysis for Clinton, Kingwood, and
Fayette County, respectively. We estimate the magnitude of the diurnal cycle as
(Avghigh ´ Avglow)/Mean, where Avghigh and Avglow are calculated as the mean
of the six highest and lowest concentrations in the diurnal trend, respectively. The
magnitude of diurnal variation using this method is 0.57 for Conroe and 0.45, 0.39,
and 0.39 for Kingwood, Clinton, and Fayette County, respectively, suggesting that
PM2.5 concentrations measured at Conroe exhibited the strongest diurnal cycle. It is
notable that neither Clinton, which has the most anthropogenic influence, nor Fayette
County, which has the least anthropogenic influence, has the most pronounced
diurnal profile. Distance from the coast can affect diurnal temperature patterns, with
coastal areas having milder temperature swings. However, TCEQ data show that the
Conroe and Fayette County sites have nearly identical diurnal temperature profiles,
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suggesting that more than temperature is needed to describe the observed diurnal
trend in organic aerosol concentrations. The strong diurnal cycle in Conroe may in
part be due to the interaction of anthropogenic oxidants with biogenic hydrocarbons.
Vegetation type may play a large role in this as the Conroe area is where the ecosystem
transforms from prairie and marsh to the piney woods of the US Southeast, which
are known to have higher biogenic emissions [58]. Xu et al. [19] saw a similar diurnal
pattern for a less oxidized OA factor in PMF analysis from measurements in Alabama
and Georgia, places that have a piney woods ecosystem.
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Figure 9. Diurnal plots for Conroe and neighboring areas based on tapered
element oscillating microbalance (TEOM) measurements of PM2.5 by the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ). (A) Conroe, (B) Kingwood,
(C) Clinton, (D) Fayette County.

Observations from the HR-ToF-CIMS support the hypothesis that biogenic
VOCs are an important contributor to the diurnal cycle seen in OA in Conroe. Recent
work [19,20] has suggested that monoterpene reactions with the NO3 radical at
night are a significant source of SOA. Gas-phase organic nitrates observed during
DISCOVER-AQ, which likely formed from monoterpenes (C10), also exhibited a
diurnal trend of elevated concentrations at night. Data from the HR-ToF-CIMS in
Figure 10 show increased levels of monoterpene organic nitrates at night, the time
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when monoterpene and NO3 concentrations are typically highest [59]. Increasing
concentrations are also seen in the time just after sunrise when monoterpene
concentrations are still high and NO concentrations are increasing. Lee et al. [59]
observed a similar increase in gas phase concentrations of biogenic organic nitrates
in the hours following sunrise in the SOAS campaign.
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Figure 10. Diurnal plot of gas-phase organic nitrates which appear to have
formed from biogenic compounds. These HR-ToF-CIMS data are taken from the
high-concentration period of 11–14 September.

The SIMPOL.1 model [60] was used to estimate changes in volatility from the
oxidation of VOCs. The SIMPOL.1 model predicts vapor pressure based on molecular
functional groups and in this case was used to predict changes in vapor pressure to
biogenic VOCs due to the addition of nitrate and hydroxyl functional groups. Using
Equation (10) and conditions in Conroe we find that α-pinene or β-pinene which
have been oxidized to C10H16NO4 would partition less than 1% to the particle phase.
C10H16NO5 would partition 11%–25%, and C10H16NO6 would partition 95%–98%
to the particle phase. Thus, C10H16NO6 and compounds that are more oxidized
are not likely found at high concentrations in the gas phase but may be important
components of the particle phase as was observed by Lee et al. [59]. Most oxidized
gas-phase hydrocarbons observed with the HR-ToF-CIMS have a diurnal cycle with
elevated daytime concentrations due to photochemistry similar to C5H8NO4 shown
on Figure 10. C5H8NO4 is likely an isoprene hydroxyl-nitrate that is formed through
an isoprene peroxy-radical and NO, a similar mechanism to the early morning
formation of monoterpene nitrates but different from the night-time monoterpene
nitrate formation mechanism through reaction with NO3. Isoprene nitrates could be
partially responsible for the diurnal trend in OA in the region. Though they mostly
form during the day when isoprene concentrations are highest, according to the
SIMPOL.1 model a compound such as C5H8NO6 would partition 15% to the particle
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phase during the day but nearly double that (28%) during the night, which would
increase total organic nitrate concentrations.

5. Conclusions

Measurements were taken in Conroe, TX during 24 August–1 October 2013,
as part of DISCOVER-AQ. Organic aerosol (OA) was a major component of the
measured particulate matter, constituting 64% of PM1, and up to 41% of the measured
OA in the region was organic nitrates. Through PMF the OA was divided into three
factors: Two factors were classified as OOA—one more oxidized (MO-OOA) and
one less (LO-OOA). A third factor, named HOA, had similarities to hydrocarbon-like
OA and biomass burning OA. The LO-OOA and the HOA displayed diurnal cycles
in which concentrations increased in the evening and decreased in the morning.
This pattern was also seen in the bulk ACSM measurements of organics and
nitrate. Night-time chemistry between biogenic compounds (isoprene, terpenes)
and anthropogenic oxidants (O3, NO3) appears to contribute to this variation.
Temperature and changes in boundary layer height also appear to contribute to
the trend.

Understanding diurnal and multi-day trends in PM levels is crucial as regions
continue to strive to achieve lower PM levels. Both the anthropogenic and
biogenic drivers that cause concentrations to fluctuate need to be understood and
correctly modeled for policy-makers to make informed decisions about regulations.
Decreasing PM formation can be especially challenging in locations such as Conroe,
TX where organic aerosol formation appears to be strongly influenced by the
interaction of biogenic hydrocarbons and anthropogenic oxidants.
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Appendix A: ACSM Calibration and Data Preparation

A1. ACSM Calibration

The nitrate ionization efficiency (IE) of the ACSM, as well as the relative
ionization efficiencies (RIEs) of sulfate and ammonium were measured four times
between 24 August and 30 September (the time period during which ACSM data
were acquired) using dried ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate particles with
a diameter of 300 nm. The ratio of IE to the MS airbeam (AB) was constant for these
calibrations (within noise), so the average IE/AB value of 3.29 ˆ 10´11 Hz´1 was
used for the whole campaign, and the IE was determined at any point by multiplying
IE/AB by the current AB. The RIE of ammonium measured during the IE calibrations
ranged from 4.57 to 5.82, and the measured RIE of sulfate ranged from 0.49 to 0.67.
The variation in the values appeared random; therefore the average values of 5.02
and 0.57 were used for the entire campaign for ammonium and sulfate, respectively.
The flow rate in the ACSM was 100 cm3¨min´1. Lens alignment and flow calibrations
were performed at the beginning of the campaign.

A2. Adjustments to the Standard Fragmentation Table

The collected data were analyzed using a standard AMS fragmentation table
and batch table [29], with a few modifications: The fragmentation patterns of air
at m/z 44 (CO2

+), m/z 29 (N15N+) and m/z 16 (O+) were evaluated using filter data
that were collected continuously throughout the campaign. N15N+ and CO2

+ were
calculated as constant fractions of the N2

+ signal at m/z 28; the calculated fractions
were 7.3ˆ 10´3 and 1.2ˆ 10´3 for N15N+ and CO2

+, respectively. O+ was calculated
as a constant fraction of N+; the calculated ratio was 0.48. The correction for CO2

+

from air using the N2
+ signal was calculated by averaging the filter measurements

throughout the campaign when particle-phase organics were below 1 µg¨m´3 in
order to avoid interference of organics being interpreted as CO2

+ from air. The
correction for N15N+ was calculated as an average of all filter data throughout
the campaign.

A3. Data Averaging

For bulk composition analysis (organics, sulfate, ammonium, nitrate), every 10
ACSM data points were averaged, resulting in a time resolution of approximately
25 min (including 12.5 min of averaged sample and 12.5 min of averaged filter data),
and 1475 data points throughout the campaign. (ACSM measurements were taken
24 August–30 September 2013). The following detection limits were then calculated
considering the 12.5 min sample averaging time [24]: 0.440 µg¨m´3 (ammonium),
0.229 µg¨m´3 (organics), 0.037 µg¨m´3 (sulfate), 0.017 µg¨m´3 (nitrate). Application
of the detection limits resulted in removal of 68% of the ammonium data, no
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removal of sulfate data, and removal of 0.3% and 0.7% of organics and nitrate data,
respectively. A 42-h period (4–5 September) in which the airbeam was abnormally
high and a 68-h period (1–3 September) during which the vaporizer temperature
was set to 700 ˝C were also removed. The f 44 data were cleaned as follows: first,
every five data points were averaged. Then datapoints for which f 44 < 0 or f 44 > 1
were removed since these are not physically possible. (7 data points were below zero,
and 1 data point was above 1). Then, every four data points were averaged again
for an overall time resolution of approximately 50 min. Then data were removed for
which the signal of organics at m/z 44 (i.e., f 44 ˆ org) was below the detection limit of
organics for the 25 min averaging time. This resulted in removal of 17% of the final
averaged data.

Appendix B: Comparison of Co-Located Instruments

Measurements across different instruments generally agreed throughout the
campaign. In Figure A1 we show the comparison between PM1 mass concentrations
measured by the ACSM (corrected for CE) and by the SEMS. The volume
concentration from the SEMS was converted to mass concentration using the density
1.77 g¨cm´3 for ammonium and sulfate and 1.4 g¨ cm´3 for organics and nitrate [61].
On average the SEMS measured higher PM1 mass (slope = 1.35), which could be
due to uncertainties in the density estimate and the SEMS measurement including
refractory compounds which are not measured by the ACSM.
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Figure A2 compares O:C and OM:OC measurements and estimations by the
ACSM and HR-ToF-AMS when the HR-ToF-AMS was at the Conroe site (see
Section 2.2.1). There is relatively good agreement in f 44 and total organic aerosol
mass (Figures A2A and A3A); however, the O:C calculated from measured f 44 using
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Equation (1) (O:Cf44) is significantly higher than the O:C calculated from elemental
analysis of the high resolution HR-ToF-AMS spectra (Figure A2B). Despite this
difference the calculated OM:OC is similar to the OM:OC from elemental analysis of
the co-located HR-ToF-AMS (Figure A2C). This is important as OM:OC is used to
convert filter measurements of organic carbon to organic mass (as described below).
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Figure A2. Comparison of (A) f 44; (B) O:C and (C) OM:OC between the
HR-ToF-AMS and ACSM.

ACSM PM1 measurements are also compared with PM2.5 measurements from
filter samples (see Section 2.2.4) and the TCEQ-operated TEOM (see Figure A4).
The filter measurements of OC are converted to organic mass using the calculated
OM:OC ratio described in Section 2.2.1. In general, measurements from the filters
are consistent with those from the ACSM, suggesting that the majority of the mass
in PM2.5 is found in particles with a diameter below 1 µm (Figure A4A,B,D). The
total concentrations from the ACSM and filter measurements are also consistent with
the TCEQ-operated TEOM (Figure A4D). The total filter measurement also includes
elemental carbon (about 7% of total carbon), which is not measured by the ACSM.

Figure A3 shows that, with the exception of nitrate, speciated measurements
between the HR-ToF-AMS (high resolution) and ACSM (unit mass resolution) were
reasonably consistent during the times when the HR-ToF-AMS was co-located (61 h
over the course of the campaign). Nitrate was measured 60% higher by the ACSM,
on average, than by the HR-ToF-AMS. Unit mass resolution measurements of nitrate
from the ACSM rely on the standard fragmentation table to estimate the split of m/z
30 between nitrate (NO+) and organics (mostly CH2O+). Conditions with high levels
of CH2O+ can result in over-prediction of nitrate by the ACSM. The HR-ToF-AMS
directly measures NO+ and CH2O+. In this campaign, the ACSM measurements
of nitrate were, on average, 60% higher than the high resolution measurements
of nitrate by the HR-ToF-AMS; ACSM measurements were only 20% higher than
unit mass resolution measurements by the HR-ToF-AMS, which rely on the same
fragmentation table as the ACSM.
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Wintertime Residential Biomass Burning in
Las Vegas, Nevada; Marker Components and
Apportionment Methods
Steven G. Brown, Taehyoung Lee, Paul T. Roberts and Jeffrey L. Collett Jr.

Abstract: We characterized residential biomass burning contributions to fine particle
concentrations via multiple methods at Fyfe Elementary School in Las Vegas,
Nevada, during January 2008: with levoglucosan on quartz fiber filters; with
water soluble potassium (K+) measured using a particle-into-liquid system with ion
chromatography (PILS-IC); and with the fragment C2H4O2

+ from an Aerodyne High
Resolution Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-AMS). A Magee Scientific Aethalometer
was also used to determine aerosol absorption at the UV (370 nm) and black carbon
(BC, 880 nm) channels, where UV-BC difference is indicative of biomass burning
(BB). Levoglucosan and AMS C2H4O2

+ measurements were strongly correlated
(r2 = 0.92); K+ correlated well with C2H4O2

+ (r2 = 0.86) during the evening but
not during other times. While K+ may be an indicator of BB, it is not necessarily
a unique tracer, as non-BB sources appear to contribute significantly to K+ and
can change from day to day. Low correlation was seen between UV-BC difference
and other indicators, possibly because of an overwhelming influence of freeway
emissions on BC concentrations. Given the sampling location—next to a twelve-lane
freeway—urban-scale biomass burning was found to be a surprisingly large source
of aerosol: overnight BB organic aerosol contributed between 26% and 33% of the
organic aerosol mass.

Reprinted from Atmosphere. Cite as: Brown, S.G.; Lee, T.; Roberts, P.T.; Collett, J.L., Jr.
Wintertime Residential Biomass Burning in Las Vegas, Nevada; Marker Components
and Apportionment Methods. Atmosphere 2016, 7, 58.

1. Introduction

1.1. Residential Wintertime Biomass Burning and Its Fine Particle Tracers

Biomass burning includes both residential biomass burning for home heating
during the wintertime, and smoke transported from wildfires or prescribed burns.
In the winter, wildfires and prescribed burns in the Las Vegas area are minimal, so
the main biomass burning influence is from residential burning. Understanding
the impact of residential biomass burning on aerosol concentrations in urban
areas is of particular interest, since emissions are potentially controllable through
burn-prevention or fireplace change-out programs [1,2] and because residential
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biomass burning can lead to high concentrations during the evening and overnight,
when emissions are trapped in a shallow boundary layer [3,4]. These short,
high-concentration events can have acute health impacts [5,6], and specific health
effects have also been associated with inhaling biomass burning aerosol [7–10].
Biomass burning emissions include not just black carbon (BC) and organic matter
(OM), but also carcinogens such as benzene and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) [11].

Biomass burning is typically apportioned using: (1) the organic molecule
levoglucosan, either via chemical analysis of filters or semi-continuously via
instruments such as the Aerodyne High Resolution Aerosol Mass Spectrometer
(HR-AMS); (2) potassium; and (3) multi-channel Aethalometer data. Levoglucosan is
an anhydrous sugar produced in the combustion of cellulose [12–16]. It is typically
quantified by extracting aerosol collected on quartz fiber filters and analyzing
the aerosol by gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GC-MS) or other analytical
techniques. While levoglucosan is a good tracer for biomass burning, Sullivan et al.
and others have found that the relationship of levoglucosan to organic aerosol in
biomass burning emissions can vary widely by fuel type and burning conditions [16].
Levoglucosan may not be fully conserved during transport due to atmospheric
oxidative processes [17–21], so using levoglucosan observations may not capture
the complete impact of primary biomass burning smoke emissions at a receptor.
Hennigan et al. [17] in a laboratory study, found that under typical summertime OH
concentrations, levoglucosan is stable for 0.7–2.2 days. Since our study occurred
during wintertime, and the main source of levoglucosan is local biomass burning
with little transport time or distance, levoglucosan is likely stable enough here to be
used as a robust tracer for primary biomass burning emissions. In addition to being
quantified by filter collection, levoglucosan and related compounds also emitted by
combustion of cellulose or hemi-cellulose can be quantified on a semi-continuous
basis by the HR-AMS, where the ion C2H4O2

+ at mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) 60 is
commonly used to indicate biomass burning; C2H4O2

+ is proportional to the amount
of levoglucosan in the sampled aerosol [22–25]. Levoglucosan is not the only source
of this ion, since other organic species such as other anhydrosugars (e.g., mannosan
and galactosan) and organic acids also contribute to its mass, but levoglucosan and
structurally related molecules in biomass burning smoke typically are the dominant
source of C2H4O2

+ ion [17,25].
Mohr et al. and Takegawa et al. have found that the additional signal at

m/z 60 is likely from long chain alkanoic acids or other acid compounds [26,27].
Cubison et al. further demonstrated that without biomass burning influence,
ambient aerosol includes a m/z 60 background level of ~0.3% of OM, likely due
to acids and other compounds [28]. Lee et al. suggest that increased/decreased
levoglucosan yield in biomass burning smoke may be offset to some extent by
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corresponding decreases/increases in other molecules that also yield C2H4O2
+ ions,

resulting in a fairly stable OA/C2H4O2
+ ratio across fuel and burn types [25]. In

Spain, Minguillon et al. found that levoglucosan-apportioned biomass burning
was less than AMS-apportioned BB, possibly because alkanoic acids contributed
to the m/z 60 signal. Thus, a combination of filter-based levoglucosan plus
higher-time-resolution AMS C2H4O2

+ measurements should effectively bound the
contribution of biomass burning to OA [29].

Potassium is also produced from the combustion of wood lignin. Elemental
potassium (K) and soluble potassium (K+) are commonly used as tracers when
using data from X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and IC analysis of filter samples [30–33].
Other prevalent sources of potassium, such as dust, sea salt, or cooking aerosol,
can confound use of this tracer [34–36]. In experiments of different biomass fuels,
Sullivan et al. found poor correlation between emissions of K+ and levoglucosan
among the fuel types, whereas Lee et al. showed that emissions of K+ were
higher under flaming conditions compared to smoldering conditions; AMS C2H4O2

+

emissions were comparable between conditions (both K+ and AMS C2H4O2
+ were

reported in terms of ratio to total PM) [16,25]. These results are consistent with other
studies suggesting that K+ may have a modest correlation at best with organic
tracers of biomass burning. Zhang et al. found an r2 = 0.59 using 24-h filter
data during wintertime in the southeastern U.S., but a much lower correlation
in summer; K had lower spatial variability than levoglucosan did [35]. In Mexico
City, Aiken et al. found that levoglucosan had a modest correlation with PM2.5 K
(r2 = 0.67), and that non-biomass burning sources typically accounted for two-thirds
of K concentrations [34]. In source profiles, the ratio between K and levoglucosan
can be quite variable, ranging between 0.03 and 0.16 [11,25,37–39]. In part because
of this variability and confounding alternative potassium sources, Minguillon et al.
suggested that, based on comparisons of K from 24-h filter measurements to K from
AMS, levoglucosan, and other measurements, K was an unreliable tracer for their sites
because of the influence of other sources [29]. While K is nonvolatile and not subject
to chemical destruction during plume aging, results from the studies referenced
above and others suggest that apportionment using K can have high uncertainties.

Multi-channel Aethalometers (e.g., Magee Scientific AE22 used here) provide
measurements of absorption from sampled aerosol at multiple wavelengths at 880 nm
and at 370 nm. The absorption measurement at 880 nm defines the concentration of
black carbon (BC), while the 370 nm measurement is the absorption of the aerosol
in the UV [40–42]. Aerosols are sampled continuously and impacted on a filter
tape, where the absorption measurement is taken. With the Aethalometer, the
absorption measurement is then converted to a black carbon concentration using an
assumed mass extinction coefficient of 16.6 m2/g [40,41]. If measuring only true black
carbon, the calculated mass from either channel is the same; when PAHs or other
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“brown carbon” material are present, the response in the UV channel is different
than in the BC channel, where this difference in response is defined as UV-BC. The
UV-BC difference has been attributed to the presence of wood smoke, meaning that
higher UV-BC difference values are indicative of increased wood smoke. Studies
in the northeastern U.S. report that there is good agreement between UV-BC and
levoglucosan [3,4], and multiple studies have exploited this difference to apportion
traffic and wood smoke aerosol [41,43,44]. While there is evidence that multi-channel
data can be used to indicate or apportion wood smoke, Harrison et al. caution that this
method is very dependent on the choice of Angstrom exponent in the calculations,
and that apportioning wood smoke via this method in an urban environment is
challenging [42]. Here, we report UV-BC difference, and compare trends in BC and
UV-BC difference with other wood smoke measures.

1.2. Study Area: Las Vegas

Las Vegas, Nevada, in a shallow bowl area with mountains to the west and north,
is a relatively isolated, large urban area with a population exceeding 1.9 million in the
greater metropolitan area (as of 2010). Unlike areas in the northern and northeastern
United States, Las Vegas is not widely recognized as having a tradition of home
heating from residential wood combustion; rather, most homes are heated by natural
gas or electricity. However, the few studies that have been conducted on Las Vegas
aerosol have suggested biomass burning as a moderate source of wintertime aerosol.

A key study, Green et al., focused on approximately 50 24-h filter samples
collected in 2000–2001 [45]. The major components of PM2.5 were BC, OM and
crustal elements, with carbonaceous material contributing over 50% of the total mass
at an urban site, East Charleston. Ammonium sulfate and nitrate concentrations
were generally quite low, about 12% of the total PM2.5 mass. Though no formal
apportionment was completed, extensive data analysis led the authors to surmise
that, although gasoline and diesel vehicle emissions are likely an important
source, other sources such as residential biomass burning may also be a significant
contributor. Another study, the Southern Nevada Air Quality Study (SNAQS),
used 10–12 24-h PM2.5 filter samples at four sites in January 2003 to apportion
PM2.5 [46]. 80% of the mass was from carbonaceous aerosol, and 38%–49% of the
PM2.5 was attributed to mobile sources. Biomass burning contributed 11%–21%
of the mass. Dust, ammonium sulfate, and ammonium nitrate comprised the
remainder of the mass. These apportionments were based on a standard suite
of filter analyses, including OC and EC by thermal optical reflectance (TOR), sulfate
and nitrate by IC, and metals by XRF. No continuous data were used, nor were
specific tracers for biomass burning available other than K, which has additional,
significant non-BB sources. Without more specific tracers or higher-time-resolution
data, the apportionment of OC has a high uncertainty. In addition, the temporal
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pattern of OC could not be examined, since only 24-h filters were collected on a small
number of days.

2. Methodology

2.1. Monitoring Location

Measurements were made next to a classroom and playground in Las Vegas,
Nevada, during January 2008 at Fyfe Elementary School, directly adjacent to and
18 meters from the US Highway 95 highway soundwall (Supplementary Materials
Figure S1); this monitor is 60 m from the middle of the first set of lanes, and 90 m
from the middle of the farthest set of lanes. Additional details on monitoring location
and the influence of traffic have been reported elsewhere [47,48].

2.2. Measurement Methods

Collection of black carbon (BC) and meteorological data are further described
in Brown et al. [47,48]. Wind speed and direction were measured with an RM
Young AQ 5305-L at 10 meters above ground level (AGL). BC data at 880 nm
(BC channel) and 370 nm (UV channel) were collected using a Magee Scientific
Aethalometer model AE-22 with a PM2.5 inlet at 5 L/min. Time-stamp and filter tape
spot saturation corrections were made using the Washington University Air Quality
Lab AethDataMasher Version 6.0e (St. Louis, MO, USA). An Aerodyne HR-AMS
was used to quantify OM and biomass burning organic aerosol (BBOA) tracers.
The HR-AMS is a widely used instrument described in detail elsewhere [49–51];
specifics of its operation in this study are detailed in Brown et al. [47]. Ambient air
is drawn through a PM2.5 cyclone and is sampled through a critical orifice into an
aerodynamic lens; a narrow particle beam with a 50% transmission efficiency of
900 nm diameter particles is thus created so that, essentially, PM1 is measured [52,53].
Particles are sampled through a PM2.5 cyclone, and then accelerated via supersonic
expansion of gas molecules into a vacuum at the end of the aerodynamic lens.
Particles are collected by inertial impaction onto a heated surface (600 ˝C), and
non-refractory species such as nitrate, sulfate, ammonium, and OM are thermally
vaporized. Vaporized gases undergo electron impact ionization, and the charged
fragments enter a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ToF-MS) region, where they are
separated by mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). After correction for interferences from
ambient gases such as N2 and O2, mass spectra are analyzed for each 2-min averaged
sample. AMS data were processed and analyzed using the standard AMS analysis
software, Squirrel version 1.51, implemented with Wavemetric’s Igor Pro (version
6.20). Detection limits for individual ions are provided elsewhere [54]; the focus of
this work is on m/z 60, which has a detection limit of 0.001 µg/m3.
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Collection and chemical analysis of quartz fiber filters are detailed elsewhere [55].
Briefly, 8” ˆ 10” filters in Tisch 231 PM2.5 plates were used in hi-volume
samplers (nominal flow rate 68 m3/h) to collect aerosol at multiple times of day:
0500–0900 LST, 0900–1100 LST, 1100–1700 LST, and 1700–0500 LST. Filters were
pre-baked, individually wrapped in aluminum foil, and kept in a freezer before and
after sampling. Flow checks were done in the morning and evening (e.g., prior to
0900 and prior to 1700). Only a limited number of samples could be analyzed,
so 12 overnight samples were selected, since this is the period of highest OM
concentrations. Chemical analysis was done by GC-MS for levoglucosan and more
than 20 PAHs, the latter reported in Olson et al. [55].

Semi-continuous measurements of PM2.5, K+, sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and
other major ions were made using a Particle Into Liquid Sampler (PILS) coupled
to two ion chromatographs (IC). The detailed design and operation of the PILS is
described elsewhere [56–59] and is briefly summarized here. The PILS nucleates
aerosol particles to form water droplets by mixing a denuded aerosol stream
with supersaturated steam. The nucleated droplets are collected into a flowing
liquid stream by inertial impaction. The liquid stream, containing an internal LiBr
standard to determine dilution by condensed water vapor, is split into two streams
which are injected every 15 min to two ion chromatographs (Dionex, DX-500) for
measurement of major inorganic ion (NO3

´, SO4
2´, NH4

+, Cl´, Na+, K+, Ca2+

and Mg2+) concentrations. K+, the focus of our analysis, has a detection limit of
0.06 µg/m3 [60].

A PM2.5 cyclone (16.7 LPM, URG-2000-30EH) and two URG annular denuders
(URG-2000-30X242-3CSS) were used upstream of the PILS/IC. The first denuder
was coated with Na2CO3 for removal of acidic gases, and the second denuder was
coated with phosphorous acid to remove basic gases. Denuders were exchanged
every 5–6 days after calibration and blank checks. Blanks were taken by sampling
particle-free air, drawn through a High Efficiency Particulate-Free Air (HEPA) capsule
filter (Pall Corporation, New York, NY, USA), through the PILS/IC system after a
calibration check standard (NO3

´, SO4
2´, and NH4

+ concentrations of 20 µN and
Cl´, Na+, K+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ concentrations of 10 µN) was injected. Approximately
every 10 days, the PILS was cleaned and the ion chromatographs recalibrated.
A sample flow rate of 16.7 L/min for the PILS/IC was controlled by a critical orifice
with a vacuum regulator. 20-min data were aggregated into hourly concentrations,
where all three 20-min measurements within an hour were required to accept an
hourly average.

2.3. Source Apportionment Methods

EPA’s Positive Matrix Factorization (PMF) tool, EPA PMF [61], was used
to apportion organic matter (OM) as measured by the HR-AMS, and is further
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described elsewhere [47,62]. Briefly, four factors were found with the PMF analysis:
hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA), low-volatility oxygenated organic aerosol
(LV-OOA), biomass burning organic aerosol (BBOA), and semi-volatile oxygenated
organic aerosol (SV-OOA). These factors are typical of PMF deconvolution of
HR-AMS data, and represent a spectrum of OA [51,63]. On average in this study,
HOA made up 26% of the OM, while LV-OOA was highest in the afternoon and
accounted for 26% of the OM. PMF-derived BBOA (PMF-BBOA) occurred in the
evening hours, was transported predominantly from the residential area to the north,
and on average constituted 12% of the OM; SV-OOA accounted for the remaining
one-third of the OM.

3. Results

3.1. Ambient Concentrations and Temporal Variability of Biomass Burning Markers

Concentrations of organic matter, black carbon, and biomass burning indicators
(levoglucosan, C2H4O2

+, K+, and UV-BC difference) varied widely during
January 2008, typically reaching a peak in the early evening (i.e., 1900 through
2100 LST). Figure 1 shows a time series for these species. OM at our roadside site was
3.3 µg/m3 on average, while BC was 1.8 µg/m3. Other aerosol and gaseous species
were also measured and are summarized elsewhere [47]; in January 2008, OM and BC
comprised 74% of the PM1 mass measured via the AMS and Aethalometer (excluding
metals and crustal material which were not measured). C2H4O2

+ concentrations
averaged 0.018 µg/m3, and between 1800 and 0000 LST were nearly three times
higher at 0.040 µg/m3. PILS K+ concentrations averaged 0.033 µg/m3 across
the month of measurements, while levoglucosan concentrations during the 12-h
overnight samples averaged 0.14 µg/m3. For comparison, the concentrations of
elemental potassium at the Chemical Speciation Network (CSN) site in Las Vegas
were 0.03 µg/m3 across five measurement days that fell within our study period.

Figure 2 summarizes the typical diurnal pattern of the semi-continuous
measurements. BC concentrations were similar in the morning and evening, during
the rush hour commute times. OM showed a minor peak in the morning, and was on
average three times higher in the evening than in the morning. See Supplementary
Materials Figures S1 and S2 for diurnal box plots of OM and BC. C2H4O2

+, K+, and
UV-BC difference all show a similar average diurnal pattern with a concentration
peak extending from early evening through late night. K+ concentrations decrease
more slowly than C2H4O2

+ after midnight, possibly suggesting that C2H4O2
+ is

being lost via other mechanisms (such as partitioning from particle to gas phase or
atmospheric reactions) than those affecting the nonvolatile and non-reactive species
K+. K+, C2H4O2

+, and UV-BC difference are all lowest in the midday, when emissions
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of residential biomass burning are low, wind speeds and dispersion are higher, and
OM is lower.
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Figure 1. Time series of temperature, wind speed, Aethalometer black carbon
(BC), Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) organic matter (OM), Aethalometer UV-BC
difference, PILS K+, AMS C2H4O2

+, and levoglucosan from quartz fiber filters at
Fyfe during January 2008 (all units in µg/m3 except temperature in degrees C and
wind speed in m/s).
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OM has a similar pattern as these BB indicators, while BC has a different pattern;
concentrations of BC reach comparable average maxima in the morning and evening.
The diurnal pattern of BC indicates that mobile source emissions related to rush hour
traffic are likely the most important source of BC. The diurnal OM pattern—low
concentrations in the midday and a steep rise in concentrations in the evening—is
likely due to a mix of fresh emissions in the morning and evening with the rush hour
and other activities, plus an additional evening source of biomass burning. This
was further demonstrated with PMF analyses on the AMS data [47], which showed
that fresh, hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA) was present in the morning and
evening, and that additional semi-volatile oxidized organic aerosol (SV-OOA) and
BBOA were evident during the evening peak.

3.2. Comparison among Biomass Burning Markers

3.2.1. Comparisons with Levoglucosan

There was a range in how well the potential biomass burning indicators
correlated with each other. Filter-based levoglucosan was available only for a
subset of times during the study, at varying intervals. Correlations of filter-based
levoglucosan with other measurements are summarized in Figure 3, while correlation
among semi-continuous measurements from other instruments is discussed in the
next section.

Levoglucosan concentrations measured from filters had high correlations with
AMS C2H4O2

+ (r2 = 0.92). This is expected, since C2H4O2
+ is a fragment from

levoglucosan and other co-emitted anhydrous sugars; pure levoglucosan introduced
into an AMS yields a suite of ions that has C2H4O2

+ as 13%–14% of the total ion
fragment pattern [25]. In contrast, there was only a moderate correlation of PILS
K+ (r2 = 0.66) or UV-BC difference (r2 = 0.53) with levoglucosan; no correlation was
seen between levoglucosan and BC (r2 = 0.16). The lower correlations are perhaps
not surprising, as both BC and K+ have other non-biomass burning sources; further,
levoglucosan may be depleted during the 12-h sampling period via atmospheric
reactions or phase partitioning to the gas phase, while BC and K+ would not undergo
similar processes. BC and K+ are emitted primarily during flaming combustion,
while levoglucosan is emitted more during smoldering combustion [25], which may
also cause the lower correlation. The very low correlation with BC is likely because
BC next to a roadway is predominantly from mobile sources, rather than from
biomass burning. The modest correlation of levoglucosan with UV-BC difference,
in the context of no correlation with BC, indicates that the UV-BC difference can be
indicative of biomass burning aerosol, even when total BC is overwhelmingly from
traffic-related sources.
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and (d) BC (µg/m3).

3.2.2. Comparisons among Semi-Continuous Biomass Burning Markers

While there are a limited number of multi-hour samples of levoglucosan, the
high correlation between levoglucosan and C2H4O2

+ confirms that C2H4O2
+ is an

excellent tracer for levoglucosan and biomass burning emissions. We next examined
correlations of hourly averaged C2H4O2

+ concentrations with K+, UV-BC difference
values, and BC. Scatter plots of semi-continuous measurements are provided in
Supplementary Materials Figure S2. As indicated by similar diurnal patterns, the
measurements of biomass burning indicators were somewhat correlated, with some
differences between species and time of day. The overall correlation coefficient (r2)
between K+ and C2H4O2

+ was 0.56, but if the correlations are examined by time of
day, there is a large range in this correlation coefficient (Figure 2). Between 1800
and 0000 LST, when fresh biomass burning emissions are most likely, the correlation
coefficient between K+ and C2H4O2

+ was 0.84; it slowly decreased through the
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morning until 1200 through 1600 LST, when the correlation coefficient was 0.19.
Midday, when the correlation is lowest, is also when concentrations are lowest
and approaching the detection limit; the lower correlations may simply be due to
increased measurement noise closer to the detection limits.

UV-BC difference had only a modest correlation with C2H4O2
+ (r2 = 0.43),

similar to the correlation between UV-BC difference and levoglucosan (r2 = 0.53).
BC and C2H4O2

+ have a good correlation during the evening (r2 = 0.80) during the
period of strong residential wood combustion, but only a modest correlation in the
morning (r2 = 0.35). K+ correlated poorly with both BC and UV-BC difference.

Overall, these results suggest that K+ and UV-BC difference are only modestly
good indicators of biomass burning in Las Vegas next to a roadway, probably at
least in part because there are other sources of K+ and BC at the monitoring site.
It is clearly plausible that the majority of BC is from traffic-related emissions, which
may complicate the relationship between UV-BC difference and levoglucosan or
C2H4O2

+. For K+, the modest correlation with levoglucosan or C2H4O2
+ may be due

to differences in emissions of these species during flaming and smoldering processes,
or to minor sources of K+ confounding the relationship.

3.2.3. Urban Background Levels of C2H4O2
+

There is a clear, strong relationship of levoglucosan with C2H4O2
+ in the data

here and in prior studies [25]. However, non-biomass burning sources, including
organic acids, also can contribute to C2H4O2

+ [28]. Lee et al. suggested that there is a
background level of C2H4O2

+, so that even when biomass burning is null, there is still
some small concentration of C2H4O2

+, approximately 0.3% of OA. This background
C2H4O2

+ can be seen in Figure 4, which shows the fraction of OM from C2H4O2
+

(fC2H4O2
+) vs. the fraction from m/z 44 (f44). During the morning and midday

hours, a background of C2H4O2
+ is evident of approximately 0.25% of the OM;

during the evening, the fraction of mass from m/z 44 is much lower and the fraction
from C2H4O2

+ is much higher. Figure 4b shows how the relationship between
m/z 44 and C2H4O2

+ progresses, with a low m/z 44 fraction and C2H4O2
+ fraction

in the morning, followed by a midday increase in m/z 44 fraction, and an evening
increase in C2H4O2

+ fraction and decrease of m/z 44 fraction. This further shows
the important contribution of biomass burning during the evening only, while other
primary and secondary sources contribute to OM throughout the day.
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(b) data averaged by hour during the study.

3.3. Apportioning Biomass Burning via Multiple Methods

With the suite of biomass burning tracers observed here, multiple methods are
available to apportion the contribution of biomass burning to OM: (1) use PMF-AMS,
applying PMF to the AMS data to determine contributing factors, including
BBOA [63,64], and comparing to the (C2H4O2

+ ˆ OM)´1 ratio reported in laboratory
source experiments for biomass burning fuels [25]; (2) use a (levoglucosan/OC)´1

ratio as reported in filter-based source profiles, estimating the amount of OC from
the levoglucosan concentrations and using an assumed OM/OC ratio to estimate
BBOA contributions to OM; and (3) use the same process as for Method 2, but using
potassium from PILS and source profiles. Since Methods 2 and 3 rely on source
profiles, these methods should estimate primary emissions, if the source profiles
represent only primary emissions. The PMF factor approach in Method 1 may include
primary and some secondary aerosol formation associated with BBOA. However,
the PMF method could underestimate secondary OA from biomass burning in the
obtained BBOA factor if the secondary OA is chemically more similar to SV-OOA
than to primary BBOA. Since SV-OOA concentrations observed here are typically
concurrent with and higher than BBOA, secondary OA associated with biomass
burning emissions may not be fully captured in the BBOA factor. With only three
PMF factors, i.e., with no SV-OOA factor, BBOA is higher than when four factors are
used; it may be that with three factors, more of the secondary OA associated with
biomass burning is contained in the BBOA factor. Table 1 summarizes the fraction of
OM apportioned via each method. Brown et al. report the results from the PMF-AMS
method where, using unit mass resolution AMS data and the EPA PMF program,
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on average 12% of the OM was attributable to biomass burning organic aerosol
(BBOA) [47]. During overnight periods, BBOA was on average 26% of the OM.

Table 1. Fraction and standard deviation of OM (fOM) apportioned during
12 overnight (1700–0500 LST) periods, January evenings, and over all hours, via
PMF-AMS, levoglucosan, and K+. Apportionment by levoglucosan is available
only for the 12 overnight filter sample periods.

Sample Range % OM from BB
via Levoglucosan

% OM from BB
via PMF-AMS

(BBOA)
% OM via K+

12 12-h overnight periods 33% +/´ 7% 26% +/´ 9% 44% +/´ 18%
All evenings (1800–2300

LST) n/a 15% +/´ 9% 26% +/´ 24%

All hours n/a 9% +/´ 8% 25% +/´ 25%

A number of studies have reported a range of OM/C2H4O2
+ ratios from source

experiments. Lee et al. report a value of 34.5 for the OM/C2H4O2
+ ratio generated in

biomass burning experiments [25]. Alfarra et al. used a combination of PMF and 14C
analyses to determine a similar ratio for OM to m/z 60, equal to 36, for wintertime
wood combustion in Zurich, and suggested this ratio as a conservative estimate for
apportioning BBOA [22]. The ratio of 34.5 is very close to the OM/C2H4O2

+ ratio
in the BBOA factor found here, which is 34.1, indicating that the BBOA factor is
consistent with BBOA found in specific experiments where biomass burning is the
main source of OA. In our PMF-AMS results, when using just three PMF factors,
BBOA also comprises an average of 15% of the OM.

Fine et al. report an OC/levoglucosan ratio of 7.35 and an OC/K ratio
of 20.83 for residential biomass burning emissions, used here to apportion BB
OC based on our filter levoglucosan and PILS potassium measurements [38].
Recent studies have reported a wider range of levoglucosan/OC and K/OC
emission ratios depending on biomass fuel type and burn conditions [16,29,65].
The 7.35 value for OC/levoglucosan is representative of fireplace combustion of
hardwoods, which is likely appropriate for the Las Vegas area. Schmidl et al.
developed a similar factor for Austrian fuels of 7.1 based on test burns in a
tiled stove [66]. Puxbaum et al. [65] suggest an OM/OC conversion factor of
1.4 based on their calculations from the data reported in Fine et al. [11]. During
the wintertime evening in Las Vegas, when biomass burning is most prevalent,
the average OM/OC ratio is 1.46 [67], so a value of 1.4 for biomass burning
appears reasonable. This yields a conversion of biomass burning OM equal to
levoglucosan ˆ 7.35 ˆ 1.4. For potassium, biomass burning OM is calculated as
K+ ˆ 20.83 ˆ 1.4.
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Figure 5 shows the fraction of OM by each method for periods when
levoglucosan data are available. Figure 6 compares PMF-BBOA with levoglucosan
measurements and levoglucosan-BBOA apportionment. Using conversions from
levoglucosan, 33% of the OM is from biomass burning during the overnight periods.
This range is slightly higher than the 26% apportioned via 4-factor PMF-AMS.
Estimates of K-based BBOA are higher, with 44% of the OM apportioned to
BBOA during the 12-h overnight periods with levoglucosan data, and 26% on all
evenings. All but the highest levoglucosan concentration data points fall about
the 1:1 line between PMF-BBOA and levoglucosan-BBOA in Figure 6, and on most
evenings the PMF and levoglucosan apportionment methods yield a similar result.
Apportionment via K+ is consistently higher than all other methods. Each of the
methods used has underlying uncertainties, in particular the selection of source
profiles, since emissions of levoglucosan, K+, and OM vary by wood type, flaming
vs. smoldering etc. Results in Table 1 capture some of this uncertainty, showing that
the K+ method is the most uncertain compared to levoglucosan and AMS PMF.
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Figure 5. Percentage of OM apportioned by four methods for each time period
where levoglucosan was quantified; boxes indicate nighttime averages (1700–0500
LST). Not shown is K-BBOA value of 100% apportioned OM on 17 January
1700-0500.

One difficulty with comparing 12-h average apportionments via levoglucosan
and K+ is that they may be lost at different rates by atmospheric processes [28], or
emitted at varying rates as burning goes from flaming to smoldering [25]. In addition,
as emissions age, gas/particle partitioning of semivolatile material may mean that the
relationship of levoglucosan to OM emitted changes over time, as organic material
is either condensed into the particle phase or partitioned in the vapor phase [17,
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28,68]. We examined the hourly average ratio and correlation between K+ and
C2H4O2

+ to understand how the relationship varies during the night (Figure 2).
Between 1900 and 2300 LST, the ratio (0.625) and correlation (r2 = 0.80) between K+

and C2H4O2
+ is consistent, but it degrades after 0000 LST, which is likely around

the time that emissions have nearly stopped and levoglucosan may be lost via
atmospheric reactions.
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The sample with the highest disagreement between methods was the night of
19 January, when levoglucosan-BBOA and K-BBOA are similar (37%–39% of the OM)
but are 1.6 times higher than PMF-BBOA. As seen in Figure 1, this was not only the
evening of the highest levoglucosan and C2H4O2

+ concentrations but also highest
OM. It may be that PMF is under-predicting the amount of BBOA, since the OM
concentration and possibly composition is quickly changing. The Q/Qexpected ratio
and scaled residuals from PMF during this evening are low, indicating a good fit, but
SV-OOA is also very high during this evening, so it is likely that some mass assigned
by PMF as SV-OOA is actually BBOA. Since a constant profile is needed in PMF,
differences in the BBOA composition between evenings mean that a “typical” or
average profile is found; deviations from this profile suggest that mass appears to be
apportioned to SV-OOA. However, as the results are consistent for all the other data
points, our conclusion is that the three BBOA methods using levoglucosan and AMS
data compare rather well most of the time. As there are other non-biomass burning
sources of K+ in the area, and the amount of K+ emitted depends on the amount
of flaming vs. smoldering emissions, assuming all the K+ is from biomass burning
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yields an upper limit of BBOA that is likely less accurate than the other methods
used here.

4. Conclusions

Urban-scale biomass burning was found to be a surprising source of aerosol
at Fyfe Elementary School in Las Vegas, even though the monitoring site was
located next to a major freeway in a city with no tradition of home heating from
wood stoves or fireplaces. Multiple methods of estimating the contribution of
this source to fine PM were compared; HR-AMS measurements correlated with
levoglucosan measurements, and both yielded similar estimates of total biomass
burning organic aerosol (BBOA). Water-soluble potassium correlated with AMS
C2H4O2

+ only during evening hours, when biomass burning was relatively high;
during other hours, there was little correlation, indicating that although K+ can be
a useful biomass burning indicator when biomass burning is high, other sources
tend to overwhelm the K+ concentrations during other hours. On average, BBOA
comprised 9%–14% of the organic matter (OM), but was only significant during the
evening hours, when OM was highest. During the overnight period between 1700
and 0500 LST, BBOA contributed between 26% and 33% of the OM (range derived
from different analysis/measurement techniques). Thus, residential biomass burning
is an unexpected, but relatively important, source of PM2.5 in Las Vegas.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2073-
4433/7/4/58/s1, Figure S1: Diurnal box plot of HR-AMS OM (µg/m3); Figure S2: Diurnal
box plot of Aethalometer BC (µg/m3).
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Detailed Source-Specific Molecular
Composition of Ambient Aerosol Organic
Matter Using Ultrahigh Resolution Mass
Spectrometry and 1H NMR
Amanda S. Willoughby, Andrew S. Wozniak and Patrick G. Hatcher

Abstract: Organic aerosols (OA) are universally regarded as an important component
of the atmosphere that have far-ranging impacts on climate forcing and human health.
Many of these impacts are related to OA molecular characteristics. Despite the
acknowledged importance, current uncertainties related to the source apportionment
of molecular properties and environmental impacts make it difficult to confidently
predict the net impacts of OA. Here we evaluate the specific molecular compounds
as well as bulk structural properties of total suspended particulates in ambient OA
collected from key emission sources (marine, biomass burning, and urban) using
ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry (UHR-MS) and proton nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (1H NMR). UHR-MS and 1H NMR show that OA within
each source is structurally diverse, and the molecular characteristics are described
in detail. Principal component analysis (PCA) revealed that (1) aromatic nitrogen
species are distinguishing components for these biomass burning aerosols; (2) these
urban aerosols are distinguished by having formulas with high O/C ratios and
lesser aromatic and condensed aromatic formulas; and (3) these marine aerosols are
distinguished by lipid-like compounds of likely marine biological origin. This study
provides a unique qualitative approach for enhancing the chemical characterization
of OA necessary for molecular source apportionment.

Reprinted from Atmosphere. Cite as: Willoughby, A.S.; Wozniak, A.S.; Hatcher, P.G.
Detailed Source-Specific Molecular Composition of Ambient Aerosol Organic Matter
Using Ultrahigh Resolution Mass Spectrometry and 1H NMR. Atmosphere 2016, 7, 79.

1. Introduction

Organic matter (OM) comprises a significant portion of total aerosol mass, as
much as 90% in certain areas [1,2], and is generated by a number of anthropogenic
and biogenic emission sources. Organic aerosol (OA) compounds, once emitted into
the atmosphere as primary OA or formed in situ as secondary OA (SOA) from
gas-phase precursors, can undergo a myriad of atmospheric reactions forming
new compounds that have different chemical structures and associated physical
properties. The immense complexity of OA contributes to the difficulty in
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understanding the net impacts OA has on human health, biogeochemical cycling,
and net radiative forcing.

The composition and relative concentrations of OA are expected to vary spatially
and temporally due to differences in emission inputs and in the extent to which OA
are transformed in the atmosphere by secondary aging processes [1]. The molecular
composition of OA resulting from these emissions and aging processes will, in part,
determine its impacts on e.g., aerosol hygroscopicity [3,4], light absorption [5], and
biogeochemical cycling upon deposition [6,7]. The ability to apportion molecular
compositions and impacts to specific aerosol emission sources and aging processes
is therefore an important goal of the atmospheric community. Many studies have
addressed similarities and differences of OA molecular composition among various
aerosol sources, as well as seasonal and diurnal variability [6,8–12], but considerable
work remains for a full understanding of this complex problem.

Fortunately, the adoption of new powerful analytical techniques such as nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) and ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry
(UHR-MS) have enabled the characterization of important OA molecular and
structural details. Solution-state proton NMR (1H NMR) enables the characterization
of soluble extracts of OA without extensive sample preparation and has been
thoroughly reviewed [13,14]. A 1H NMR spectrum can be analyzed to determine
the relative contributions of major proton groups (e.g., alkyl protons) within OA,
and also to identify specific compounds such as acetate, methanesulfonic acid,
and levoglucosan that feature as sharp peaks in a spectrum [6,15–18]. Where
NMR succeeds in providing these general structural details, it is unable to provide
specific molecular details due to the overlapping signals from hydrogens associated
with atmospherically relevant functional groups, and spectral interpretations must
be simplified.

Pairing NMR with UHR-MS, which provides detailed molecular composition
but only limited structural information, is therefore an attractive approach.
UHR-MS, particularly Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry
(FTICR-MS), allows for the determination of molecular formulas for thousands
of high-molecular weight (>200 Da) compounds present within a single sample
providing important chemical properties of OA. Its ultrahigh resolution (~500,000
over m/z 200–800) and mass accuracy (<1 ppm) can be used to obtain vital
fingerprints, in the form of specific related molecular compound classes, that may
be diagnostic for OA from specific emission sources and/or that have undergone
molecular transformations. Numerous studies have used UHR-MS to reveal the
molecular details of atmospheric OM [17,19–33]. UHR-MS techniques are generally
regarded as non-quantitative, and structure can only be inferred from the molecular
formula information, but when used in tandem with NMR extensive molecular and
structural information can be achieved with minimal sample preparation. Such a
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pairing can provide fingerprints for the qualitative apportionment of OA molecular
features that determine OA impact in the atmosphere and depositional environments.

The work presented here pairs these two powerful techniques (UHR-MS and
1H NMR) to provide source-specific molecular characteristics for ambient aerosol
samples from key anthropogenic and biogenic emission sources that can be used to
aid more traditional source apportionment studies. The emission sources chosen
here (marine, mixed source, biomass burning, urban) have significant regional and
global quantitative importance on atmospheric aerosol loadings. Water-soluble and
pyridine-soluble extracts for multiple samples from each source were evaluated for
molecular characteristics using FTICR-MS and 1H NMR. Compositional differences
were elucidated using the chemometric approach, principal component analysis
(PCA), to identify characteristic molecular features for each source type. Though
qualitative in nature, this study sheds light on the sources of OA present in
the ambient atmosphere and will be valuable for assessing the source-specific
environmental impacts of OA as relationships between molecular characteristics and
environmental impacts are strengthened.

2. Experiments

2.1. Aerosol Sample Collection

Ambient aerosol total suspended particulates (TSP, n = 14) were collected from
four different locations to represent different emission source types. Air was drawn
through pre-combusted (4 h, 475 ˝C) quartz microfiber filters (Whatman QM/A,
20.3 ˆ 25.4 cm, 419 cm2 exposed area, 0.6 µm effective pore size) using a TSP
high-volume air sampler (model GS2310, Thermo Andersen, Smyrna, GA, USA)
at flow rates ranging between 0.7 and 0.9 m3¨min´1. Air particles were collected for
8–29 h with total air volumes ranging between 410 and 1170 m3. The filters were
transferred to combusted foil pouches immediately after collection and stored at 8 ˝C
until analysis. Exact sampling dates and locations can be found in the supplemental
methods. Briefly, marine TSP (n = 4) were collected aboard the R/V Knorr (Woods
Hole, MA, USA) as part of the 2011 US GEOTRACES program cruise (GA03) [34] and
as part of the 2014 second Western Atlantic Climate Study [35]. The US GEOTRACES
samples (n = 3) are a subset of samples described in Wozniak et al. [7,31] where their
WSOM FTICR-MS (negative ionization) and 1H NMR characteristics were described.
Mixed source TSP samples (n = 3) were collected at sea level at the Virginia Institute
of Marine Science in Gloucester Point, Virginia, USA. Data for these mixed source
samples are also presented in Willoughby et al. [30], a study demonstrating the
utility of pyridine as a method for extracting and analyzing water-insoluble aerosol
OM. Biomass burning TSP samples (n = 2) were collected at sea level in Suffolk,
VA downwind of heavy smoke pollution from a fire burning at the Great Dismal
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Swamp. Urban TSP samples (n = 5) were collected ~60 m above sea level on the roof
of an academic building at Drexel University in downtown Philadelphia, PA, USA.
A storage or field blank filter was analyzed for each respective aerosol sample.

2.2. Aerosol Mass and Carbon Measurements

The QM/A filters were weighed before and after sampling to determine the TSP
mass loadings (Table 1). A portion of each aerosol filter was analyzed in triplicate
for total carbon (TC) using a FlashEA 1112 elemental analyzer (Thermo Scientific,
Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). Black carbon (BC) amounts were determined using
the chemothermal oxidation at 375 ˝C method (CTO-375) [36] and measured on
the same elemental analyzer. Solvent extracts of the aerosols and respective filter
blanks were obtained by combining aerosol filter plugs of known OC masses with
ultrapure water (Millipore Synergy Ultrapure Water System, Darmstadt, Germany)
or pyridine (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA, ě99.9%), and insoluble
particles were removed using a syringe with a 0.45 µm PTFE filter cartridge. Percent
water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) for each water filtrate was determined by
evaluating the non-purgeable organic carbon using a Shimadzu (Kyoto, Japan)
TOC-VCPH analyzer. The pyridine-soluble organic carbon percentage (%PSOC)
was determined by dissolving each of the aerosol samples into pyridine-D5 and
comparing spectral signals determined by 1H NMR to that of a glucose standard [30].
These methods are described in greater detail in the supplementary methods. Due
to limited sample availability, the marine aerosols were only measured for TC
and WSOC.

Table 1. Average total suspended particulates (TSP) and total carbon (TC)
concentrations and carbon percentages (relative to TC) for each aerosol source type.

Aerosol Source n TSP
(µg¨ m´3)

TC
(µg¨ m´3) %BC %WSOC %PSOC

* Marine 4 - 0.5 ˘ 0.7 - 39.6 ˘ 25.1 -
Biomass
burning 2 73.2 ˘ 5.3 24.8 ˘ 4.4 6.5 ˘ 0.7 33.6 ˘ 2.6 66 ˘ 20

Urban 5 47.1 ˘ 11.0 6.3 ˘ 1.3 3.4 ˘ 3.2 40.8 ˘ 5.5 44 ˘ 6
Mixed source 3 24.1 ˘ 2.9 5.7 ˘ 0.7 1.9 ˘ 2.5 50.5 ˘ 10.6 45 ˘ 13

* Some parameters for the marine aerosols could not be evaluated due to limited
sample availability.

2.3. FTICR-MS Analysis

For FTICR-MS analyses, the water extracts were desalted using an established
procedure for Agilent PPL solid-phase extraction cartridges [37]. The desalted
sample was eluted in methanol (Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium, 99.9%), and will be
referred to as WSOMPPL to differentiate it from WSOM. All WSOMPPL samples were
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analyzed in both positive and negative electrospray ionization (ESI) mode (WSOM+
and WSOM´, respectively), and PSOM samples were analyzed in negative mode
(PSOM´) only due to poor signal observed in the positive mode. A respective field
blank extract was prepared identically and analyzed immediately prior to each of
the sample extracts to obtain a representative experimental blank spectrum. Each of
the samples was analyzed on a Bruker Daltonics (Bremen, Germany) 12 Tesla Apex
Qe FTICR-MS with an Apollo II ESI source housed at the College of Sciences Major
Instrumentation Cluster at Old Dominion University. Samples were infused to the
ESI source at 120 nL¨min´1, and spray voltages were optimized for each sample. Ions
were accumulated in the hexapole for 0.5–2.0 s before transfer into the ICR cell, where
exactly 300 transients were co-added. The instrument was externally calibrated daily
using a polyethylene glycol standard. Each spectrum was internally calibrated using
the naturally occurring molecules including fatty acids and other homologous series
of compounds containing only carbon, hydrogen and oxygen [38]. Peaks consistent
with salts (mass defect 0.4–0.98 for m/z < 400, and mass defect 0.6–0.97 for m/z > 400),
blank peaks (those found in the respective filter blank), and 13C isotopologue peaks
were subtracted from the mass list and not considered for formula assignments.

2.4. Molecular Formula Assignments

A unique molecular formula was assigned to a majority (82% ˘ 9%)
of the measured peaks having a S/N ratio of at least 3 using an in-house
generated MatLab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) code according
to the criteria 12C5-80

1H5-200
16O1-30

14N0-5
32S0-2

34P0-2 for negative ESI and 12C5-80
1H5-200

16O1-30
14N0-5

32S0-2
23Na0-1 for positive ESI, where the subscripts indicate

the range of atoms allowed in a single formula. The assigned formulas were
screened to remove any chemically unreasonable formulas for natural OM molecules
according to previously published criteria (e.g., studies by Stubbins et al. [39] and
Wozniak et al. [20]), and Kendrick mass defect homologous series (CH2, H2, and
CO2) were used to verify ambiguous assignments. Each of the assigned formulas
has a calculated mass within 1 ppm agreement with the measured m/z, where a large
majority of the formulas (88% ˘ 7%) have less than 0.5 ppm error.

2.5. 1H NMR Spectroscopy

Each WSOM extract was diluted immediately before 1H NMR analysis using
D2O (100% atom D, Acros Organics) at a ratio of 90:10 WSOM:D2O. The deuterated
WSOM solutions were analyzed via 1H NMR spectroscopy using a Bruker Daltonics
400 MHz NMR with a BBI probe. Each sample was scanned 4000 (mixed source,
biomass burning, and urban WSOM) or 8000 times (marine WSOM) using a standard
Bruker water-suppression pulse program, where the 90˝ pulse and the transmitter
offset were optimized individually for each sample. The signals obtained from
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1H NMR spectra were integrated over the entire spectral range to obtain the total
signal response, and were also integrated over four specific chemical shift ranges to
determine contributions from major proton types [16,18]. The signal response was
normalized to the total signal in these regions (i.e., total signal = Area0.6–4.4 ppm +
Area6.0–9.0 ppm) to determine the average relative contributions for each region. The
regions are defined based on the chemical environment of protons exhibiting signal
at those chemical shifts: (1) aliphatic hydrogen (H-C, 0.6–1.8 ppm); (2) unsaturated
alkyl hydrogen (H-C-C=, 1.8–3.2 ppm); (3) oxygenated aliphatic hydrogen (H-C-O,
3.2–4.4 ppm), and aromatic hydrogen (Ar-H, 6.0–9.0 ppm). Aldehyde and carboxylic
acid hydrogen (H-C=O, and HO-C=O) would appear downfield of the aromatic
protons (i.e., >9 ppm), but were not detected because these protons readily exchange
with the deuterium in the D2O required for analysis.

2.6. Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis was applied separately to the molecular formulas
assigned to FTICR mass spectra and peaks present in the 1H NMR spectra in order
to reveal the components that describe the greatest amount of variance between the
source types. The PCA was performed using an in-house MatLab script. The first PC
(PC1) explains the most amount of variance, and the second PC (PC2) is orthogonal
to PC1 and explains the second largest portion of the variance. Each successive
PC explains less variance until a point of diminishing returns is reached (i.e., <1%
variance explained).

2.6.1. FTICR-MS PCA

Similar to positive matrix factorization, PCA is a factor analysis technique for
explaining the observed composition in complex mixtures. It uses an eigenvector
analysis of a correlation matrix to calculate principal components and variable
loadings. The molecular formulas from each FTICR mass spectrum for the WSOM´,
WSOM+, and PSOM´ were compiled into a master formula list containing the
formulas present in 2–13 of the 14 samples (14,808 formulas). Formulas present
in only one sample, and formulas present in all 14 samples were removed to
avoid biasing the PCA toward rare formulas and to eliminate formulas that do
not contribute to the sample variance, respectively [31,40,41]. A 14,808 ˆ 14 matrix
was created by using an input value of 1 if a formula is present and an input value of
0 for a formula not present within a given sample.

2.6.2. 1H NMR PCA

The 1H NMR spectra were analyzed in a PCA following previous studies [6,7].
Briefly, all of the peaks in the 1H NMR spectrum for each of the aerosol WSOM
extracts between 0.0 and 11.0 ppm were binned to a resolution of 1 data point per
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0.005 ppm from an initial resolution of 0.0008 ppm between data points. The discrete
signal (peak area) at each chemical shift was normalized to the total area in the given
spectrum, and the normalized area was used as the data input variables (n = 2769)
for the PCA. The 1H NMR spectra were evaluated initially using all of the aerosol
samples (n = 14), and a second time after omitting the marine aerosols (n = 10).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Aerosol Loadings

The aerosol samples from each of the emission sources show OM characteristics
that distinguish the sources from one another. TSP and TC concentrations and
BC, WSOC and PSOC percentages (relative to TC) were determined for each of
the aerosol samples (Table 1). TSP, %BC, and %PSOC were not determined for the
marine samples as discussed in the methods section. TSP loadings were highest for
the biomass burning samples (73.2 µg¨m´3) followed by the urban (47.1 µg¨m´3)
and mixed source (24.1 µg¨m´3) samples. The marine samples show TC loadings
(0.5 µg¨m´3) one order of magnitude lower than the mixed source (5.7 µg¨m´3) and
urban (6.3 µg¨m´3) samples and two orders of magnitude lower than the biomass
burning samples (24.8 µg¨m´3) as one would expect for samples collected over the
middle of the ocean far from major terrestrial and anthropogenic sources. In spite
of the urban samples having TSP loadings that are approximately twice that of the
mixed source samples, they show similar TC concentrations indicating that the urban
samples contain high amounts of inorganic materials. The biomass burning samples
showed the highest %BC (6.5%) and lowest %WSOC (33.6%) values of the samples
which is expected for samples collected in proximity (<30 km) to biomass combustion
processes that produce BC and have not been exposed to aging processes known to
increase water solubility. The marine samples show low but variable %WSOC values
(39.6 ˘ 25.1%). The urban aerosol samples contained a higher %BC (3.4%) and lower
%WSOC (40.8%) than the mixed source aerosol (%BC = 1.9, %WSOC = 50.5) samples.
Like all elemental and BC measurements, the CTO-375 method used here is subject to
artifacts; it is thought to be selective for highly condensed soot BC and is susceptible
to potential positive bias from the charring of melanoidin-like species [42], and the
BC results should be viewed with this in mind. In a multi-laboratory comparison
study, CTO-375 of aerosol particulate materials yielded lower %BC (3.7%–14.3%)
relative to elemental carbon measured using thermal optical reflectance and thermal
optical transmittance methods (16%–50%) frequently used in atmospheric studies
likely due to the latter two methods inclusion of a portion of OC and the CTO-375
method’s selectivity for highly condensed soot BC [42].

The %PSOC amounts were calculated from 1H NMR data (Supplemental Table S1)
after Willoughby et al. [30] and are useful for understanding the amount of material
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analyzed in PSOM extracts for FTICR-MS analyses of water-insoluble OM. Because
the pyridine extractions were conducted in parallel to the water extractions and some
carbon compounds are soluble in both solvents and others are soluble in neither,
the sum of these two percentages (%WSOC + %PSOC) may be more or less than
100%. The biomass burning samples can be expected to contain significant amounts of
water-insoluble primary OA, and this is reflected in the high %PSOC and low %WSOC
values. The calculation for PSOC percentage by the 1H NMR technique omits aromatic
peaks due to interference by the exchanged pyridine protons. Because the biomass
burning samples are expected to have high aromatic contributions, as indicated by
the high %BC and increased signal in aromatic region of the 1H NMR spectrum for
the WSOM (discussed in Section 3.4), this %PSOC value may be considered a low
estimation. The urban and mixed source aerosols have considerably lower %PSOC
(urban = 44%; mixed = 45%) reflecting their higher water solubility and suggesting
that these two sample types have more influence from secondary and aging reactions
that produce OA insoluble in pyridine.

3.2. Mass Spectra and Average Source Molecular Characteristics

Averaged values calculated for properties determined using FTICR-MS
molecular formulas for each of the sample types demonstrate some source-specific
characteristics that differentiate them from one another. Each of the ESI-FTICR
mass spectra for the ambient aerosol extracts average thousands of peaks across a
broad range of 200–800 m/z (Figure 1). The average number of formulas found in
each sample’s master formula list (i.e., WSOM´, WSOM+, and PSOM´ combined)
followed the same trend as was observed for the TSP and TC concentrations (Table 2).
The biomass burning aerosols showed the highest TC loads and averaged 6579
(˘173) formulas assigned to each sample and a total of 7891 formulas. The urban
aerosols were the next most molecularly abundant sample type averaging 6527 (˘173)
formulas per sample and a total of 10,701 formulas in all samples. An average of
4104 (˘467) formulas were assigned to each mixed source sample, and a total of
6134 formulas were identified. To go along with their lowest TC load (Table 1), the
marine aerosol samples totaled just 4570 formulas, averaging 2569 (˘736) formulas
per aerosol sample. Higher quantities of organic carbon increase the overall number
of compounds and the probability of a more diverse suite of compounds, and the
similar trends in molecular formula abundances and TC loads are thus logical and
likely related.
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Figure 1. Representative full ESI(´) FTICR mass spectra for WSOMPPL extracts of
(a) marine; (b) biomass burning; (c) urban; and (d) mixed source aerosols between
200 and 800 m/z. Some intense peaks are shown off scale.

Table 2. Total formulas and average elemental properties for aerosol WSOMPPL

and PSOM from each emission source determined using FTICR mass spectra.

Marine
Aerosols

n = 4

Biomass
Burning
Aerosols

n = 2

Urban
Aerosols

n = 5

Mixed Source
Aerosols

n = 3

Average
formulas 2569 ˘ 736 6579 ˘ 173 6527 ˘ 173 4104 ˘ 467

Total formulas 4570 7891 10,701 6134
Average O/C 0.32 ˘ 0.19 0.32 ˘ 0.19 0.45 ˘ 0.23 0.44 ˘ 0.23
Average H/C 1.56 ˘ 0.39 1.35 ˘ 0.39 1.44 ˘ 0.37 1.46 ˘ 0.35

Average AImod 0.18 ˘ 0.26 0.29 ˘ 0.27 0.18 ˘ 0.24 0.18 ˘ 0.23

The marine aerosols share the lowest average O/C ratio (0.32 ˘ 0.19; Table 2)
with the biomass burning aerosols, differentiating them from the urban and mixed
source aerosols which had considerably higher average O/C ratios (0.45 ˘ 0.23
and 0.44 ˘ 0.23, respectively). The lower average O/C values for the biomass
burning and marine aerosol samples suggest they are less oxidized than the mixed
source and urban aerosols due to less post-emission atmospheric processing and/or
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lower characteristic O/C OM at emission. Atmospheric aging processes are known
to increase the average O/C ratio of aerosol OM [43,44]. The average O/C ratio
(0.45 ˘ 0.23) for the urban aerosols is the highest of all the samples, supporting
previous work showing highly oxidized OM near urban regions due to active
photochemistry and abundant inorganic oxidants [45,46] in spite of proximity
to primary OA sources including vehicle exhausts that are expected to have
a hydrocarbon-like (low O/C) profile. The similarly high average O/C ratio
measured for the mixed source samples, however, demonstrates that the high
O/C ratios and presumed high extent of atmospheric oxidation are not unique
to urban environments.

The marine aerosols have the highest average H/C ratio (1.56 ˘ 0.39). The
modified aromaticity index (AImod) was calculated for each molecular formula
according to the formula proposed by Koch and Dittmar [47]. The average AImod
for the marine aerosols (0.18) is equal to the mixed source and urban aerosols
and indicative of the prevalence of olefinic/alicyclic (0 < AImod < 0.5) compounds.
These ratios differentiate the marine aerosols from the biomass burning aerosols
where the O/C ratios did not. The average H/C ratios for the biomass burning
samples are the lowest (1.35 ˘ 0.39) of any of the aerosol sources indicating a
large number of unsaturated molecules, and this is verified by its average AImod
(0.29 ˘ 0.27), which is much higher than those of the other three types of samples.
As was the case for the O/C ratios, the average H/C ratio (1.46 ˘ 0.35), and AImod
(0.18 ˘ 0.23) of the mixed source aerosols are very similar to those calculated for the
urban samples (H/C ratio = 1.44 ˘ 0.37, AImod = 0.18 ˘ 0.24) making them almost
indistinguishable based on these properties alone (Table 2). The biomass burning
aerosols have substantially more aromatic (0.5 ď AImod < 0.67, 16.7%, 1318 formulas)
and condensed aromatic (AImod ě 0.67, 6.6%, 523 formulas), and fewer aliphatic
(AImod = 0, 23.6%, 1864 formulas) formulas than any of the other emission sources
but a similar amount of olefinic/alicyclic formulas (53.0%; Supplemental Table S2).
The urban, marine, and mixed source aerosols all showed similar distributions with
regard to AImod classifications.

The averaged contributions of elemental formula combinations to each master
formula list also present a broad brush method for distinguishing among the four
sample types. Details regarding the properties for each ionization source can be
found in the supplementary information (Supplemental Table S3), but will not be
discussed. CHO formulas were always the most abundant (marine, mixed source)
or second most abundant (biomass burning, urban) formula type for each group
(Supplemental Table S2). The relative distribution of CHOS and CHONS formulas
are similar among all the sources (CHOS = 17.8%–20.9%, CHONS = 12.2%–15.4%)
with the mixed source aerosols having the highest contributions from both formula
types. The marine aerosols show the largest relative contributions from P-containing
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molecular formulas. The van Krevelen diagram enables a representation of all of
the molecular formulas assigned to the samples including the variation of H/C and
O/C ratios as well as a visualization of some of the differences and commonalities
described by the averaged ratio values (Supplemental Figure S1), and can be used
to characterize differences among the four sample types. However, any of several
molecular formulas can plot at the same H/C and O/C ratios, and it is laborious
and inefficient to evaluate similarities and differences among samples by looking at
tens of van Krevelen diagrams. It is more efficient and statistically valid to identify
the defining features among several samples with large molecular formula datasets
using a factor analysis such as PCA.

3.3. FTICR-MS PCA

The majority of the variance (66.0%) in the FTICR-MS formula identifications
among the four aerosol sample types is explained by the first three principal
components (PC1, 32.5%; PC2, 22.4%; PC3, 11.1%; Figure 2). The aerosol samples
show distinctive PC1–PC3 values based on their source characterization. Each of
the marine samples have a negative PC1 score, a positive PC2 score, and a positive
PC3 score. The mixed source samples have a positive PC1, a positive PC2, and a
negative PC3 score. The biomass burning samples have a negative PC1, a negative
PC2, and a positive PC3. The urban samples have a positive PC1, a negative PC2, and
a positive PC3. These PC score classifications were used to identify the loadings (the
molecular formulas used as PCA input variables; Supplemental Figure S2) diagnostic
for each source. For example, if a molecular formula has negative PC1 loadings,
and positive PC2 and PC3 loadings, it is classified as a formula characteristic of
marine sources. This resulted in the identification of 1078 formulas characteristic for
marine aerosols, 693 formulas for mixed source aerosols, 4174 formulas for biomass
burning aerosols, and 3484 formulas for urban aerosols. The remaining 5379 formulas
contain characteristics that are represented by multiple sources indicating that they
are not diagnostic of a particular source and may be ubiquitous in aerosol OM or
inconsistently present in a given source.

3.3.1. Marine Aerosols

In contrast with the average CHO contributions for the master formula
list (41.1%), the PCA-identified formulas for the marine aerosols showed the
lowest contributions from CHO formulas (31.6%, Table 3) of all the sample types.
CHO formulas are still the most abundant formula type of the PC loadings
associated with the marine aerosols, and the majority of these formulas are present
at high H/C and low O/C ratios (Figure 3a). In fact, most of the formulas
identified as specific to marine sources by PCA are localized to the upper-left
region of the van Krevelen diagram (O/C ď 0.6, H/C ě 1.5), a region where many
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biologically-relevant compounds (lipids, fatty acids, proteins), suggesting that
biological activity is an important source for marine aerosols (Figure 3a).
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Figure 2. PCA score plots for PC2 versus PC1 (left) and PC3 versus PC1 (right).
PCA was performed using molecular formulas identified in FTICR mass spectra for
aerosol OM extracts from marine, biomass burning, urban, and mixed source areas.
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Figure 3. Van Krevelen diagrams for molecular formulas identified by PCA for
(a) marine; (b) biomass burning; (c) urban; and (d) mixed source aerosols. Each
data point is colored according to the atomic content of the molecular formula.
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Table 3. Total formulas and average elemental properties for molecular formulas
identified by PCA. Distributions of formulas based on atomic content and AImod

structure type are listed as percentage of total formulas.

Marine
Aerosols

Biomass
Burning
Aerosols

Urban
Aerosols

Mixed Source
Aerosols

Total formulas 1078 4174 3484 693

Average O/C 0.27 ˘ 0.17 0.26 ˘ 0.13 0.55 ˘ 0.21 0.33 ˘ 0.18
Average H/C 1.55 ˘ 0.41 1.24 ˘ 0.37 1.36 ˘ 0.34 1.48 ˘ 0.34

Average AImod 0.20 ˘ 0.25 0.37 ˘ 0.23 0.18 ˘ 0.22 0.20 ˘ 0.21

Atomic Content (%)

CHO 31.6 34.7 33.4 45.0
CHON 13.4 45.4 38.0 24.4
CHOS 27.4 12.0 13.3 18.3

CHONS 19.0 7.8 12.5 6.6
CHOP(N,S) 8.6 0.1 2.8 5.6

Structure Type (%)

Aliphatic 31.4 12.0 34.1 24.0
Olefinic/alicyclic 56.6 55.6 60.6 67.8

Aromatic 5.5 26.8 3.1 4.9
Condensed aromatic 6.6 5.6 2.3 3.3

The PC loadings for the marine aerosols have the largest fraction of CHOS
(27.4%), CHONS (19.0%), and CHOP (N,S) (8.6%) formulas of all the samples
(Table 3). It appears thus, that the heteroatom containing formulas that are present in
marine aerosols are very distinctive. The abundance of P-containing formulas in this
region of the van Krevelen diagram is consistent with inputs of biologically-derived
phospholipids as has been observed previously for marine aerosols [31]. Membrane
phospholipids have characteristic fatty acid tails with hydrophobic alkyl chains and
hydrophilic phosphate heads that can impart amphipathic characteristics, and these
P-containing formulas are found in both the PSOM´ and WSOM´ (Supplemental
Table S4; Figure S3) in agreement with this partial solubility. The large number of
CHOS and CHONS formulas plotting in these regions have O/S ratios >4 and are
suggestive of organosulfate compounds which have also been observed in marine
aerosols [31,48,49]. Organosulfates are formed via photochemical aging reactions
with the acid-catalyzed ring opening reactions of precursor molecules being the
most kinetically favorable reaction mechanism [50–52]. In this instance, the sulfate
available for reaction is likely to be marine-derived from biological emissions of
dimethyl sulfide that is oxidized in the atmosphere or from sea salt sulfates emitted
with sea spray. The low O/C ratios of the marine CHOS and CHONS molecular
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formulas suggest that any precursor organic compounds were lipid-like in nature
and also had low O/C ratios.

Many studies have demonstrated the influence of biological activity on marine
aerosols citing the importance of carbohydrate-like and amino-acid-like compounds,
for example [53–55]. Carbohydrates are not strongly ionizable compounds under
electrospray and are not observed in these samples, and it is important to note that
these characteristics represent only the polar, ionizable fraction of marine aerosols.
The high H/C and low O/C CHO, CHOP(N,S), CHOS, and CHONS molecular
formulas are characteristic of that polar, ionizable fraction, and studies apportioning
the sources of OA to a coastal site, for example, can use them as evidence for a marine
input to coastal OA. Likewise, studies apportioning sources to OA collected in the
marine environment can take large contributions from aromatic or highly oxygenated
compounds (O/C > 0.6) as evidence for terrestrial sources.

3.3.2. Biomass Burning Aerosols

The biomass burning aerosol PC loadings are characterized by having the lowest
average O/C and H/C values, and the highest AImod values (Table 3). These average
ratios are consistent with the bulk properties discussed in Section 3.2 (Supplemental
Table S2) but exaggerate the extreme ratios in the biomass burning aerosols to
even lower H/C (1.24 vs. 1.35) and O/C (0.26 vs. 0.32) ratios and a higher AImod
(0.37 vs. 0.29). The PC loadings that define the biomass burning aerosols thus have
low O/C and H/C and high AImod and show the largest fraction of aromatic and
condensed aromatic formulas (32.4%) of all the sample types (Table 3). Additionally,
more than 80% of the biomass burning PC loading formulas are CHON (45.4%)
and CHO (34.7%), suggesting that these two elemental formula groups are most
responsible for distinguishing biomass burning aerosols from the other sample
groups. Interestingly, the CHOS and CHONS formulas for the biomass burning
aerosols master list of formulas made up nearly 20% and 12% of all assigned formulas
and spanned a very wide O/C (0.10–1.20) and H/C (1–2) range (Figure 2). However,
CHOS and CHONS formulas accounted for just 12% and 7.8% of the PC loadings
associated with the biomass burning aerosols and plot in two clusters of the vK
diagram (1) at H/C between 1.5 and 2.0 and O/C between 0.1 and 0.5; and (2) at H/C
between 1.0 and 1.5 and O/C between 0.3 and 0.6. The much lower contributions of
S-containing formulas attributable to biomass burning in the PC loadings suggests
that the majority of the CHOS and CHONS formulas in the biomass burning samples
(at high H/C and high O/C) are found in multiple sample types, and those particular
CHOS and CHONS formulas may not be particularly useful as diagnostic of any
one sample type. Studies of S-containing OA demonstrate the ability of existing OA
and VOCs to form organosulfates via atmospheric oxidation reactions [17,56–58].
Emissions of inorganic sulfur are commonly associated with anthropogenic (e.g.,
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fossil fuel emissions) [59,60] and marine sources (e.g., gas and aerosol-phase marine
emissions) [61], but the abundance of CHOS and CHONS formulas in the mixed
source and biomass burning aerosols demonstrates the ubiquity of organosulfur
compounds in and beyond those environments.

The van Krevelen diagram shows the CHON and CHO formulas to make
up a large portion of the aromatic and condensed aromatic PC loading formulas
for the biomass burning aerosols, as indicated by their presence in the low O/C
and low H/C regions (Figure 3b). Aromatic and condensed aromatic compounds
have higher potential for absorbing light than more saturated molecules [5] and
make up portions of the BC and brown carbon pools. The definitions of these two
carbon pools are, by necessity, operational and remain a topic of debate [5,42,62].
Traditional definitions of BC assume it to be insoluble in water, but this has been
challenged, and BC is recognized to exist on a continuum of solubility. Recent
studies have shown that BC can become soluble upon oxidation [63,64] and have
detected dissolved forms of BC in aerosols [20] and aquatic dissolved OM [65]. The
definitive study relating dissolved BC determined by chemical techniques to thermal
optically-defined BC has not to our knowledge been performed. However, the
polyaromatic structures that are required for formulas defined as condensed aromatic
using the AImod classification system [47] are consistent with structures proposed
for BC [66]. The biomass burning PC loadings are distributed relatively evenly
among the three extract-ionization pairings (Supplemental Figure S3). Interestingly,
however, the majority of the aromatic and condensed aromatic formulas assigned as
important to the biomass burning samples by the PCA were detected in the WSOM´
and WSOM+ analyses (Supplemental Table S4). This may result because pyridine
does not efficiently extract BC or because less oxygenated BC that is extracted into
PSOM does not ionize efficiently in ESI, and it is unclear what fraction of the biomass
burning BC is soluble.

A great many CHON formulas have very low O/C (0.05–0.40) and H/C (<1.0)
ratios, indicating that they may contain reduced nitrogen functional groups (e.g.,
amines) or have heterocyclic rings. A subset of these compounds contributes
to the black nitrogen (heterocyclic aromatic nitrogen produced during biomass
combustion or derivatives of BC that have undergone reactions with inorganic
nitrogen) compounds that have recently suggested to be important components
of the nitrogen and carbon cycles in aquatic systems [65]. Indeed, the WSOM
from these biomass burning aerosols do contain fluorophoric compounds, and
the fluorescence intensity is substantially higher than the mixed source and urban
aerosols (Willoughby et al., unpublished data). The brown color of the sample
filters suggests that these samples do contain significant amounts of brown carbon
which, like BC, has no unequivocal chemical definition [5]. Brown carbon is
formed alongside BC in combustion processes [5], and has also been formed
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through model reactions of aqueous SOA with NH3 [67,68]. Though the global
importance of brown carbon is still a topic of debate, it has recently been suggested
that biomass burning is the predominant source of brown carbon to the world’s
atmosphere [69], and the results presented here and elsewhere [70,71] suggest that
aromatic N-containing compounds are major components of that brown carbon and
diagnostic of biomass burning.

3.3.3. Urban Aerosols

The molecular formulas with PC loadings that identify them as important to
the urban aerosols are also characterized by a large number of CHON (38.0%) and
CHO (33.4%) formulas. The majority of these PC loadings are found in WSOM´
measurements (Supplemental Figure S3) and have significantly higher O/C ratios
than those found in the biomass burning aerosols (Figure 3c). The average O/C
(0.55 ˘ 0.21) is double and the average AImod (0.18 ˘ 0.22) is half that of the biomass
burning aerosols. The average O/C value for the urban aerosol PC loadings is much
higher than the average value for the entire urban aerosol master list (0.45, Table 2)
highlighting the distinguishing nature of those high O/C components. Many of
the CHO and CHON formulas that the PCA associates as important to the urban
aerosols have O/C ratios between 0.35 and 0.85 and H/C ratios between 0.8 and 1.8,
an area of the van Krevelen diagram that overlaps with regions previously described
for lignin-like or carboxyl-rich alicyclic molecules (CRAM) in the soil and aquatic
literature (Figure 3c) [72,73]. In the atmosphere, formulas in this region are likely
to be the result of atmospheric aging reactions which tend to increase the oxidation
state of carbon [44] and transform OA compounds into new compounds that plot
downwards and to the right on a van Krevelen diagram [43].

Aliphatic CHOS and CHONS molecular formulas plotting at O/C between 0.3
and 1.2 and H/C between 1.3 and 2.0 were also abundant among the PC loadings
for the urban aerosols. Fossil fuel combustion and biological emissions are major
sources for aliphatic compounds in the atmosphere [11,74], and the presence of heavy
traffic and heavy industrial activity in short and long range proximity of the urban
sampling site suggests that fossil fuel combustion as strong candidates for these
compounds. The high O content in these formulas is suggestive of organosulfate
(O/S > 4) and nitrooxyorganosulfate (O/S > 7, contains N) compounds as potential
identities. The abundance of oxidized inorganic nitrogen and sulfur emitted in urban
areas combined with emissions of aliphatic biological and anthropogenic compounds
make for an excellent environment for organosulfate and nitrooxyorganosulfate
compound formation [75,76].

Those two major distinguishing features (CHO and CHON formulas at
0.35 < O/C < 0.85 and CHOS and CHONS formulas at 0.8 < O/C < 1.8) can be
used to apportion OA as anthropogenically-influenced urban aerosols. In fact, they
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have been used in a study of OA collected on a transect in the North Atlantic Ocean
to apportion OA to North American terrestrial air mass influences [31]. The CHON,
CHONS, and CHOS formulas identified as important to the urban OA have distinct
characteristics from those identified as important to the marine and biomass burning
aerosols. The carbon backbones to which N and S functional groups are bound
(or incorporated) are very different, and the PCA has made this clear.

3.3.4. Mixed Source Aerosols

The mixed source aerosols contain the fewest formulas identified by PCA,
indicating those samples have few compounds specific to a unique source and share
many molecular features with the other aerosols. Given the potential influences
to these aerosols, the lack of an abundance of truly defining features is perhaps
expected. Nonetheless, the PCA did identify a few OA components specific to
the mixed source aerosols. Like the urban aerosols, the majority of the PC loadings
important to the mixed source samples were water-soluble. Unlike the urban aerosols,
many of these PC loadings were in the WSOM+ measurements suggesting relatively
higher amounts of compounds with basic functional groups in the mixed source
environment (Supplementary Table S4, Figure S3).

A cluster of CHOS formulas at low O/C and H/C ratios (O/C < 0.4, H/C
< 1.2) is evident in the PC loadings (Figure 3d). Most of these formulas do not
contain sufficient oxygen to be organosulfates, and therefore must represent more
reduced forms of organic sulfur (e.g., thiols). Examination of the master list van
Krevelen diagram shows that these types of compounds are also present in the
urban and biomass burning aerosols but not nearly to the extent of the mixed
source OA (Figure S1). Sulfonates are a common anthropogenic pollutant and are
ubiquitous in personal care products, and have been previously identified in aerosol
OM [75]. Non-sulfate aromatic S-containing compounds have been identified in fossil
fuels [77,78]. The presence of these reduced sulfur compounds in North American
continental relative to marine aerosols lends support to the idea that this group
of compounds may be anthropogenically-derived. A tight cluster of P-containing
formulas (0.35 < O/C < 0.45, 1.45 < H/C < 1.55; Figure 3d) is also evident in the mixed
source aerosols. OA compounds containing P have been attributed to biological
sources [31,79], and a distinct local biological source is speculated for these formulas
in the mixed source OA. The remaining CHO, CHON, and CHOS formulas with PC
loadings assigned to the mixed source OA are scattered at O/C < 0.6 and H/C > 1.0,
less oxygenated than the urban aerosol PC loadings and less aromatic than the
biomass burning aerosols. The defining features for the mixed source aerosols are, as
expected, indicative of the multiple potential sources to the sampling site.

As was found for each of the other sources, a portion of the mixed source PC
loading formulas can be defined as condensed aromatic. The presence of condensed
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aromatic species, which may also be characterized as BC and functionalized
derivatives of BC, in all of these samples reflects their ubiquity in the atmosphere
even over the North Atlantic Ocean. BC is traditionally regarded as a product of
combustion, as in the combustion of fossil fuel or biomass. Numerous pyrogenic
sources exist on the east coast of the US (vehicular exhaust, shipping, biomass
burning, and long-range transport from various anthropogenic activities), and are
probably contributors to BC even in the rural environment where the mixed source
aerosols were sampled and over the marine environment. It has been recently shown
that BC-like compounds can also be produced from non-pyrogenic sources [80,81],
but the prevalence of this mechanism has yet to be established for atmospheric
systems. Regardless of origin, these aromatic and condensed aromatic species are
capable of absorbing ultraviolet radiation resulting in a positive radiative forcing
(i.e., climate warming) [5]. While ESI-FTICR-MS provides an immense amount
of molecular information regarding complex OM mixtures, the limitations are
well-established. The ability of a compound to be analyzed is highly dependent on
its ability to ionize, and non-polar and non-ionizable compounds (e.g., hydrocarbons
and carbohydrates) are largely omitted from this analysis. Additionally, this analysis
is necessarily qualitative because a combination of charge competition, concentration,
and ionization efficiency drive the peak intensities. However, 1H NMR does not
have the same bias for the detection of OM, and provides a complementary set of
information regarding the chemical makeup of these complex samples.

3.4. 1H NMR Analysis

The WSOM for each of the aerosols display an array of proton types spanning
the spectral region between 0 and 11 ppm (Figure 4). The observed chemical shifts
are related to the chemical environment of each proton, and provides clues to the
structural connectivity of the atoms within each sample. The region between 0 and
4.4 ppm contains at least 90% of the signal in each of the spectra. Most of the spectra
contain broad peaks indicating similar proton types attached to varying carbon chain
lengths or located in varying proximity to polar functional groups. These broad
peaks exemplify the complexity of aerosol WSOM, and make it difficult to identify
individual compounds. However, the region in which a proton signal is detected can
indicate the general class of compounds to which that proton belongs. For example,
the most intense peak in each spectrum is located at 1.2 ppm and is indicative of
protons that are part of a CH2 group, which represent those that are part of an alkyl
chain. This peak is broadest in the urban aerosols, suggesting the alkyl chains are
longer, and the CH2 protons in these aerosols are attached to the widest variety of
structural entities. Conversely, the narrower CH2 peak in the marine, mixed source,
and biomass burning aerosols suggests shorter chain lengths and less diversity
regarding chemical environments among CH2 groups. Smaller chain lengths could
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indicate decomposition of larger molecules by photochemical degradation, or suggest
that the molecules have not undergone substantial oligomerization reactions, such as
those that add small volatile species like isoprene.

Dividing the spectrum into key proton regions and evaluating the relative
contributions of the total spectral intensity can reveal important differences among
the different sources (Table 4). The region where signal from aromatic protons are
found (6–9 ppm) is the most variable among the sources. A broad signal is observed
in the aromatic region of the biomass burning aerosols spectra (Figure 4b inset) and it
makes up 9.2% of the total intensity, a percentage more than 4 times greater than the
other sources (Table 4). Protons in this region are attached to aromatic or condensed
aromatic rings, and the broadness of the peak indicates a high degree of structural
diversity among the aromatic protons in these aerosols. There is little signal in the
aromatic region in the urban and mixed source aerosols, and essentially no signal in
the marine aerosols, indicating there are either very few aromatic compounds in these
aerosols or that only water-insoluble aromatic species are present. The observation
of a much larger intensity in the aromatic region of the biomass burning aerosols
supports the detection of more aromatic and condensed aromatic formulas in the
FTICR mass spectra as well as the higher concentration of BC, and suggests that the
biomass burning aerosols contain a larger quantity of chromophoric OM than the
other aerosol sources investigated here.

As previously mentioned, the majority of the signal in each NMR spectrum falls
in the region between 0.6 and 4.4 ppm, and the relative signal in each of the major
proton regions does not vary greatly between the sources. At least 50% of the signal
falls in the H-C region (0.6–1.8 ppm) in all cases, indicating that a majority of the
protons are part of alkyl groups. The larger H-C fractions observed in the urban
and mixed source aerosols suggest that OM contains larger carbon backbones (linear
or branched). Carbon can be added to existing OM via oligomerization reactions,
and the larger carbon chains present in the mixed and urban aerosols suggests that
they have undergone oligomerization reactions more extensively than the marine
and biomass burning aerosols. Protons that are more downfield in this region
(1.4–1.8 ppm) are often attributed to an H-C group that is β to a carbon attached to
heteroatoms (H-C-C-C-X, where X = N, S, or O) [14]. The presence of a large number
of heteroatomic compounds identified in each of the mass spectra (CHON, CHOS,
and CHONS) indicates some portion of the signal in this region represents these
species as can be expected for OA and was noted previously (Section 3.2).
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Table 4. Average relative contributions of total spectral intensity for integrations of
major proton regions in 1H NMR spectra for each of the aerosol sources. Standard
deviations of the relative signal in each region among aerosols from the same source
are provided.

Aerosol Source H-C
(0.6–1.8 ppm)

H-C-C=
(1.8–3.2 ppm)

H-C-O-R
(3.2–4.4 ppm)

Ar-H
(6.0–9.0 ppm)

Marine 50.3 ˘ 5.5 34.2 ˘ 3.9 14.5 ˘ 3.6 1.0 ˘ 0.3
Biomass burning 50.9 ˘ 3.4 31.1 ˘ 0.6 9.4 ˘ 0.9 9.2 ˘ 1.9

Urban 53.2 ˘ 1.5 35.0 ˘ 2.0 9.4 ˘ 1.1 2.4 ˘ 0.6
Mixed source 57.0 ˘ 1.3 32.9 ˘ 0.4 8.4 ˘ 0.8 1.7 ˘ 0.3
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Approximately one-third of the signal intensity falls in the unsaturated alkyl
region (H-C-C=; 1.8–3.2 ppm), which includes carbonyl, carboxyl, alkenes, and also
hydrogen attached to carbons adjacent to a nitrogen or sulfur (i.e., amines, thiols, etc.).
The marine and urban aerosols have the highest relative percentage of proton signal
in this region, but are also the most variable. On average, approximately 9% of the
proton signals are found in the oxygenated aliphatic region (3.2–4.4 ppm) for the
aerosols collected over terrestrial environments and a much higher percentage is
observed in the marine aerosols (14.5%). The greater signal intensity in this region of
the marine aerosols is surprising given the low O/C ratios of the molecules identified
in the FTICR mass spectra, but this could be due to the presence of oxygenated
species that are outside of the ESI-FTICR-MS analytical window (i.e., nonionizable
compounds, compounds < 200 m/z) as suggested by the presence of a sharp,
intense peak in this region. This region includes protons attached to carbons
that are singly bound to an oxygen atom such as ethers, esters, alcohols, and
carbohydrates. Carbohydrates are thought to be important components of aerosols
produced via bubble bursting [54] but do not ionize efficiently via electrospray
ionization. The complexity of aerosol OM limits the ability to identify each of
the individual components within the mixture, but 1H NMR provides valuable
information regarding the connectivity of the compounds present and because of
its complementarity to FTICR-MS we can gather complementary chemical features
contained within these complex mixtures. The important and distinguishing features
can be observed more clearly with the help of PCA.

3.5. 1H NMR PCA

PCA was performed on the whole 1H NMR spectra for each of the aerosol
WSOM extracts, similar to previous studies [6,7,82]. The initial PCA results indicate
that the marine aerosols are significantly different than the mixed source, biomass
burning, and urban aerosols and inclusion of the marine aerosols does not adequately
explain the variance between the three terrestrial sources (Figure 5a). The main
differences include the fact that the marine aerosols contain a few sharp peaks
(e.g., methanesulfonic acid at 2.7 ppm, and acetate at 1.8 ppm), and the other aerosols
contain multiple broad signals throughout each spectrum. The PCA was evaluated a
second time using only the mixed source, biomass burning, and urban aerosols, and
key differences among those sources are discussed further. The key features of marine
aerosol WSOM that distinguish them from continentally-influenced air masses have
been discussed at length in previous studies [6,7]. Briefly, the marine aerosols differ
from those influenced by the North American continent in that the marine aerosols
have more saturated aliphatic chains and are less structurally diverse.
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Figure 5. Aerosol WSOM (a) PC1 and PC2 scores for PCA of full 1H NMR spectra
of marine, mixed source, biomass burning, and urban aerosols and (b) PC1 and
PC2 scores for PCA omitting marine aerosols. The amount of variation explained
by each PC is indicated in parentheses on each axis.

The first two principal components (PC1 and PC2) explain more than 80% of
the variance between the mixed source, biomass burning, and urban aerosol WSOM
(Figure 5b). The urban aerosols have lower PC1 scores than the mixed source and
biomass burning aerosols, the biomass burning aerosols have lower PC2 scores than
the urban and mixed source aerosols, and the mixed source aerosols do not have
unique PC values (Figure 5b). Thus, PC1 shows the spectral characteristics that
differentiate the urban aerosols from the biomass burning and mixed source aerosols,
and PC2 shows the spectral characteristics that differentiate the biomass burning
aerosols from the other aerosols.

The most intense peak in the variable loadings plot for PC1 (Figure 6a) is
positive and represents a CH2 group (1.2 ppm), suggesting that alkyl chain length is
important in distinguishing aerosol emission sources. The CH2 peak in the mixed
source and biomass burning aerosols is more narrow than in the urban aerosols,
so the positive peak in the PC1 loadings may be indicative of shorter alkyl chains
(i.e., less variability). A splitting of the CH3 peak (0.9 ppm) is observed, and the
negative peak is more downfield than the positive peak. This splitting suggests that
the urban aerosols (represented by negative PC1 variable loadings) contain terminal
methyl groups in closer proximity to polar functional groups, which is supported
by the presence of broad peaks in the region where polar functional groups appear
(1.8–3.2 ppm). Another intense positive peak is found around 2.1 ppm, which can
represent hydrogen bound to a carbon α to a carbonyl group (Figure 6a). There is an
intense peak in this area in each of the whole sample spectra, but the width of the
peaks vary (Figure 4) indicating varying structural diversity of similar functional
groups. This peak is sharper in the mixed source and biomass burning aerosols, and
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broad in the urban aerosols. In fact, the edges of the peak at 2.1 ppm can be found as
negative peaks in PC1 indicating that the broadness of that peak is characteristic of
the urban aerosols. While protons bound to carbon adjacent to a carbonyl group are
widespread among the aerosols as indicated by a strong signal around 2.1 ppm in
each 1H NMR spectrum, the urban aerosols contain protons that are in more diverse
chemical environments.
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full 1H NMR spectra of mixed source, biomass burning, and urban aerosol WSOM.
Some peaks are labeled with the functional group region and some peaks labeled
with a single letter to indicate a specific compound, where A = acetic acid or acetate
and L = levoglucosan.

The variable loadings plot for PC2 (Figure 6b) shows the spectral characteristics
important to the biomass burning aerosols. A broad negative peak in the aromatic
region (6–9 ppm) is apparent, and is equivalent to the aromatic signal observed
in the individual spectra of the biomass burning aerosols. Peaks consistent with
levoglucosan (3.36, 3.52, 3.75, and 3.93 ppm) [15] are identified in the negative PC2
loadings, indicating that they are important in distinguishing the biomass burning
aerosols from the other source. Levoglucosan is a common product of the combustion
of cellulose material and is widely used as a tracer compound for biomass burning
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aerosols [83]. Levoglucosan does produce additional 1H NMR peaks, but they are
obscured by the water-suppression pulse program due to their proximity to the peak
generated by water (~4.7 ppm). A slight negative peak at 2.3 ppm is consistent with
hydrogen attached to nitrogen. The peak is broad indicating that there are many
compounds with the same functional group attached to varying carbon structures.
Without standards, it cannot be confirmed that this peak represents amino groups, but
the large number of CHON formulas identified in the FTICR mass spectra supports
the presence of a diverse suite of N-containing OM in the biomass burning aerosols.
Positive peaks in the aliphatic region (0.8–1.5 ppm) and at 1.8 ppm representing
acetate or acetic acid demonstrate that the higher PC2 scores for the urban and mixed
source aerosols have a more oxygenated and aliphatic WSOM composition.

Overall, there is good consistency and complementarity between the 1H NMR
and FTICR-MS techniques. Both techniques identify aromatic compounds and
nitrogen-containing compounds that are not extensively oxidized as important for
distinguishing the OM from biomass burning aerosols from the other sources. The
lower degree of oxidation in the OM found in the biomass burning and also the
marine aerosols suggests that these aerosols are collected close to their source and/or
have not been exposed to conditions that promote extensive oxidative or oligomeric
transformations. The urban aerosols are characteristically more polar as indicated by
1H NMR peaks that are shifted more slightly downfield than in the other aerosols
and also the higher O/C ratios of the formulas, with more structurally diverse
carbon chains. This structural diversity may be represented by longer and/or more
branched carbon chains indicative of more oligomeric or other chain elongation
reactions. While some of these features were readily apparent, the PCA was able to
highlight and confirm some of these variations.

The combination of 1H NMR and FTICR-MS provides an incredible amount
of molecular-level information regarding the chemical composition of aerosol OM.
While 1H NMR overcomes some of the bias introduced by ESI-FTICR-MS, it comes
with its own limitations. The 1H NMR analysis used here requires a liquid sample, so
the water-insoluble OM is not analyzed by this method. Solid-state NMR techniques
that analyze a whole solid sample do exist but require very large samples that
require extremely large sample volumes which typically can only be obtained over
weeks of sampling. Additionally, the water-suppression removes all signal in the
region of 4.7 ppm and may reduce the signal in the region within˘0.5 ppm including
protons directly attached to carbon-carbon double bonds (H-C=C) which are typically
found around 5 ppm.

4. Conclusions

The 1H NMR and FTICR-MS results described here, while not fully quantitative
in nature, provide detailed, source-specific distinguishing characteristics of the water-
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and pyridine- extractable and ionizable components of marine, urban, biomass
burning, and mixed source OA. PCA efficiently highlights the molecular formulas
and 1H NMR structural components that distinguish the OM contained within
aerosols from each of these sources. Marine aerosols contain molecules consistent
with biological inputs including lipid- and phospholipid-like compounds as well
as a large fraction of low O/C ratio organosulfur compounds, likely derived from
reactions with sulfate derived from biological dimethyl sulfide emissions. The carbon
backbones of these molecules are more aliphatic and less diverse than terrestrial
OA, and the OM is overall less oxidized. The OM in biomass burning aerosols
has more aromatic character and less oxygen content than the other OA groups.
Aromatic, nitrogen containing compounds are a defining feature of biomass burning
aerosols, and nitrogen-incorporation reactions play a major role in the formation
or transformation of these aerosols. The urban aerosols are also characteristically
more oxygenated and more structurally complex, suggesting they have been subject
to more extensive atmospheric aging. Nitrogen-containing formulas of lesser
aromaticity than described for the biomass burning OA are an important feature of
urban aerosols. These compounds likely reflect the prevalence of OA transformations
that incorporate inorganic NOx, either through NOx additions to aliphatic/olefinic
compounds or ring-opening reactions of biomass burning OA. The combined results
of the FTICR-MS and 1H NMR PCAs show the mixed source OA to be very similar
to but less chemically diverse than the urban aerosols.

These defining OA molecular features can be used in future work to provide clues
to the primary inputs and degree of atmospheric transformation. In environments
impacted by multiple emission sources, these molecular features can help identify
key sources. Further, as the relationships between molecular composition and
atmospheric impacts (e.g., hygroscopicity, ice and cloud condensation formation,
light absorption) and environmental fates (e.g., photochemical and microbial
lability, metal complexing ability) are strengthened, these source-specific molecular
characteristics can be used to partition the relative importance of each of these
emission sources to these impacts and fates. The highly aliphatic nature of and
biological source for the marine aerosols suggests them to be highly susceptible to
microbial components, while the aromatic nature of biomass burning OA are likely
to be less microbially labile and more susceptible to photodegradation. Though the
exact relationship is yet to be fully understood, the extent of oxidation is associated
with hygroscopicity and the ability of aerosols to act as cloud condensation nuclei,
and the high O/C content of urban and mixed source aerosols present them as
high hygroscopic candidates. The additional molecular formula and structural
details provided here may help understand deviations from the expected O/C
ratio—hygroscopic behavior relationship. The highly aromatic, nitrogen compounds
are likely an important component of atmospheric brown carbon, which makes a
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significant contribution to light-absorbing carbon in the atmosphere. Any extensive
light absorption found for other source components may be due to higher amounts
of inorganic components or olefinic or non-ionizable OA.

Aerosol FTICR-MS and 1H NMR analyses provide a complementary set of
information regarding OA chemical composition, and PCA provides a useful tool
for deconstructing the important components that define each of the aerosol sources.
While this study presents several aerosols from some key sources, application of
this method to a larger number of samples from more emission sources are needed
for a more comprehensive inventory of atmospherically-relevant OA. Additionally,
pairing these analysis with highly time-resolved methods, such as aerosol mass
spectrometry, would provide an excellent accounting of the inorganic ions and
volatile OM that influence aerosol atmospheric and environmental impacts and fates.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/
2073-4433/7/6/79/s1,

Supplementary methods.

Table S1: Percent area contributions from the major proton regions and calculated H/C
ratios in 1H NMR spectra for aerosol PSOM.

Table S2: Total formulas and average elemental properties for aerosol WSOMPPL and
PSOM from each emission source determined using FTICR mass spectra. The distribution
of molecular formulas based on atomic content and AImod structure type are listed as
number of formulas with the percentage of total formulas in parentheses directly below.

Table S3: Total formulas and average elemental properties for aerosol WSOM´, WSOM+,
and PSOM´ from each emission source determined using FTICR-MS. Atomic content
and structure type values are expressed as the number of formulas. The values in
parentheses are the percentage of total molecular formulas in each sample, an average
for each source.

Table S4: Total formulas and average elemental properties for aerosol WSOM´, WSOM+,
and PSOM from each emission source identified by PCA. Distributions of formulas based
on atomic content and AImod structure type are listed as percentage of total formulas.

Figure S1: Van Krevelen diagrams for molecular formulas identified in the FTICR mass
spectra for the marine, biomass burning, urban, and mixed source aerosols. Each row
represents a different source, and each column represents only those formulas with a
specific elemental makeup (CHO, CHON, or CHOS). Each “ˆ” represents one or more
molecular formulas.

Figure S2: The loadings for (a) PC1 and PC2 and (b) PC1 and PC3 from the PCA analysis
of the FTICR-MS molecular formulas.

Figure S3: Venn diagrams showing the relative distribution of PCA molecular formulas
present in any of the three solvent/ionization methods (WSOM´, WSOM+, and PSOM)
for each aerosol source. Areas of overlap represent percentages of molecular formulas
that appear in two or more of those samples. Areas with no overlap represent the
percentage of molecular formulas unique to that individual solvent/ionization method.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AImod modified aromaticity index
BC black carbon
CTO-375 chemothermal oxidation at 375 ˝C
ESI electrospray ionization
FTICR-MS Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry
H/C hydrogen-to-carbon atomic ratio
1H NMR proton nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
NMR nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
O/C oxygen-to-carbon atomic ratio
OA organic aerosols
OM organic matter
PC principal component
PCA principal component analysis
PPL solid phase extraction medium
PSOC pyridine-soluble organic carbon
PSOM pyridine-soluble organic matter
SOA secondary organic aerosol
TC total carbon
TSP total suspended particulates
UHR-MS ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry
WSOC water-soluble organic carbon
WSOM water-soluble organic matter
WSOMPPL PPL-extracted water-soluble organic matter
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